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PREFACE 

The activities of both a trial judge and his official court reporter in an imaginary 
Philadelphia Superior Court Were depicted in a 1976 network television series, and 
for the first time on television, a court report.;r was given a major role. 

Also in 1976, in the real Philadelphia Court of Common Pleas, an innovative 
program illustrated the implementation of a fully operational computet-aided 
transcription (CAT) system for the production of transcripts. The program assigned 
to the cOUli reporters a major role and utilized technology in a supporting capacity. 

That program was the result of this study, which was funded by the National 
Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice of the Law Enforcement 
Assistance Administration. This report discusses the implementation and impact of 
computer-aided transcription in the Philadelphia Court of Common Pleas and 
several other court facilities in the nation. 

The objectives of our study were threefold: to fully describe and analyze the 
basic process of computer-aided transcription, to document and assess the technical 
and financial feasibility of introducing computer-aided transcription in the courts, 
and to assist courts and court reporters to better design, select, implement, manage, 
and assess computer-aided transcription production systems. Our report also 
includes the probability of success for future computer-aided transcription installa
tions. 

The User's Guidebook to Computer-A ided T/'(/llscriptioll has been written 
primarily for court officials, including tlial and appellate judges, court administra
tors, and cOUli reporters. Administrative agencies, legislators, and other organiza
tions for whom transclipt expenditures are becoming a heavy burden should also 
find this report of interest, as will freelance repOlters who may desire to use this 
new technology. 

Various National Center staff members, including Edward B. McConnell, Barry 
Mahoney, Douglas C. Dodge, Donald S. Skupsky, and Mae Kuykendall, spent 
time reviewing earlier drafts. Harry Foster and Eugene Sattler of the National 
Shorthand Reporters Association provided additional comments. Lois Bierman and 
Angela McCorrison provided secretarial assistance, and Elizabeth Anderson, Vilma 
Boubelik, and Nancy Allbee supplied editori::.l review for the final pUblication. 

We also appreciate the support and cooperation of many employees in the 
Philadelphia Court of Common Pleas and express appreciation especially to Larry 
Polansky, Michael Altier, and Dennis Moran of the Philadelphia Court Administra
tive Office; to Jane Pace and Ronnie Sablowsky for excellent administrative 
assistance and data collection in the Philadelphia court; and to the Philadelphia 
CAT court reporters for their willingness to test this technology. In particular, we 
appreciate the encouragement of Cheryl Martorana, Carolyn Burstein, Robert 
Duncan, and Bonnie Gowdy of the Courts Section of the National Institute of Law 
Enforcement and Criminal Justice. . 

To the CAT vendors who were willing to disclose and discuss with us their 
capabilities, and to the several judges, court administrators, and court reporters 
who have experimented with CAT and answered our extensive questions, we are 
grateful. 
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Rarely has the judiciary led Amelican industry and othel' government agencies in 
introdur.ing a technological innovation. We hope that this report will help ensure 
success for those courts and agencies enteting the computel' age of transcript 
production, 

February 1977 J. Michael Greenwood 
Jerry R. Tollar 



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Verbatim transcripts are usually required for appellate review of trial proceedings 
and for trial review of grand jury proceedings, arraignments, and preliminary or 
probable cause hearings. However, obtaining timely transcripts is 3\ serious problem 
for both the trial and the appellate courts in many jurisdictions. At present, many 
courts encounter increasing transcript delays, growing transcript backlogs, insuffi
cient numbers of qualified court reporters, and increasing transcript costs and fees. 

The stenotype method is the predominant technique used to record and transcribe 
court proceedings. It is a multi-stage, labor-intensive process. 

Use of computer-aided transcription (CAT) is a technological appl'oach to 
improving and expediting the stenotype method of recording and transcribing by 
reducing the reprter's involvement in the burdensome transcript preparation 
process. 

The National Center for State Courts, under a National Institute of Law 
Enforcement and Criminal Justice grant, undertook this project to evaluate the 
commcf"dal feasibility of computer-aided transcription (CfT) for the courts. The 
major research objectives were to: 

-Evaluate the technical feasibility and economic viability of computer-aided 
transcription (CAT). 

-Measure the impact of CAT upon transcript delays. 
-Assess the utility of CAT for various groups within the judicial system. 
"""';Review the progress of CAT demonstration projects in various courts. 
-Review the development of CAT capabilities and services available and assess 

the potential for the courts in the next few years. 
The CAT process normally consists of six fundamental operations and proce

dures. 1 

-Recording of courtroom testimony onto a modified stenotype device, which 
produces paper notes but also records them onto cartridges or cassettes which 
can be read by computer input devices; 

-Development of a court reporter dictionary or profile which adjusts computer 
translation to each reporter's style; 

-Reporter orientation and training to acquaint him or her with the equipment 
and procedures of a CAT system; 

-First-run translation of the electronically recorded stenotype notes into 
reasonably accurate English prose; 

-Text-editing to COITect any errors in the format or text of the transcript 
produced in the previous step; and 

-Printing of the final official transcript. 
To cO'J~r sufficiently these research objectives, three research approaches were 

instituted by the research team: 
-Implementation and comprehensive evaluation of a large scale, court-operated 

CAT system in the Philadelphia Court of Common Pleas. 
-Monitoring of the progress of CAT instituted or demonstrated in other courts. 

lChapter 2 contains a detailed explanation of the six elements and elnborates on the production 
approuches und equipment necessary for a CAT system. 
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-Evaluation of the commercially available CAT systems fOI' the courts by 
establishing production standards und assessing CAT vendor capabilities. 

The Philadelphia CAT operation was the principal evaluation component in the 
project.2 Extensive data collection and evaluation procedures were instituted to 
assess continuously reporters using CAT 01' traditional trnnscription methods both 
before and during the demonstration project. The following measures of e11iciency 
were tabulated arid analyzed: 

-Tmnscription time: the time (number of calendar days) IlCcessary to pl'eptu'c a 
record of court proceedings. 

-Transcription costs: the total cost PCI' page related to the preparation of the 
record. 3 

-Effective repOlter utilizat1'n: the percenUlge of time reporters were unavailable 
~md amount of reporter time involved in transcription process. 

The results from our examination and assessment of computer-aided transcription 
utilized under COUlt conditions, particularly the Philadelphia CAT operation,·' are as 
follows: 

-CAT can dramatically increase transcript production and decrease transcript 
delays when used instead of traditional stenotype transcription methods. 

-CAT is economically competitive with traditional transcription methods under 
appropriate conditions and management controls such as proper selection of 
CAT service approach, sufficient tmnscript volume, repOlter motivation and 
skills, comprehensive administrative procedures, and production norms. The 
CAT project in the Philadelphia Court of Common Pleas was found to be 
commercially feasible and has been continued after the funding from the 
demonstration was ended. 

-CAT permits bette I' utilization of c')urt reporters for both recording courtroom 
testimony and prepm;ng official transcripts. 

-CAT is technically feasible for court use. 
-Of official court reporters, 40 to 60 percent probably have sufficient skills to be 

compatible with CAT. 
-Several commercial CAT services are presently available. 
-CAT users can achieve the following minimum production standards as 

recommended in this report: (a) 95 percent accuracy on first-run translation, 
and (b) an editing rate of 25 pages per hour on a cathode-ray-tube (CRT) text
editing system. 

The implementation of CAT can be a formidable task. As demonstrated in 
several cou rt projects using CAT, the success of a CAT operation is related to the 
degree of careful and thorough project management, including preparation, design, 
selection, installation, and operations of a CAT syst~m. This report suggests 
remedies ~ to the following problems concerning fundamental steps necessary to 
plan and manage CAT: 

-How to assess properly transcript demand and court repOlting workload to 
determine whether CAT is an appropriate alternative. 

-How to determine which CAT equipment and services are most suitable for a 
particular jurisdiction. 

tOther jurisdictions initiating a CAT project were provided a booklet (J. Michael Greenwood and 
Jerry R. Tollar, Cl'lllu{/tillll Guidebook III Computer·Aidecl TrallSC'riptio/l, National Center for State 
Courts Publication No. ROOI9, December 1975) which contained detailed methodology for assessing 
CAT and traditional transcription methods. Unfortunately, few projects collected or analyzed data 
regarding their transcript pl"Oduction. 

"Chapter 3 provides detailed methodology for accurately determining CAT costs. 
• 4 Chapter 4 provides a detailed case study of the Philadelphia CAT project. 

-'See Chapter 5, 
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-How to develop a comprehensive request for proposals (RFP) and evaluate 
bidder responses for CAT. 

-How to pl"Operly select court repoJ1ers for CAT. 
-How to implement and manage a CAT project, including approt>liate schedul-

ing, court reporter training, and production controls. 
-How to comprehensively evaluate a CAT system. 
A number of ancillary questions arose l;:onceming the use of CAT, such as: 
-Who should control the CAT process? 
-What is the most efficient approach to te.xt-editing with CAT? 
-What is meant by court teporter "compatibility" with CAT? 
-What transcript lengths are most appropliate for CAT? 
-Is a CAT tirst-nll1 transcript (rough draft) adeqUate? 
Chaptet· 6 provides answers based on the court experience in operating CAT and 

includes several predictions conceming the potential of CAT fOl' c0U11 reporting: 
-CAT will permit thit1y-day transcript production for nearly all transcripts. to 

accordance with American Bar Association and National Advisory Commission 
on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals standards. 

-CAT will be implemented principally in medium and large metropolitan 
jurisdictions during the next few years. 

-CAT costs will continue to decrease. 
-More standalone CAT systems will be developed (a single minicomputer 

capable of totally producing CAT, including translation, text-editing, and 
printing operations.) 

-Both COlltts and vendors will establish regional or statewide service centers to 
process CAT. 

ix 



1. INTRODUCTION 

Historical Background 
In 1971, the National Bureau of Standards com

pleted a research project entitled A Study oj Court 
Reportillg Systems t which tested the feasibility of 
using computers to aid in tmnscl'ipt production. That 
report compared computer-assisted methods with 
several other court reporting methods. The assess
ment was completed mostly under laboratory-con
trolled conditions with very limited use undet' actual 
conditions (that is, fewer than 100 pages of otlicial 
court transcripts were produced). 

The National Bureau of Standards study found 
that while compUl:er-aided transcription (CAT) was 
sound conceptually, serious technical deficiencies 
prevented the implementation of a full demonstration 
project for court use. The report specified that 
several segments of the CAT process required fur
ther improvements, including the screening, selection 
and training of court reporters; the dictionary and 
translation software; and the text-editing capabilities. 

Despite these technical limitations and the possible 
need for changes in the st<::notype reporter's existing 
practices, the report concluded that CAT had great 
potential to relieve transcript backlog and improve 
court reporter utilization. The study stressed that 
further research and developments should be sup
ported to remedy deficiencies of current computer 
transcription techniques and to enhance the capabil
ity for preparing court transcripts. 

In 1973, the National Center for State Courts 
(under a grant from the National Institute of Law 
Enforcement and Criminal .Justice of the Law En
forcement Assistano' .-\Jministration) undertook a 
study to determine the r.;un'ent feasibility of CAT and 
provide courts with basic background information on 
the process. Early in the study, the staff determined 
that CAT was by then technologically feasible, that 
nearly all problems addressed by the earlier National 
Bureau of Standards study had been resolved, and 
that courts could now implement a fully operational 
CAT program. 

I National Bureau of Standards. A SlIIdy of Court Reportillg 
Systems (4 volumes). (Gaithersburg, Md.: National Bureau of 
Standards, 1971). 

A 1975 National Center I'eportlt provides courts 
with detailed methodology t'ot' examining and com
paring CAT to traditional transcriptio~ techniques in 
terms of important production criteria: time, cost, 
tmnscript quality, and reporter utilization. Potential 
COUt't users are also provided basic information 
describing the available CAT sCi'vice approaches. 

This publication, the Users G uic/e/Jook to COI/I
puter-Aided Transcriptioll,. takes the examination of 
CAT one step further-through an actual fourteen
month demonstration project in the Philadelphia 
Court of Common Pleas. This report also explol'cs 
and assesses the development of CAT in the last five 
years, 

Why has CAT taken so long to reach the courts? 
And what are the court reporting and tmnscript 
delay problems evident in most state court systems 
for whie; CAT is lauded as a partial solution? It is 
important that the reader understand these hack
ground issues in greater detail before the current 
research is examined in the remainder of this repott. 

Transcript Problems 
Tmnscript delay is a serious problem in most state 

court systems and a principal cause of appellate 
delay. Various groups have recommended that ad
ministrative efforts and proven technical innovations 
be adopted to ensure that all transcripts are com
pleted and filed either within thitty days of the close 
of trial or at least within thirty days after the order 
date for the transcript.:' Research in several states 
indicates that most tmnscripts are actually submitted 

\ 

~ J. Michael Greenwood and Jerry R. Tollar. el'tliu{/tioll 
Guidebook to Compula-Aided TrtlllsC'rlpllo/1 {Denver: Nil
tionlll Center for Stllte Courts. 1975). 

:I Various nlltionlll commissions. conferences. and noted law 
professors have described trllnscript delay as II mlljor cause in 
the delinquency of the final disposition of cllses. incl!:Jding the 
National Commission on Criminal Justice Standards al:ld Goals. 
the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration; the National 
Conference on Appellate Justice; the American Bar Association 
Standards Relating to Criminal Appeals; the American Bar 
Association's Standards for Appellate Justice; Paul Carrington. 
Daniel J. Meador. and Maurice Rosenberg. Juslice /)/1 ApP/!tll 
(St. Paul. Minn.: West Publishing Co .. 1976). 
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aftcr' thc thirty-day limit (nationally I 80 to 95 percent 
of tl'wlscri.ots nrc dl:ilinqucnt) and even aftcr statutory 
lime limits.l)ave expired (20 to 75 percent of tran
scripts). Further research studies have shown that 
t,'anscl'ipt production normally takes from two 
months to ave,' one YCat',:1 

Many of the reasons for transcript delay are. 
known. In the past decade there has been an 
explosion of litigation in the COlirts. The increase in 
the cJ'ime rate and the conesponding increase in 
criminal cnseload within the courts is well docu
mented. However, accompanying this increase in 
case load is [~ corresponding increase in criminal 
appenls, especially from indigent criminal defendants 
(who constitute 90 to 95 percent of al\ crimihal 
appeals). Civil apper\ls have also greatly increased. 

COlirt RcpOl'tcr Problems 

Pete,' Drucker stated "technology is not about 
tools, it deals with how r'nan works. "3 By 1974, most 
of the so-called technology-related limitations of 
CAT had been resolved. However, the people-re
lated problems concerning the court use of CAT had 
not been sufi1ciently studied and were not under
stood. 

The purpose of court reporting services is the 
preparation of an official record of proceedings so 
that an appellate court can properly review trial and 
pretrial proceedings, and so that the trial court and 
lawyers can review preliminary hearings and grand 
jury proceedings. The predominant court reporting 
technique used in trial courts of general jurisdiction 
is stenotype reporting, This method has normally 
required that transcripts be produced by manual 
typing. This multi-stage. labor-intensive process nor
mally requires heavy reporter involvement in the 
transcription process. The overloaded court reporter 
frequently either must be relieved of courtroom 
duties or spend evenings 'and weekends preparing 
transcripts. This has resulted in inefficient utilization 
of the court reporter and has shar'ply increased 
expenses to the cou,1s and litigants needing tran
scripts, 

~ See Daniel J. Meador, Appellate Courts: Staff (/1/(/ Pr()"(fSS 
ill tile Crisis of Volume. prepared for the National Center for 
State Courts (St. Paul, I-.:'nn.: West Publishing Co .. 1974), and 
the following National Center for State Courts publications: 
Court Re{Jortil1l1 Services ill Marylalld (1976): Puerto RicCi 
Court Re{Jortillll SWdYi Phase' I WId 1/ (1975-76): and Ne
braska Court Reportillg Project: FiliI/I R('por/ (1975), 

~ P. Drucker, T('('/1II0IoIlY, MCIIIlllle 111('11 t & S()('ic'ty (New 
York: Harper & Row. 1973). p. vii. 
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Trad itionall y, stenotype reporters have been al
lowed to control totally and monitor their reporting 
and transcription process j to screen and select new 
"eporters, and to establish and (ohoy for higher 
salaries and higher transcript fees. The court report
ing profession has also become accustomed to the 
piecework rate \ a compensation practice which has 
been eliminated in most other professions and for 
most other court employees. 

Under present conditions many courts face (l) an 
increase in transcript delays and a growing transcript 
backlog of incomplete transcripts, (2) an insufficient 
number of competent stenotype reporters, and (3) a 
sharply increasing cost for court reporter services, 
for both personnel and transcripts. 

Some courts are experiencing problems due to a 
national shortage of qualified coUrt reporters. Steno
type court reporters normally require more than two 
years of training to learn the basic stenotype skills 
and meet the minimal proficiency standards. While 
there are several hundred reporting schools in the 
country, the National Shorthand Reporters Associa
tion has certified only fifty-one programs as meeting 
the minimum training and educational standards. The 
attrition rate during the training process sometifiles 
reaches 85 to 95 percent of the students. In addition, 
several states which I'equire applicants to take a 
stenotype proficiency examination find few qualified 
applicants-usually between 5 to 10 percent of 
applicants fully qualify. This has caused many courts 
to lower their selection standards. 

Court reporters shOUld be expected to record court 
proceedings where required and to produce an accu
rate transcript, If required, within the shortest feasi
ble time and at the lowest reasonable cost. Unfortu
nately, in too many cOlJrts, reporters are unavailable 
to record court proceedings, transcripts are consist
ently late, transcript quality varies greatly, and 
transcript costs are continually increasing. 

Use of Computer-Aided Transcription 

The basic purpose of a CAT system is to aid the 
reporter in the tedious task of reading, translating, 
editing, and printing transcripts. The comput~r can 
perform these tasks many times faster than a hillman 
being. In tum, the court reporter can devote full tillie 
to recording the court proceedings, where his skills 
and abilities are most productive. 

Probably the biggeSt obstacle in the next few years 
concerning the implementation of CAT is lack of 
acceptance by official court reporters. Many court 
reporters fear that CAT will eliminate their jobs, 



, . 

reduce their stntus, limit their income, chnnge the 
nature of the transcription process, and I'educc or 
eliminate their control of the tl'llt1scription 'process.!! 
Most of these fem's reflect the reporters' misundet'
standing of the CAT technique and pl'Ocess. 

CAT can never function withollt the stenotype 
reporter. For most court reporters, CAT will requit'e 
some retraining or modification in stenotype style. In 
most cases the CAT system will be modified to 
matth the reporter's style more than the reportet· will 
have to modify his techniques and style to meet the 
computer's requirements. This technology will also 
require courts and cOurt reporters to leam more 
about the capabilities and limitations of the computer 
process and to better manage court reportin~J re
sources. 7 CAT \ if properly selected and managed, 
will help the stenotype reporter': 
-increase tmnscript production; 
-hold down transcript costs in the futul'e; 
-alleviate the monotonous and often boring task of 

dictating and manually typing the transcript; 
-keep pace with the growing transct'ipt demands; 
-greatly reduce the time (including evenings, week-

ends, vacations) required to produce transcripts; 
and 

-spend time primarily proofreading to ensure high 
accuracy of the final transcript. 
Several years ago, the authors began to use the 

term "computer-aided transcl'ir>tion" rather than 
"computerized transct'ipt" for this technological in
novation. The new name clearly reveals the precise 
purpose of this technology; namely, to greatly aid 
the COllrt reporter in the transcript process by 
enhancing the COllrt reporter"s capabilities r'ather 
than by producing transcripts in place of him. 

Although compttter'-aided transcl'iption appeared 
promising in t 971, manufacturers failed to refine 
their systems immediately and to adapt them for' use 
by courts and court reporters. There are variolls 
explanations for the slow development and explora
tion of CAT. 

Most COllrt operations arc more appropriate for 
dealing with the workload of litigation and appeals of 
the r:' ',:teenth century mther than the twentieth. 
Most (;0urts and court reporters are unfamiliar with 
the application of modern technology in the jUdicial 

6 For nn ilIu5trution :-ice James C. Hyatt, "Trying Days in 
Court: Shorthllnd Reporters Fear Usc of Computers to Speed 
their Work Will Cut Status, Income." IVIIII Slrt'('1 Jill/mal, 
September 29, 1976, 

1 Sec J, Michael Greenwood lint.! Douglas Dodge, MlI//(/IW· 
1//(,111 OJ'COIII'I Rl!tl(J/'lill~ S(·/,\·;('('.I' (Denver: Nationlll Center for 
State Courts, 1976), 

process. Furthermore, COUrt r'cpor'lers nrc fe~\I'ful of 
any new technology for recording or producirllg 
lrnnscripts .owing to concerns l\bollt job sccur'ity a!1Ju 
ul'pr'ehensiMs about the effect upon theil' wOl~k 
methods hnd dUlies. Few companies (most small mId 
under'capitalized) have attempted to develop CAT 
systems in the past five to ten yellr'S. As with the 
introduction of other technical itlllovntions, many 
CAT companies nre uncertain of the market potential 
and practical aspects of using computer's 1(,)1' trun
scrlbing stenotype notes. 

Only rec(mlly has the judiciary c1eady recognized 
and focused on transcript delay and court reporting 
pt'oblems. The true costs of coml l'epOl'ling services 
and tl'anscl'ipt preparation have been misunderstood 
or' rarely (I\~termined by either' the Coult or COllrt 
r'eporter's, and rIo demonstration project existed to 
fully implement, operate, and evaluate CAT and to 
establish practical CAT stane/ar'ds, norms, and poli· 
cies. 

PI'~jcct Objectives and Methodology 
The National Institute of Law Enforcement and 

Criminal Justice Hwarded the National Center for 
State Courts a grant entitled "Computer-Aided Tran
scription: Evaluation of the Commercial Feasibility 
for the Courts." The principal research objectives of 
the study were to: 
I. Evaluate the technical feasibility and economic 

viability of CAT in the adjudicative process, 
2. Measure the impact of CAT upon trial delay, 

particularly with respect to its potential for reduc
ing transcript delays. 

3. Assess the utility of CAT for various groups 
within the judicial system-the trial and appellate 
courts, court reporters, and related criminal jus
tice agencies. 

4. Review and report on the development of CAT 
capabilities available from vendors and assess 
their potential for court services in the next few 
years. 

5. Monitor' court demonstration projects of CAT. 
So that CAT might be demonstrated and evaluated 

in a m!uOl' court system, the grant provided substan
tial funding to establish and initially subsidize a 
court-operated CAT service center in the Philadel
phia Court of Common Pleas. Under this pilot 
project the court operated and controlled C AT 
service for an initial fifteen reporters on the CAT 
system. This permitted a one-year, delailed analysis 
of the cost, time, and quality of transcript production 
and an assessment of all CAT production proce-
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dures. The Philadelphia CAT experiment has been 
the largest and longest demonstration of CAT in a 
state court system. Several other court organizations 
initiated or experimented with CAT services during 
197.5-1976. The National Center monitored the prog
reS5 of the other projects and, in most instances, 
made on-site visits to discuss the accomplishments 
and limitations of CAT. . 

To remain abreast of manufacturer developments, 
the National Center visited corporate facilities, re
viewed and assessed literature on the topic, reviewed 
and assessed thl! technical capabilities of each man
ufacturer's system, and met with marketing and 
technical p-.!rsonnel in these organizations concerning 
new equipment, marketing approaches, and CAT 
installations. 

Presently four vendors are involved in CAT: 
Barons Data Systems of Oakland, California; Steno- . 
comp, Inc. of Falls Church, Virginia; Stentran, Inc. 
of Vienna, Virginia; and Stenograph Machines, Inc. 
of Skokie, Illinois. Appendix A contains our review 
and assessment of these vendors in three areas: (I) 
basic CAT services being offered or anticipated, i.e., 
hardware configurations and capabilities, training 
services, CAT services offered, and pricing; (2) 
performance record to date, i.e., transcript produc
tion capabilities, prices, training capability, stability 
of operation, and user evaluation; and (3) penorm
ance standards, i.e., first-run translation accuracy, 
editing speed, and other production capacities and 
capabilities. 

Since computer-aided transcription is a new court 
. reporting technology, the terminology and concepts 
used to describe its procedures and systems have not 
been precisely defined. Various companies and or
ganizations often use conflicting terms to describe 
the same activity or procedure. To diminish ambigu
ity, we have included a glossary of the most fre
quently used terms. 

Glossary 

Acoustic coupler or modem: a device to permit data 
transmission across telephone lines. 

B-.rster and decollator: two devices which, in com
bination, will transform a stack of multi-part, 
continuous form paper into sets of collated pages. 

Cathode ray tube (CRT) terminal: a combination 
keyboard and viewing screen which permits rapid 
interaction with a computer or minicomputer. 

Classical CAT system: the classical equipment contig
urcltion for a CAT system-e.g., composed of a 
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large-scale translation computer and a text<editing 
subsystem. 

CRT text-editing: editing in whicb an individual uses 
a CRT terminal to electronically change the text 
or format of transcripts. 

First-run transcript: the first-run translation in 
printed form. . .. 

First-run translation: the initial computer h'anslation' 
of electronically recorded stenotype notes into 
English prose, without any human editing or 
correction of its errors. 

Homograph: a stenoform, or short series of steno
forms, which may simultaneously represent one or 
more different words or phrases. 

Homophone: a word which sounds like another but 
is spelled differently-e.g., "there" and "their." 

Hybrid system: a system in w)1ich the overall control 
is divided between the 'Iendor (who controls 
translation) and the user (who contl'Ols text-editing 
and final transcript production). 

Job sheet: a sheet of information which a repOtier 
submits along with his cass(~ttes to the CAT 
service center. 

Lexicographic support: consultation which helps a 
reporter to modify his style so that his first-run 
translation will be more accurate. 

Modified stenotype device: a stenotype device which 
produces paper notes but also. records them upon 
a cartridge or cassette which can be read by 
computer input devices. 

Project life: the duration of a project. 
Proofread-editing: editing in which an individual 

proofreads the first-run transcript and makes nota
tions to indicate appropriate modifications and 
additions to the transcript text or format. 

Proration period: a time period over which equip
ment or serVice should be amortized. 

Reporter dictionary: an aggregate of stenoforms and 
transliterations which the computer software uses 
to translate the notes of an individual reporter. 

Reporter profile: a unique matrix table (identifying a 
reporter's note-taking style) which the translation 
software uses to translate the notes of an individ
ual reporter. 

Software program: computer instructions which 
make a computer operate. 

Standalone CAT system: a minkomputer system 
which, all alone, pelforms both translation and 
text-editing activities. 

Start.up costs: usually large, one-time costs which 
are incurred prior to CAT operations and often 
should be amortized. 

Stenoform notes: key~trokes which a stenotypist 
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records to represent a verbatim record of proceed-
ings. 

System life/technical life: the useful life of a system 
or technology. 

Text-editing operator: the individual who performs 
CRT text-editing. 

User-controlled CAT system: a CAT system in which 

the user controls first-run translation. text-editing. 
and final transcript production. 

Vendor-controlled CAT system: a system in which 
the CAT vendor ora licensed third party controls 
first-run translation, text-editing, and final tran
script production. 
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2. CAT SERVICES AND SYSTEMS 

Several vendors currently offer an assortment of 
CAT services and equipment. Potential CAT users 
must choose from these services, production ap
proaches, and equipment configurations. This chap
let' provides a background for understanding the 
basics of a CAT system. 

Service Elements 

FOI' viable CAT production, a user must assemble 
six basic service elements: (I) a modified stenotype 
device; (2) a reporter dictionary or profile and vendor 
lexicographic support; (3) a reporter orientation pro
gram; (4) a first-run translation wstem; (5) a text
editing system, and (6) final transcript production. 
The first three elements are necessary to successfully 
prepare a reporter for a CAT system; the last three 
elements are the basic operations of a complete CAT 
system. 

Modifil>d Stenotype Devices 

No computer input devices currently can read the 
paper stenoform notes produced by a stenotype 
reporter. I Instead, CAT vendors provide a modified 
stenotype device equipped with an electronic re
corder. The stenotype device still produces paper 
notes, but also records the reporter's keystrokes on 
cartridges or cassettes which can be read by com
puter input devices. The reporter's work tasks ancl 
techniques are basically unchanged; in fact, most 
observers can see no difference in the reporter's 
equipment or ac,tivities. 

Although a temporary replacement unit will serve 
a reporter when his own I,mit is not working, every 
CAT reporter should have his own modified steno
type device adjusted for his touch. 

Earlier modified stenotype devices were awkward 
to handle and needed to be plugged into ~n electrical 
outlet. Newer models are readily portable and often 
operate from a self-contained, rechargeable battery 
pack as well as from standard AC outlets. 

I See Chapter 6 for a discussion of optical scan equipment to 
read paper notes. 
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Currently, each CAT vendo!' manufactures a pro
prietary device adapted to his system. Fortunately, 
all vendors will soon use standard cassettes as their 
recording medium. Hopefully, CAT vendors will also 
standardize stenotype devices, thus reducing possible 
equipment obsolescence and additional costs if users 
switch to another CAT vendor. 

Reporter Dictionary Compilation and Lexicographic 
Support 

No two stenotype reporters are likely to record 
the same stenoforms of a lengthy proceeding, since 
there are many different schools or systems of 
stenotyping. Depending upon his training and needs, 
a reporter may use a combination of these stenotyp
ing systems. Furthermore, a reporter may develop 
his own styles and shortcuts, often resorting to 
special abbreviations for repetitive phrases or unu·· 
sual words. 

Because of cost and size considerations, it is 
impractical to create a universal dictionary of all 
stenoforms used by reporters. Translation conflicts 
would also occur since different reporters may use 
the same stenoform for different words. A number 
of partial solutions have been implemented in an 
attempt to resolve the problems: (1) selecting report
ers whose reporting systems and styles are most 
compatible with the CAT system, (2) compiling 
individualized dictionaries or style profiles for each 
reporter, and (3) providing lexicographic support to 
help reporters recognize style changes which will 
improve their first-run transcript accuracy. 

Selection of Computer.Compatible Reporters. Not 
all stenotype reporting styles are compatible with 
CAT. To be compatible with CAT, a reporter's style 
must be consistent (each stenoform representing an 
English word without ambiguity) and notes must be 
clean (without keying errors). Vendors and users 
alike should assess each reporter's style to determine 
his likelihood of achieving sufficient first-run transla
tion accuracy (95 percent). Accordingly, most ven
dors analyze .each reporter's style from sample notes, 
profile questtonnaires about writing styles, or stand
ardized dictation tests. 



Reporter Di<,.tionary or rrofile Compilntion. Aftel' 
a reporter is .selected, the verldor compiles an 
individualized dictionar'y or profile for him; This 
dictionary or protile takes into account the normal 
variations in nd,tc-taking styles nnd supplements any 
existent univer~;al dictionary, Compiling the diction
ary or profile is an extensive task which can only be 
performed by the vendor, With time, fewer acldi
tional entries ureneeded and the reportcl' may 
update the dicti()Jlary himself. 

Lexicogl'aphic Support. Even after a CAT repoI·tel' 
has an individtwilized dictionary or profile, his style 
may not be perfectly compatible with CAT. Such a 
dictionary or p['nfile reduces errors, but it cannot 
resolve problems of inconsistent or ambiguous notes. 
These problems result in first-run translation inaccur
acies and requir(1 additional editing time. The ven
dor's lexicographIc support addresses these problems 
and helps clean up the l'eporter's style. The need for 
this support decreases when a reporter's style has 
improved and he learns to diagnose his own prob
lems. 

Reporter OrielltatiaJl 
A CAT reporter must be trained to operate the 

modified stenotype device and to interact with a 
CAT service center. 

The Modified Stenotype Device. The CAT vendor 
should instruct reporters on the operational lise, 
maintenance, and occasional problems of the modi
fied stenotype device. 

Keystroke "Codes." While recording proceedings 
with a modified stenotype device, a CAT reporter 
utilizes codes to give special signals to the translation 
program. For example, a special code is used to 
begin a new text format or to indicate mistakes. The 
CAT vendor instructs the reporters on the use of 
these keystroke codes, 

Orientation to Dictionary Compilation and Lexico
graphic Support. As discussed earlier, the vendor 
provides each reporter with an individualized diction
ary (or profile) and lexicographic support. The ven
dor should provide orientation about the purpose and 
procedures required for both, 

Interaction with the CAT Service Center. The 
vendor or CAT service center should inform report-· 
ers of available services and procedures for working 
with the service center. Usually three procedures 
must be outlined: (I) how to complete a "job sheet" 
and submit a job for translation, (2) how to edit the 
first-run translation with the proper notations, and 
(3) how to order final transcripts. 

FIrst-Run Tnmslntion 
The computel' lt1tl1slntes the stenotype Mtes of the 

('eportel' into prose Which is about 95 pcrcem neclI
rate, SitlCC (he remaining 5 percent must be corrected 
in a sllbsequent stage, this first step is called "first
I'tIn translation." 

Software programs fOl' firsHlIll U'anslt\tion ate 
proprietary; that is, owncd and controlled by the 
CAT vendors. 1l is not feasible for a court to develop 
a translation SOftWHl'C package, since sevcl'al years 
of development wo\t!d be required. 

When a CAT reporter submits cassettes contHining 
his notes for fir'SH'un translation, he must also 
complete a "job sheet," A job sheet sel'ves severnl 
purposes: it identifies the reporler, specifies his 
dictionary 0[' profile, provides handling instructions, 
and identifies unique stenofoJ'Ins for the part/culal' 
job (e,g., propel' names, titles, abbreviations, special 
terminology), 

The job sheet information is entered into the 
computer along with the stenotype notes (on cas
settes), The translation computer translates these 
notes into prose by lIsing the job sheet information, 
the reporter's dictionury or profile, and the universal 
diction(\ry, if any, This first-run transcript is stored 
in the computer system. It can then be printed for 
proofread-editing by the reporter Or displayed on a 
cathode' ray tube (CRT) terminal for viewing or 
CRT text-editing. 

Text-Editing 
First-run translation seldom produces error-j)'ee 

transcripts. Usually, the reporter also needs to make 
modifications in formal, punctuation, and the like, 
Since pen and ink corrections are normally unaccept
able on a final transcript, text-editing procedurcs arc 
necessary for the final correction of transcripts, 

After first-run translation, a CAT service center 
usually prints the first-run transcript and delivers it 
(or mails it) to the reporter. The reporter proofreads 
and edits his first-run transcript, using standard 
notations for his corrections, and returns the cor
rected transcript to the CAT service center, At the 
service center, a trained text-editing operator uses a 
specialized CRT-based text-editing subsystem to 
make corrections according to the reporter's nota
tions. The final transcript is then stored until the 
CAT service center prints it. 

Final Transcript Production 
Before printing, the reporter determines how many 

transcripts are I'e.quired. CAT service center prices 
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Figure 2.1 
Types of CAT Services and fhelr Advantages and Disadvantages 

V('I11/(mCllfl/ro/led 

A (lwlII/t,rg e s 
The U$cr docs nO\ .have to acquire COm
putcr' cCiuipmcnt or time-sht\ring services, 
and docs not have L{) pr'ovide personnel 
or servkc center facilities, The vendor is 
responsible for production efliciencYi sys
tem support is usually good, and project 
slUrt-up (:lin be rapid, 

User-Coli/roiled 

II dl'{/IIIOses 
To II degl'ee, the user Can determine his 
prodUction norms, standards, and !lp
proacil. The IIsel' controls production; his 
apprQach~s to text-editing and production 
CIlll be SOmewhat flexible. The user' can 
sometimes utilize available facilities and 
equipment. The user selects the site of 
the CAT service center. 

Hybrid 

Al"'(/I//(/!Je,~ 
The USCI' controls. text.-editing and final 
transcript production; his approach can 
be flexible. The user docs not have to 
acquire coooputer equipmcnt or time-shar
ing serviCe!l for translation (but docs for 
text-editing), The user can sometimes uti
lize available facilities and equipment. 
The user selccts the site of the text
editing and final transcript production 
facilities. 

l)/sadvtl/i/agI!S 
The vendor dictates the production aI'
prouch; the user has little control over 
production, The vendor selects the site 
or the service center facilities; there 
may be a need to mail or' deliver mate
rials to the service center. 

Di.\·lIdl'(//lI(lgl!s 
The uscr must acquire computer eqUip
ment or time-sharing services and must 
provide personnel and service center 
facilities. The user is responsible for 
production eft1ciency; some ineft1ciency 
is likely. System support can be poor, 
project start-up can be slow, and the 
selection of reporters can be marginal. 

DisC/dllllll/ages 
The potential for inefficient prodUction 
is high; coordination of vendor and user 
is often dift1cult. The user must acquire 
or design the text-editing and produc
tion system if no vendor-designed sub
systems arc acquired. System support 
may be poor. The user must provide 
personnel and facilities for text-editing 
and production, Project start-up is usu
ally slow, materials will possibly be 
mailed to the vendor's translation cen
ter, and the selection and training of 
reporters can be marginal. 

COlllmelllS 
When locally available, vendor-con
trolled services are favored for small 
reporter groups. However, CAT pro
grams using distant service centers 
(e.g., CAT service by mail) are likely to 
encounter problems. 

Commell/S 
Unless production controls are im
posed, user-controlled CAT services 
usually will operate inefficiently. They 
requ!t'e moderate to large annual tran
script volumes. 

Commellts 
Hybrid systems without vendor-pro
vided text-editing subsystems are not 
recommended. With vendor-provided 
subsystems, CAT is much more likely 
to succeed, 

are usually based upon the number of pages and 
copies ordered, The reporter and service center must 
also prepare a title page and an index page and 
provide a reporter certification page for the final 
transcript. Some CAT service centers may also 
retain the final transcript on magnetic tape, in case 
additional copies are needed later. 

Classifications of CA.T Services 

CAT services can be classified as vendor-con
trolled CAT services, user-controlled CAT services, 
and hybtid systems. (See Figure 2.1.) 

Vendor-Controlled CAT Services. In vendor-con
trolled CAT services, the vendor or a licensed third 
patty controls first-run translation, CRT text-editing, 
and final production. Because a large number of 
reporters is needed to cost-justify (or support) a 
vendor-controlled CAT system, such service centers 
are usually located in metropolitan areas. 2 Vendor
controlled services have the following advantages: 
(I) low start-up costs are charged to users, and a 

Production Approaches 

Several ditferent production approaches have been 
taken by CAT vendors. Potential user groups should 
recognize the basic ditTerences between these CAT 
services and should evaluate each according to their 
needs. (Appendix A provides a description of each 
vendor.) 
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moderate initial investment is required for a project, 
since the only equipment required by the reporter is 
the modified stenotype 'device; (2) enhanced produc
tion efficiencies (perhaps greater accuracy) can result 
from stringently enforced vendor procedures; (3) 
traditional transcription philosophy is continued
i.e., the reporter independently deals with the ven
dor; and (4) better vendor support is available to 
local reporters, and more convenient and continuous 
support is feasible. 

On the other hand, vendor-controlled CAT serv
ices have drawbacks: (1) there is little user control 
over the CAT approach; (2) the vendor can dictate 
transcript costs; (3) the vendor may offer CAT 
services only to highly compatible CAT reporters; 
(4) logistics problems may exist for users outSide of 
the metropolitan area. 

User-Controlled CAT Services. In user-controlled 
CAT services, the user-normally the court Or a 
group of reporters-controls first-run translation, 
text-editing, and final transcript production. The user 
group acquires 'a license (including equipment and 
software) from the vendor and pays a usage fee. 

Two major advantages exist in user-controlled 
CAT services: (1) the user exercises a fair degree of 
control over the production approach, thus allowing 
some flexibility in text-editing and final transcript 
production; and (2) the user can select his own site 
for the service center(s) and can often utilize existing 
equipment, personnel, and facilities. 

Drawbacks also exist: (1) The initial costs of 
equipment and installation are often large. In addition 
to equipment, installation, and start-up costs, users 
mllst pay for facilities, personnel, and training. (2) 
The responsibility for efficient production lies 
squarely upon the user. (3) Start-up may be slow. (4) 
Vendors may not provide adequate support for 
reporters or adequate equipment maintenance. Users 
must ensure such services through a strong contrac
tual agreement. 

All factors considered, user-controlled CAT serv
ices usually will operate efficiently and inexpensively 
only if adequate production controls are imposed and 
sufficient transcript volumes are produced. 

Hybrid Systems. Unlike the other systems, the 
overall control of a hybrid CAT system is divided 
between the vendor and the user. The CAT vendor, 
or a licensed third party, controls first-run transla
tion; the user controls text-editing and final transcript 
production. Two classes of hybrid CAT systems 
exist: (I) those which use a text-editing subsystem 
which has been designed and installed by the vendor 
as part of the total CAT system, and (2) those which 

use provisional text-editing equipment such ns a 
commercial text-editor or an existing computer with 
jen'y-built softWat'c.3 

Performance has been inefficient ancl expensive 
for lIsers who have tried the second nlternative, 
Subsystems which have not been specifically de
signt;!d for CAT are not suitable. We do not recom
mend proYisional text-editing eqUipment. 

Selection Criteria tor CAT Production 

Allproaches. The following factors should be COll
sidered when selecting a CAT approach or services: 
(1) production efficiency, which includes equipment 
capabilities-such as throughpllt time and vOlullie 
capacity, production regimen, personnel capabilities 
and project coordination, technical support, and the 
number of reporters on the system; (2) production 
control, which weighs LIseI' versus vendOl' control, 
the flexibility of approach, service center conven
ience, project start-up time, personnel, and adminis
trative capabilities; (3) transcript quality, which in
cludes reporter selection, reporter capabilities, 
vendor services such as orientation, dictionary com
pilation, and lexicographic support, translation capa
bility, text-editing and final production capabilities, 
personnel capabilities, and supervision; and (4) costs, 
particularly availability of service center facilities and 
personnel, operating and administrative costs, ven
dor fees, and availability of funds. 

Equipment Configurations 

Two different types of equipment configurations 
are used in different CAT systems: the classical 
configuration, comprised of a minicomputer subsys
tem and a large-scale translation computer, and the 
standalone system, which is perhaps the wave of the 
future. 4 

Classical CAT system 

The classical CAT system is really comprised of 
two systems, the translation computer and text
editing subsystems. 

Translation Computer. Generally labeled the 
"host" or translation computer, this large-scale com
puter performs the first-run translation. The transla
tion computer has a large central memory ("core"), 

. extensive auxiliary storage (disk), and extensive 
translation software provided by the CAT vendor. 

;1 Set! Appendix B. Tucson and Baton Rouge experiences. 
~ See Chapter 6 ror tin additional discussion of futUre 

projections. 
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The centnil memory and extensive auxiliary storage 
are needed for' the large, complicated sorting routines 
(software), large input files· (stenotype notes), and 
large dictionaries (and subdictionaries). 

Te:d.Editing Subsystems. Normally a minicompu
ter, the text-editing subsystem, performs text-editing 
and printing. It also may be used to enter and format 
data (of stenotype notes and job sheets), to manage 
files (of dictionaries or profiles and translated or 
untranslated transcripts), and to transfer jobs to and 
from the translation computer. Jobs may be trans
felTed via hardwired data channels, through telecom
munication links such as telephones with acoustic 
couplers or modems, or by transferring computer 
tapes or disks from one system to the other. A text
editing system usually has the following components: 
-{;assette (or cartridge) reqder, to input electroni-

cally recorded stenotype notes; 
-minicomputer, to serve as a controller of all 

functions; 
-{;athode ray tube (CRT) terminals, mainly for text

editing; 
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-local disk storage space; and 
-line printer. 

Standalone CAT System 

In standalone CAT systems, all CAT activities are 
performed by one minicomputer-translation and 
text-editing functions are combined in one system. 
This is now possible because of three technological 
improvements in minicomputers (these are improving 
continuously): better central memory, improved aux
iliary storage (disk) capabilities, and improved mini
computet' software. 

Standalone CAT systems are not yet better than 
classical CAT systems. They have slower translation 
speeds and limited multi-programming capabilities 
(Le., they cannot handle two sizable activities such 
as translation and text-editing at the same time). As 
technological developments continue, however, ven
dors of classical CAT systems may someday switch 
to standalone systems. 



3. FINANCIAL FEASIBILITY OF CAT 

Three. steps are necessary for an objective assess
ment of computer-aided transcription costs: 

I. Users should understand the common cost 
elements of CAT systems. 

2. Users should formulate a method to help predict 
and describe costs for any CAT system. 

3. Users should break costs into reasonable per
page costs to compare CAT and traditional transcrip
tion costs. 

Common Cost Elements 

Calculating CAT system costs is complicated. 
Each vendor has his own service price structure, 
each CAT program has a unique administrative and 
operating structure, and each systems approach has 
different cost elements to tabulate. 

CAT costs can be separated into start-up costs 
and operating costs. Start-up costs are usually large, 
one-time costs which are incurred prior to actual 
CAT operations and often should be amortized (see 
Figure 3.\). Operating costs are recurring costs for 
operating the CAT system, such as salaries, equip
ment rental, and consumable supplies (see Figure 
3.2). 

Unlike operating costs, start-up costs are not 
directly attributable to daily operations. Start-up 
costs should be amortized or proportioned over 

reasonable time periods. When a start-up cost is for 
a particular piece of equipment, its proration pel'iod 
corresponds to its technical 01' useful life. For 
example, the technical life of a modified stenotype 
device is only two or three years, and the useful life 
of a computer system is about five years. Equipment 
also has a re-sale value when a project is stopped 
before the equipment's technical or economic life 
has ceased. 

A second way to prorate costs is according to 
program or project life. This proration is used for 
costs for both equipment and other items, such as 
personnel training, which provide benefits through
out the life of a project. 

Cost Formulation Methods 

Cost models can help predict and describe the 
CAT project-life costs. These costs are incurred in 
stages which parallel the general sequence of CAT 
implementation. 

General Descriptiuns 

The costs at each implementation stage are de
scribed in Figure 3.3. Most stages have been ad
dressed previously. However, three stages are elab
orated here because they inVOlve potentially complex 

Figure 3.1 
Start-Up Costs 

Cost Elemellt 

Equipm!'!It 
Stenotype device purchase" 
Text-editing subsystem purchase" 

Installation 
Facility Equipment (e.g., cabinets, desks) 

Personnel 
Reporter selection 

Reporter orientation and dictionary 
Subsystem staff training 

"Rental or leasing is occasionally available. 

Descriptioll 

One-time cost. Proration period: about 3 years. 
Large one-time costs. Proration period: system life (about 5 years) or project 

life. 
Nonrecurring charge. Proration period: project life. 
As required. ProratiGn period: 7-10 years. 

Small reporter charge, often included in other costs. Proration period: project 
life. , 

Usually a reporter charge. Proration period: project life. 
Usually a one-time cost, because subsequent staff can have on-job training. 

Proration period: project life. 

11 



COSI EIi!lIIl'I/J 

Equipment 
Stenotype d(!vicc rental I' 
Stcl\otYl'e device maintentlncc 
Trnnslatioll computer costs 
Vendor translation royalties 
Text-editing subsystem rented 
Subsystcm maintenancc 

Personnel 
Supervisor 
CRT text-editors 
Court repol'ter 

Consumables 
Steno cassettes 
CompUter supplies 
Paller sUPlllies 

Miscellaneous 
Overhead 
Space and utilities 

"J'utchllse Js mOte comrllbn. 

St{/lIt' 

I. Reporter selection 

2. Stenotype devices 

. 3. Reporl;er orientation, etc. 
4. System installation 
5. Staff training 

6. First-run translation 

7. Text-editing 

8. Final transcript production 

9. Administration 
10. Miscellaneous 

Figure 3.2 
Opertlting Costs 

DescrlpllOIl 

Fixed monthly charge. 
Fill.ed monthly fcc, or parts and labor. 
Usually a per-page fcc· or included in royalties or relltal. 
Either a negotiated fiXed per-page fee or inCluded in rental. 
Fixed monthly fee, perhaps with an excess usage surcharge. 
Fixed monthly charge (often Included in rental) or charges for parts and labor. 

Depends upon program design and approach. 
Depends upon program design and approach. 
Depends Upon reporters. Often overlooked in cost analysis. 

Fixed unit price, but quantity depends upon needs. 
As needed, but can be included in services. 
As needed, but can be included in services. 

Depends upon program design. Often overlooked in cost analysis. 
Depends upon program design. Often overlooked in cost analysis. 

Figure 3.3 
GenerallmplemenfatiOli Stages 

Nalllr£' 

Most CAT projects should have a method to select reporters. Potential users must 
determine whether there are enough computer-compatible reporters for the project. 

Every CAT project must acquire stenotype devices. Different acquisition plans are 
available. 

Every CAT project must ol'ient its reporters, compile dictionaries, etc . 
These start-up costs are only required for in-house systems or SUbsystems. 
This is normally only for in-hoUse systems. In addition to personnel costs, prOVisions 

should be made for travel and consultant fees. 
These costs may be simple or complex, depeJlding upon the type of system. For 

example, a local service center may charge a fixed per-page rate which also 
includes text-editing and final production. On the other hand, an in-house center 
has complex costing-royalties, equipment costs, personnel, supplies, and oVer
head. 

Like first-run translation, text-editing costs may be simple or complex, depending 
upon the type of CAT system. 

These costs are frequently included in text-editing They too may be simple or 
complex to calculate. 

These costs depend upon the level of project managcr,icnt. 
Numerous costs can be placed here-facilities, power, mailing costs, travel, various 

supplies. 

costing: first-run translation, text-editing, and final 
transcript printing. 

text-editing and basic transcript printing. In-house 
service center pricing involves four cost categories: 
(I) royalties-usually in the form of a monthly 
license fee or a per-page royalty to the vendor; (2) 
equipment-generally a host computer center will 
charge a time-sharing fee corresponding to the 
amount of work performed (for subsyst~rns or stan-

First·Run Translation. Translation costs may be 
simple or complex, depending upon the type of CAT 
system. For example, local service centers which are 
operated by vendors or third-party licensees com
monly charge a fixed per-page fee which includes 

1 



Figure 3.4 
Cast Checklist II 

Project Name: _______ _ No. of Puges: _. __ ~ ____ _ 
Project Duration: _______ _ 

Cost Element Start-Up Costs 
Per-Page 

Operating Cost. 
Pel'-Puge 

I. Reporter selection 
2, Stenotype devices 

Purchase 
Rental 
Maintenance 

3. Reporter orientation, etc. 
4. System installation 
5, Staff training 
6. First-run translation 

Royalties 
Equipment charges 
Personnel 
Supplies 
Mailing 

7. Text-editing 
Equipment charges 

, Personnel 
Supplies 
Mailing 
Reporter time 

8. 'transcript production 
Personnel 
Supplies 
Mailing 

9. Administration 
10. Miscellaneous 

Overhead 
Space and utilities 
Other 

TOTALS 

Cost Cost 

'The numbered items correspond to normul implementation stnges. 
bE.g., operating costs ~ monthly costs x number of months. 

dalone systems, the translation cost is for the portion 
of time used in translation); (3) personnel-personnel 
costs are proportionate to the time spent for transla
tion work; and (4) supplies-transcript paper, ink, 
magnetic tape, stenotype cassettes. 

Text-Editing. Text-editing costs· may be complex, 
depending upon the type of system. Local service 
centers usually include text-editing charges as patt of 
the translation fee, whereas the pricing of an in~ 
house text-editing center is complex and parallels in
house translation pricing considerations. 

Final Transcript Printing. The production of tran
scripts is usually included in the fixed per-page fee. 
Some users may wish to separate printing from other 

I Some users will desire to include reporter costs for his 
corrections to the first run, 

Cost Cost 

production activities such as preparing indexes, cre
ating title pages, and bindings. The amount of time 
expended on the latter production activities is not 
proportionate with transcript size, 

Cost Sheets 
Figure 3.4, a cost checklist, and Figure. 3.5, a 

project life cost sheet, are included for use by 
potential or actual CAT users. Figure 3.4 may be 
more useful since it lists the cost elements to 
consider, it facilitates calculating project life costs, 
and it presents a bre akout of per-page cost, allowing 
users to analyze eUI::h cost component as it affects 
the per-page cost. 2 Figure 3.5 permits a visualization 
of cost.') during a project's life. 

~ Figure 3.4 is used in Ch(lpt~r 4 to prescnt the cos! 
conelusiolls for the Philadelphia CAT project. 
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Figure 3.5 
Project I",lfe Costs lt 

Ye(/r I .• • h 

I. Reporter selection 
2. Stenotype devices 
3. Reporter orientation, elc. 
4. System installation 
5. Stuff truinlng 
6. First-run translation 

l~oy!\1ties 
Equipment 
Personnel 
Supplies 
Mailing 

7. Text-editing 
Equipment 
Personnc,1 
Supplies 
Mailing 
Reporter time 

8. Firml transcript production 
Personnel 
Supplies 
Mailing 

9. Administrative 
10. Miscellaneous 
TOTALS 

----

"'The numbered Items eon'espond 10 nOrl'llal irnplemcntillion slilges. 
'Repelll chllrt segments liS needed for chart life. 

Per-Page \Costs 

In comparing CAT with traditional transcription 
techniques, users must be sure to consider start-up 
costs, overhead costs, and other hidden costs-items 
which are seldom included in determining per-page 
costs for traditional transcription,:l Hidden, indirect, 
and start-up costs should be considered equitably; 
costs included for one technique should not be 
excluded from the other. Similar cost components 
should appear in both Cl)st estimates (see Figure 3.6). 

Overhead and hidden costs for traditional tran
scription techniques might include reporter office 
space and utilities, equipment (desk, chairs, book
shelves, typewriters, dictation units, and backup 
recorders), supplies (paper, ink, ribbons, office sup
plies, transcript binders, dictation tapes, stenotype 
pads, and recording tapes), copying services, and 
unavailability C9sts (court reporter unavailable for 
courtroom duties owing to transcript production 

3 Comparative costing techniques arc discussed in J. Michael 
Greenwood and Jerry R. Tollar, EI'a/llarioll Gllidebook to 
Compllter-Aided Trallscriptioll (Denver: National Centel' I'or 
State Courts, 1975). pp. 16-18 and 31-34. 
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Figure 3.6 
Cost Elements: 

CAT vs. Traditional Stenotype Methods ll 

CAT 

I. Reporter selection b 

2. Modified stenotype de-
vices 

3. Reporter orientation, elc. b 

4. System installation 
5. Staff training 
6. First-run translation 

Royalties 
Computer costs 

Translation personnel 

Cassettes, computer 
supplies, paper 

Mailing, if needed 
7. Text-editing 

Subsystem costs 
Text-editing personnel 
Minicomputer supplies 
Mailing, if needed 

'Reporter proofread-ed
iting 

8. Transcript production 
Decollating and binding 

Multi-part paper, bind
ers 

Mailing, if needed 
9. Administration 

10. Miscellaneous 
Overhead 
Space and utilities 

Traditio/wI M et"()d~' 

I. NN' 
2. Stenotype machine 

3, NA 
4. NA 
5. NA 
6. Transcription 

NA 
Dictation unit, tran

scribing unit, t,ypc
writer 

Dictation ti me, note
reader, typing time 

Dictation tapes, type
writer ribbon, paper 

NA 
7. Proofreading 

NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
Reporter proofreading 

8. Typing 
Retyping (if needed), 

copying, and binding 
Paper, carbon paper, 

binders 
NA 

9. Administration 
10. Miscellaneous 

Overhead 
Office space, desks, 

chairs, and utilities 

'The numbered items correspond to normal implementation stages. 
'These are incremental cosls of converting stenotype reporters inlo CAT report

ers. 
'Not applicable. 

backlog, thus requiting a backup reporter). Failure 
to include all such costs leads to a substantial 
understatement of true costS. 4 

In this report, we provide cost methods and 
figu.res which give users an accurate assessment of 
CAT's operating costs as well as start-up and other 
frequent hidden costs. In fairness, however, unless 
full stmt-up and hidden costs are also calculated for 
traditional transcription techniques. a fair proportion 

~ An interesting short article is Bobby C. Rogers, "Want to 
Earn $100 Per Hour?" NatiOllal Short/Ill/Ill Reporter (Novem
ber 1976), which points out that the often quoted price of 40¢ 
to 60¢ per page for transcripts produced by the dictation 
method underestimates production costs by at least 20¢ per 
page. 



of eAT's start-up, hidden, and investment costs 
should be written off as costs of development. 
Examples of such costs are reporter selection, modi-

fled stenotype qevices, reporter orientation, diction
nry compilation, staff training, text-editing subsystem 
purchase, overhead, space, and utilities. 

IS 



4. ASSESSMENT OF CAT PROJECTS 

Case Study of Philadelphia Computer-Aided 
Transcription System 

Court Background 

The Philadelphia Court of Common Pleas is a 
court of genel'at jurisdiction, responsible for handling 
felony, family, orphans, and civil litigation for the 
two million people of Philadelphia, 

The court is composed of ninety-one judges, Fifty
five are normally assigned to criminal proceedings, 
twenty-six to family, orphans, and probate court, 
and ten senior judges ha\1dle civil matters. Of the 
ninety official court reporters employed by the cOllli, 
tifty-three are normally assigned to criminal trial 
judges, twenty-six to civil, family and other minor 
matters, and eleven to a pool from which they are 
usually assigned to criminal matters. 

In 1975, the Philadelphia Court of Common Pleas 
disposed of nearly 10,000 criminal cases (including 
570 homicides) and 4,500 civil cases. Criminal case
load consisted of 450 criminal jury trials, 3,100 
nonjury trials (waiver trials), and 7,600 pr'etrial and 
trial motion hearings. Civil litigation included 300 
jury trials, 175 nonjury trials and over 3,600 pretrial 
motion hearings. \ 

Eal.!h year over 1,000 criminal appeals afe filed, 90 
percent of which involve indigent defendants. Over 
650,000 original pages of transcript are produced 
annually for these criminal appeals. 

New rules for appellate procedure were adopted 
in 1976 for the Pennsylvania courts. Rule 1922 
requires that ofticial transcripts be filed by the couli 
reporter within fourteen days after receipt of the 
notice of appeal. Court policy and rules previously 
required transcripts to be filed within thirty days of 
the notice of appeal. 

The total expenditures for court reporting services 
and transcript fees incurred by the Phitudelphia 
Court of Common Pleas excee.d $4 million annually. 
This figure includes $2.5 million for court reporters' 

I The statistics listed in this section were provided by the 
Philadelphia Court Administrative Office. 
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base salaries and fringe benefits ($22,700 each plus 
23 percent fringe benefits), $ I million for criminal 
transcripts ($1.60 pet' page fOl the original transcript 
plus five carbon copies) and $.5 million for overhead 
and miscellaneous reporting expenses (e.g., supplies, 
space, telephones, and typewriters). 

Many court repoliers, particularly those repolilng 
criminal matters, produce over 5,000 pages of tran
scripts annllally. This transcript demand results in 
extensive transcript backlogs and delays, sometimes 
exceeding two months. The COUI't administration 
office employs a supervisor to control and monitor 
court reporter assignments, but, as in most other 
jurisdictions, no procedures exist to monitor tran
script production and reduce transcript delays. 

Project Background 

The Philadelphia Court of Common Pleas has 
encountered problems in providing adequate court 
reporting services. As the annual caseload statistics 
indicate, the court experienced a heavy criminal 
caseload and a large number of criminal appeals. The 
court administrative office was aClltely aware of the 
heavy transcript der.t1f.mds and backlog, particularly 
in criminal cases, In an effort to relieve these 
problems, the court looked to CAT as an altell1ative 
to the traditional transcription methods. 

Simultaneously, the National Center was seeking a 
suitable court in which to test a large-scale, COlllt

controlled CAT system, and the Philadelphia court 
was selected as ideal for several reasons. 

First, the court had sufficient transcript demands, 
transcript backlog, and a large number of volunteers 
(foliy court reporters initially volunteered) to support 
this demonstration. Furthermore, the court had avail
able two IBM 370(145 computers which could easily 
handle and operate any CAT vendor's first-run 
translation software package. An additional consid
eration was that, at the time, all CAT vendors were 
within a relatively short distance (either in the 
Washington, D.C. or the Chicago metropolitan area) 
and were able to provide continuous support. Fi
nally, the court was willing to contribute over 
$75,000 worth of additional court administrative 



personnel and supplemental funds and services to 
the project 

The principal objectives of the Philadelphin pilot 
CAT progmm wel'e to determine the following: 

l. Is CAT a commercially feasible approach for 
the court (feasibility was defined both in terms of 
technical and financial feasibility)? 

2. What procedural reforms and prescribed policies 
might be needed to implement and operate t\ CAT 
service'? 

3. What were the production rates and transcript 
capabilities for a user-controlled CAT approach? 

4. What improvements, if ,my, in transctipt pelfOlm
ance (transcript production time, transcript cost, and 
quality of final transcript) could be attained by using 
CAT compared to traditional transcl'iption methods? 

Several aspects of the Philadelphia CAT project 
were unique, It was the first attempt to implement a 
user-controlled CAT system. (The system schematic 
is presented in FigUl'e 4,1.) It required a vendor to 
install its proprietary software package on a court
controlled IBM 370/145 DOS system. At that time, it 
was the largest single test, both in transcript pages 
and number of reporters, of a CAT system in one 
jurisdiction. A totally dedicated text-editing and 
ptinting system for CAT production was desired. A 
tape drive was installed as part of the text-editing 
subsystem to transfer data between the text-editing 
subsystem and the court's large-scale computer sys
tem.2 

Requests for proposals were issued in November 
1974 and bids were submitted in December 1974. 
Stenocomp, Inc, was awarded the contract in April 
1975, Because of delivery schedules, vendor organi
zational problems, and a protest from another CAT 
competitor, the CAT system was not installed in the 
Philadelphia Court of Common Pleas until October.3 

The National Center's project funds, totaling ap
proximately $90,000, helped defray the system start
up costs (purchase of stenotype devices, reporter 
training, installation, debugging of computer sys
tems), One stipulatiDn of the National Center's 
NILECJ grant was that the test court achieve self
sufficiency by the completion of the project. Thus a 
declining subsidy plan was instituted under which, in 
this user-controlled CAT system, the court paid an 
increasing percentage of the first-run translation costs 

~ Telecommunication systems could have been established; 
hoWever, since the minicomputer system was located within 
fifty feet ot the court's IBM computer, a tnpe drive was used, 

~ The full computer system became operational on October 
IS, 1975, 

ovel' the project dUration, 4 Each cOllrt reportel' wus 
given 500 free pages of CAT production to compen
sate for the time lost in training and thereaftel' was 
churged $.50 pel' page during the den1onstl'ation 
pl'Oject. By December 15, 1976. when the dcmol1strn
tion project was completed, the COllrt Was self
sullicient us required by the N ILEC.J gmnt. Ii 

In August 1975 reportel' selection was undertaken. 
The Stenopad® notes of forty volunteer reporters 
(identified to Stenocomp only by randomly assigned 
identification numbers) were submitted to Steno
comp for a mting of their compatibility with the 
Stenocomp CAT system, A ten-point scale was used: 
8-10 (good), 5-7 (borderline), and 1-4 (poor). Fifteen 
reporters were selected for the pt'oject.° 

In September 1975, fifteen modified stenotype 
devices were purchased tbl' the Phillldelphia project. 
Unlike newer machines, these devices lIsed Car
tridges instead of cassettes and opem{ed only Ol~ AC 
voltage, rather thah both AC or battcry-supplicd DC 
yoltage. 7 

Finally, in October 1975, the text-editing subsys
tem was installed in a room adjoining the court's 
computer center. Stenocomp's translation software 
was installed on the court's computel' at the same 
time. The CAT service centel' became operational on 
October 15, 1975. 

Normal Procedures 

Job Submission. COUl1 reporters normally submit
ted their tt\pes and an appropriate job sheet to the 
computel' centel' during regular wOI'king hours (8:30 
a.m. to 5:00 p.m, daily) or placed them in a ump-ofT 
basket after court hours. The Philadelphia CAT 
service center staff prepared und preprocessed all 
new transcript reqllests. This activity included insert
ing the cartridges into the subsystem's cartridge 
reader, entering the job sheet information at a CRT 
temlinal, placing the notes and job sheet information 

~ During the i '!ial four months, the first-run translation fee 
was completely suusidizcd, During the final six months of 
operation, the court paid the tollli fee. 

G The court contracted with Stenocomp for continued CAT 
services and will charge court reporters 65¢ PCI' page for the 
final transcript (original plus five copies) in order to covel' the 
bulk of service center costs. 

6 Unfortunately, the reporters Were Itot selected tlccording to 
their trunscript request vQlume. A number of rl!porters were in 
low volume courts 01' motions courts. where transcripts lire not 
often necessary. 

1 Although these cartridge devices were Ildequate, many 
reporters found the device cumbcl'S()nle lind unt'e!iable. All 
CAT vendors have noW adopted cassette recorders. which lire 
more portable lind reliable recording devices. 
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Figlll'e 4.1 
Philndelphia Court 

Computer Transcription System 

COURT REPORTER PHILADELPHIA COURTS 
COMPUTER CENTER . 

FAN FOLD PAPER 

STENOGRAPH® 
MACHINE ~ 

RECORDING 

I ~ TAPE CARTRIDGE -1 ~ RECORDING 

IBM 370/145 

IBM 
370·145 DOS 

HIGH SPEED 
CORE MEMORY 

PHILADELPHIA COURTS 
TRANSCRIPTION CENTER" 

MAGNETIC 
TAPE 

COURIER 
SYSTEM 

CRT CARTRIDGE READER 

S:STEMJO 

HIGH SPEED LINE 
PRINTER 
UPPER/LOWER CASE 

~TRADE 'lARK OF STENOGRAPHIC MACHINES INC. 

STENOCOMP 
MASTER 
DICTION~RY 

INDIVIDUAL 
REPORTER'S 
SUB· 
DICTIONARY 

'The Philadelphia text.editing subsystem indudes the following: a Onla General N()vu 1200 
minicomputer processor (24k core storage): Diablo 2.4m byte dual storage disks: an lomcc 312 
input cartridge reader: two Beehive SupcrBer CRT terminals (intelligent and programmable 
terminals): a Data Products 2310 line printer (a medium speed. 250 to 300 lines per minute 
[I pm) printer) in which continuous form transcript paper is used: one·ply copy for tirst.nm 
transcripts and three-ply copy (8V, by II) for tinal transcripts: a \Vangeo nine.track tape drive 
(communication link to the translation computer): and an off-line decollator and burster (used to 
separate carbon copies and cut transcript pages). 

onto a nine-track tape (not a cassette), and sending 
the nine-track tape to the court's main IBM com
puter for first-ru:! translation. 

ary were all uf'!d during translation of the reporter's 
stenotype notes. The first-run tr~nslation of these 
stenotype notes was then transferred onto nine-track 
tape and returned to the text-editing service center. First-Run Translation. Normally, the first-run 

translation was produced overnight on the court's 
computer. Occasionally, however, daily ';:opy was 
produced during the day. 

The job sheet information, the court reporter's 
individualized dictionary, and the universal diction-
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Usually on the morning of the next work day, the 
nine-track tape containing the first-run English trans
lation was returned to the CAT service center. 
There, the tape was mounted on the text-editing 
subsystem's tape drive and the transhdion was 



transferred to the disk storage. First-run transcripts 
Were then printed on the subsystem's line printer 
and held for court reporter pickup. 

Reporter Proofread-Editing. The court reporter 
usually picked up his first-run transcript within one 
or two days. After reviewing the first-run transctipt 
and making appropriate proofreading notations at his 
own pace, the reporter returned the first-run tran
script to the CAT service center for CRT text
editing. First-run translation accuracy varied by 
reporter and case. The most proficient CAT report
ers consistently achieved 97 to 98 percent accuracy 
on their first-run translations. 

CRT Text-Editing and Final Printing. Most text
editing operators edited approximately thirty to 
thirty-tive pages per hour. After approval by the 
\'ep0rter, the final transcript was printed twice, using 
three-part continuous transcript paper to produce six 
transcript copies. An off-line burster and decollator 
separated the pages, and service center personnel 
bound the final transcript copies for the court re
porter. 

Evaluation 
Methodology. Like most trial courts, the Philadel

phia court had not adequately monitored, regulated, 
or assessed its current transcription process. B That 
is, there was no tracking or information system, 
there were no transcription standards, and there 
existed no statistical analysis. Without regulations, 
each court reporter was allowed to establish personal 
transcript production norms. Some court reporters 
made conscientious efforts to achieve statutory dead
lines; others were consistently delinquent. 

In January 1976, an elaborate data collection and 
evaluation procedure was implemeted in the CAT 
service center for assessing its production. These 
production logs continuously monitored each CAT 
transcript at each step of the CAT process. Tran
script files for each court reporter were also main
tained to sufficiently document the CAT project. The 
following information was collected for each tran
script: (1) court reporter identification, (2) transcript 
size for both the first-run and the final transcript, (3) 
type of proceeding (civil or criminal), and (4) dates 
of key steps in the CAT process (e.g., request date, 
first-run translation date, repOlter resubmission date, 
text-editing dates, and final transcript production 

8 While statutes and court rules have been promulgated 
specifying transcript time limits. these rules were generally 
disregarded and not enforced,. ,~xcept for extremely delinquent 
transcripts (those transcripts several months past the transcript 
filing date). 

date). Extensive data were also collected on CRT 
text-editing production nOlms and weekly production 
for first-run translations, CRT text-editing, and final 
transcript production. CAT production costs were 
documented from vendor-submitted payables, 
vouchers, and records of the court. 

To obtain sufficient data on transcript production 
using both CAT and traditional transcription meth
ods, the National Center staff assisted the Philadel
phia court administrative office in developing f0ll11S 

and data collection procedures to monitor transcript 
requests, production, and filings.9 Transcripts had not 
been monitored before August 1976; therefore, there 
were no accurate statistics on transcript production. 
Finally, in August 1976, the court instituted an 
information system which gathered and monitored 
the following information for each transcript: trial 
completion date, transcript request date, case identi
fication number, type of proceeding (criminal or 
civil), COUlt reporter name and identification, esti
mated completion date, estimated transcript size, 
actual transcript filing date, and actual transcript 
length. 

Over 1,400 transcript orders were filed and moni
tored between August 1976 and January 1977. Of 
these, only 950 were used in the analysis which was 
applied to criminal transcripts of over ten pages in 
length and discussed below. The sample can be 
described as follows: 

Numbel' of criminal transcripts 
over 25 pages ........................ 600 
10 to 25 pages. •. •. . .. . .•.. .... ... . . . 350 
under 10 pages...................... 150 

Number of civil transcripts ............• 300 

Total •.•......•................... 1.400 

Analysis of Historical Transcript Production. 
While transcripts had never been adequately evalu
ated with respect to production time, all transcripts 
submitted for criminal appeals were stored by the 
clerk of the court. Transcripts selected were pro
dUGed in 1975 or early 1976, before the inception of 
the Philadelphia CAT system, and were limited to 
serious felony trials Uury and nonjury) since motions 
for a new trial or in atTest of judgment are filed 
within seven days of a guilty verdict. All the 

U The court administrative oll'ice originally agreed to institute 
sllch a transcript monitoring program at the beginning of 1976. 
However. owing to reporter complaints. administrative proce
dures, and delays, the monitoring and data collection system 
was not finally instituted for all cOllrt reporters until August 
1976. Once the transcript monitoring program was instituted. 
most court reporters were responsive and provided the neces
sary dqcumelltation. 
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transcripts sampled by the project were at least 
twcnty~l1ve pages in length. While transcript order 
dates were not available, these cases provided an 
Objective basis on which to calculate the normal 
tlUnscript production time. The two principal objec~ 
tives in collecting these historical data were (1) to 
calculate overall transcript production time pdor to 
the CAT project (since transcripts from only felony 
trials were Ulbulated, the sample is biased toward 
lengthier transcripts), and (2) to compare transcript 
production time prior to the CAT project for the 
fifteen selected reporters and for other stenotype 
reporters when traditional transcription methods 
were used. 

Several hundred transcl'ipts were examined to 
collect the following information: name of reporter, 
case number, type of proceeding Oury trial, nonjury 
trial, motion), nature of charge (murder, rape, aggra
vated assault), transcript length, date of trial comple
tion, and date of transcript filing with the clerk of the 
court. 

Statistical Results. Transcript production lime. The 
statistical results with respect to transcript produc
tion time led to the m<\ior conclusion that CAT can 
dramatically improve transcript production and re
duce transcript delays. The conclusion is supported 
by three tlndings: 

First, the average transcript production time for 
CAT is 50 percent less than by traditional transcrip
tion methods (l8-day average for C'AT; 37.6-day 
average for manual methods). 

Second, for transcripts under 200 pages (about half 
of all transcripts), the average transcript production 
time for CAT is 67 percent less than by traditional 
transcript methods. 

Third, the following relationship was found be
tween production time and completion of transcripts 
by CA T~nd manual transcription techniques: 

Perce~ltage of Trallscripts Completed 

Time Required 

15 days or less 
30 days or less 
60 days or less 

CAT 

52% 
86% 
99% 

Mallual 

22% 
51% 
84% 

A fourth tin ding was that, before the initiation of 
the Philadelphia CAT project, no signitlcant differ
ence existed between the transcript production times 
of reporters selected for CAT and the other court 
reporters. 

Analysis of traditional production. Since the study 
analyzed and compared CAT and nonCAT tran
scripts, analysis of medium to long transcripts was 
the most relevant-only three or four CAT tran-
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scripts were less than twenty-tlve pages in length. 
However, the short transcripts Were also analyzed to 
determine production norms. The very short tran
scripts (under ten pages) were not fully evaluated for 
this study, although the raw data indicate extended 
production times. 

Figure 4.2 summarizes the transcript delivery 
times for the traditional transcript methods during 
the last half of 1976. Transcripts required an average 
of 37.4 calendar days to complete. Only 22 percent 
of these transcripts were produced within tlfteen 
days of the transcript request notice, and only 51 
percent. of the transcripts were produced within 
thirty days. The length of the transcript was related 
to the transcription time: transcripts under 200 pages 
averaged approximately thirty-tlve days to produce, 
while transcripts over 300 pages in length nOlmally 
took more than sixty days to produce (sec Figure 
4.2a). 

A separate analysis of shOlt transcripts is shown 
in Figure 4.3. Even relatively short transcripts pro
duced by traditional transcription methods typically 
required twenty-six days to produce, with fewer than 
half of such transcripts t1Ied within fifteen days of 
transcript notice and only 68 percent tiled within 
thirty days. 

Analysis of CAT production, An average of eight
een calendar days was needed to produce a typical 
CAT transcript (see Figure 4.4), regardless of tran
script length, reporter tlrst-run translation accuracy, 
'or production delays. Eighty-six percent of all CAT 
transcripts were produced within tnirty days of 
transcript order, 95 percent within forty-five days, 
and 99 percent within sixty days. Transcript length 
had a minimal effect upon production time except 
for short transcripts; i.e., those transcripts of fewer 
than tlfty pages normally could be produced within 
ten days. 

Unlike traditional transcript production times, 
CAT production times are not unduly extended by 
transcript length. There were at least five transcript 
requests for daily copy of normally 75 to 100 pages 
in length, All these high-priority requests. were 
prepared and delivered to litigants within the pre
scribed time limit; i.e., by 9 a.m. the follOWIng day. 

Between March and December 1976, over 100 
transcripts totalling over 25,000 pages were produced 
on the CAT system. Three separate time periods 
were calculated for CAT production: (1) the total 
processing time from transcript order date to comple
tion date, (2) the time taken by the court reporter to 
review the first-run transcript (time between court 
reporter receipt and resubmission of tlrst-run tran-



script), and (3) the time taken by the CAT service 
center (aggregate time for processing and providing 
first-tun translation to the reporter). With few excep
tions, the average number of calendar days by the 
court reporter to review his first-run transcript was 
twice the average time taken by the court's service 
center (six days). 

This analysis measured the number of days taken 
by each group, not the number of /lours required by 
the court reporter to review and note first-run 
transcript errors or by the service center for process
ing. The actual production capability for most CAT 
reporters reviewing first-run transcription was nor
mally thirty to forty-five pages per hour. No review 
production standards nor time limits for transcripts 
resubmission, however, were established for the 
court reporter. This led to large variations in reporter 
review time. This major time delay reflected, in 
many instances, poor utilization of reporter's time. 
No concrete justification was given by reporters for 
delays in reviewing and resubmitting first-run tran
scripts. If court reporters followed the recommended 
first-run translation review norms,10 an estimated 75 
percent of CAT transcripts could be produced within 
fifteen days, 95 percent of transcripts produced 

10 See Chapter 5. 

within thirty days, and all CAT tmnscripts produced 
within forty days of transcript notice. 

While short transcripts (ten to twenty~five pages in 
length) are not reviewed nccessarily as an efficient 
lIse of CAt systems, the datu displayed in Figure 4.3 
fOl' ,such transcripts indicate that 11lthough CAT 
transcript cost might. be somewhat higher l transcript 
production time can be reduced by 75 to 80 pcrcenti 
Le., from twenty-six days with traditiol1!1l methods 
to an average seven days 01' less with CAT. 

Analysis oj preproject transcript production. The 
successful CAT reporter must have skills compatible 
with CAT. Many investigators have assumed that 
repOIiers most adaptable to CAT are generally the 
more proficient and nccurate rcp0l1cl'S, regardless of 
the transcription method employed, 

In the Philadelphia project, however) the vendor's 
choice of fifteen reporters was based on their high 
probability of being compatible with CAT. It was 
assumed that these reporters were more capable and 
productive than repOrters not chosen for the project. 

The analysis of criminal transcripts produced prior 
to the CAT project provides some surprising results. 
Figures 4.5 and 4.6 clearly indicate that in tenns of 
speed in producing transcripts, no significant time 
differences existed between the CAT reporters (who 

l?igurc 4.2 
Percentage of Transcripts 

Completed within the Specified 
Time Periods (Philadelphia) 

~ 
II 

CAT 

Traditional 

Under 
IS 

days 

Under 
30 

days 

Under 
45 

days 

Under 
60 

days 

IOOlK 

75lK 

50lK 

259'c 
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Size of 
Trallscrlpt 
(Pages) 1·15 

25·49 55 
50-99 33 

100·149 16 
150-t99 3 
200-299 6 
300·399 6 
400-499 I 
500+ I 

Totul 121 

Percentuge of Tran· 22% 
scripts 

Figure 4.2a 
Transcript Production 

Type of Cases: Criminal 
Traditional Transcription Methods (August to December 1976) 

DII>'s ji)r Trlllrscript;cJ//: Request Dllte to Completioll Date 

51% 

16-30 3145 46-60 61·75 76·90 91·120 121 + 
70 46 23 10 9 4 6 
SO 20 23 7 4 1 3 
19 IS It 3 4 2 I 
8 8 3 3 1 

It 8 6 3 I 
3 5 5 3 2 

I I 1 3 I 
4 5 6 4 j 6 

161 107 77 36 25 10 21 

29% 19% 14% 6% 4% 2% 4% 

Figure 4.3 
Transcript Production of Small Transcripts 'l 

Prepared by Traditional Transcription Methods 
August to December 1976 

No. 01 
Days Required" Trallscripts 

1·7 45 
8·15 89 

16·23 53 
24·30 21 
31·37 32 
38·45 19 
46-53 20 
54·60 9 
61·90 14 
90+ 8 

Total 310 
A verage time required: 26 days 

'Transcripts were len 10 twenty·live pages in length. 
'From dale of requesl 10 complellon dale. 

Percelltage 
01 Total 

15% 
29 
17 
7 

10 
6 
6 
3 
5 
3 

100% 

Total 
Trallscripts 

223 
141 
71 
26 
36 

I 24 
8 

29 

558 

Average No. 
01 Da)'s 

33.5 
32.9 
36.7 
41.0 
36.5 
50.3 
67.0 
69.8 
37.4 days 
(Average) 

averaged seventy-nine days for transcript completion 
prior to CAT) and the non CAT reporters (who 
averaged seventy-eight days for transcript comple
tion). Only 25 to 35 percent of transcripts were 
completed within forty-five days and only 40 to 50 
percent within two months. 

ity. The major differences in transcript production 
time between CAT and traditional production meth
ods result primarily from the introduction of CAT. 

Transcript costs. The major conclusion resulting 
froin the analysis of. transcript costs Was that CAT 
can be economically feasible, and CAT costs can be 
approximately equivalent to traditional transci'iption 
methods. The conclusion is supported by the finding 
that in the initial demonstration year the per-page 
cost for transcripts in the Philadelphia CAT project 
was $1.77 ($1.14 if the court's noncash outlays are 
deducted), and by the further finding that, projecting 
full operating costs under new pricing conditions, the 

The assumption that CAT reporters will complete 
transcripts in a more timely manner regardless of 
transcription method is thus proven false. The statis
tical results indicate that CAT reporters in Philadel
phia were typical of the total Philadelphia reporter 
population in terms of transcript production capabil-
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Figure 4.4 
Transcript Production by Computer-Aided Tral/scription 

March 1916 to December 1916 

Days Needed for Transcription" Do)'s Required jrJr 

No. afPages '1'01(1/ No. of Avg. No. of Caliri SerVlc(" 
ill Trallscript /-/5 /6·30 3/45 46+ 'I'rallscrl(us Days Reporter Ct!IIlt'r 

25·49 IS 4 19 10.4 6.(l 3.6 
50·99 14 10 2 3 29 22.1 16.1 6,0 

100·149 7 5 2 I 15 18.1 13.3 4.8 
,150·199 3 4 I 8 17.4 7.8 9.6 
200·299 5 5 1 JJ 17.4 1l.3 6,1 
300·399 5 2 3 10 19.7 10.2 9.5 
400·499 4 4 8 14.6 7.7 6.9 
500+ I I I I 4 28.8 25.0 3.8 

Totals 54 35 10 5 104 t8.0 J2.0 6.0 
Percentage of transcripts 52% 34% 10% 4% ... 

86% 

"Request date to completion date. 

Figure 4.5 
Transcript Production (I 

Preceding CAT Project 
NonCAT Reporters 

No. afPages 
Days Needed for Transcriptioll b 

'1'0(0/ No. of Avg. No. 
ill Transcripl 1·15 /6·30 3145 46-60 6/·75 

1·100· 5 10 9 4 7 
lOI·2oo 4 14 7 7 3 
201-300 8 7 4 
301·400 2 I 2 6 
401-500 2 I 4 3 
501·600 
60\·700 3 2 I 
701·1000 I 3 
1000+ I 3 I 

Totals 10 29 29 30 28 

Percentage of 
transcripts 5% 15% 15% 

"Types of cases Included criminal jury and nor\iury (waiver) trials. 
'Trial date to completion date. 
r Alltrnnscripts sampled wer~ at least twenty-five pages. 

15% 14% 

per-page cost should be $.67 if 100,000 pages of 
transcripts are produced annually. 

Break-in costs. Operating cost figures were calcu
lated in two ways for the Philadelphia CAT project. II 
In Figure 4.7, the $1.77 per-page figure represents 
the estimated production costs during the demonstra
tion project, according to the pricing structure and 
contractual agreement in effect in April 1975. This 
calculation includes costs allocated to this project for 
some services and facilities normally provided by the 

t t See Figures 4.7 and 4.8. All cost estimates follow the 
methodology described in Chapter 3. 

76·90 91·J20 /20+ Trallscripts afDays 

3 4 2 44 53 
4 4 4 47 58 
6 3 6 34 92 

4 3 18 92 
4 3 18 96 

2 5 7 186 
1 I 2 10 78 
{> I II 82 

4 2 II 88 
24 22 28 200 78 

12% 11% 14% 

court (e.g., computer time, space, paper supplies). 
The $1.14 per-page figure results from the actual 
CAT expenses, but excludes those expenses charged 
to other court budgets. An additional $.33 per page 
is needed to amortize start-up expenditures, although 
these costs might be written off. 

The following factors contributed to abnormally 
high transcript production costs: unrealized produc
tion potential, short-term leasing, and project uncer
tainties. Although the CAT system could handle up 
to 150,000 transcript pages per year. only 40,000 
pages were produced during the demonstration pe-
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Figure 4.6 
Transcript Production /I 
preceding CA T Project 

CA T Reporters 

No. a/PaGes 
Days for Trallscriptioll b 

Total No. 0/ Avg. No. 
III 7'rallscrlpt 1·15 16-30 3145 46~0 61-75 

1 .. 100e 5 3 3 4 
101·200 3 2 3 I 
201·300 2 I 2 
301·400 I 3 t 
401.S00 I 
501·600 
601·700 I 
701-1000 2 
1000+ 

Totals II 9 12 10 

Percentage of 
transcripts 0% 15% 12% 

"Types or cases included crlmlnnl Jury nnd nol1luty (wnlver) trlllis. 
'Trial date to completion date. 
'All trnn,crlpt. sllrnpled were lit lenst twenty-five pllHes. 

16% 14% 

riod. Owing to the uncertainty of the project's 
dumtion, a short-term equipment lease was signed 
with the vendor instead of a purchase or long-term 
leasing agreement. Finally, additional funds were 
made available for vendor travel and personnel 
charges owing to potential developments and imple
mentation problems. Since this was the first major 
test of a CAT system in a court facility, additional 
expenditures were necessary for proper implementa
tion and opemtion. 

Long-term costs. Figure 4.8 depicts the costs at a 
more realistic production level, projected in the next 
few years to be an estimated 100,000 pages per year 
by the Philadelphia system. Start-up costs are now 
estimated at $.28 per page and the operating costs at 
$.67 per page. If the noncash outlays are excluded, 
the opemting cost figure is reduced to $.36 per page. 
At this volume, a total cost outlay of $.64 per page 
(start-up plus operating costs) is estimated for fully 
opemting the CAT system. 

A comparison of Figures 4.7 and 4.8 shows the 
sharp contrast between srart-up and normal operat
ing costs. Several reasons exist for this difference. 
The royalty fee, recently renegotiated, was lowered 
by nearly 50 percent. The text-editing equipment was 
calculated on an amortized purchase rather than a 
short-term rental agreement. The court has exercised 
the purchase option on the original rental agreement. 
The tmnscript volume can be doubled or tripled with 
relatively small increases in most costs-e.g., space 
(no increase), text-editing system (no increase), 

14 

76-90 91-120 121+ Trallscripls a/Days 

1 2 4 22 73 
3 1 14 65 
1 6 56 
2 2 10 73 

2 I 4 115 
I I 3 108 
I 3 5 128 

2 1 I 8 87 
1 I 2 133 

9 9 14 74 79 

12% 12% 19% 

administration (no increase). The text-editing opera
tors can produce higher transcription volumes since 
they were underutilized during the project. 

The original CAT contract between Stenocomp, 
Inc. and the Philadelphia court was terminated on 
December 15, 1976. However, the court and the 
court reporters negotiated a new contract, again with 
Stenocomp, to continue producing CAT transcripts. 
The cost to the court reporters was increased from a 
subsidized $.50 per page during the demonstration 
project to $.65 per page to cover CAT expenditures. 12 

The court and the court reporters desired to 
continue CAT for several reasons. They realized that 
the CAT system had been underutilized, in part 
because reporters were not totally committed to 
CAT (owing to the uncertainty of the project's 
continuation) and the unreliability of the vendor's 
training program for reporters. Also, the normal 
production cost for CAT was found to be competi
tive with the tmditional tmnscription methods. Sev
eral cost items, such as space and supplies, were 
already budgeted by the court for any tmnscription 
method and, therefore, would merely be a cost 
reallocation to the CAT system from manual tmn
scription expend.itures. 

Reporter utilization. A third major conclusion was 
that, unlike some reporters using traditional tran-

12 By statute. the total cost of a criminal transcript to the 
courts and government is $1.60 per page (original and five 
carbons are provided). The production costs among Philadel
phia court reporters using a conventional transcription method 
were unavailable. 



Figure 4.7 
Cost Checklist 

Project Name: Philadelphia CAT Project (ActUal Operations) 
Project Duration: 16 months (14 months of operation) 
No. of Pages: 40,000 

Start-Up Costs 

Cost Element 

!. Reporter selection 
2. Stenotype devices 

Purchase 
Rental 
Maintenance 

3. Reporter orientation, etc. 
4. System installation 
5. Staff training 
6. First-run translation 

Royalties 
Equipment charges 
Personnel 
Supplies 
Mailing 

7. Text-editing 
EqUipment charges 
Personnel 
Supplies 
Mailing 
Reporter time 

8. Transcript production 
Personnel 
Supplies 
Mailing 

9. Administration 
10. Miscellaneous 

Overhead 
Space and utilities 
,Other 

Totals 

Cost 

-0-

$28,500 

4,000 
2,500 
1,250 

3,000 

-0-

5,125 
$44,425 

• E.g .• operating costs = monthly costs X number of months. 
·Court·provided ("free") expenses. 

Explanatory notes to cost checklist Items: 
1. Reporter selection: Included in reporter orientation. 

Per-Page 
Cost 

-0-

.24 

.02 

.01 

.01 

.02 

~O-

.03 
$.33'/page 

Operatillg Costs 

Per-Page 
Cost Cost 

-0- -0-
-0- -0-
3,125 .08 

12,800 .32 
2,800;' .07b 

-0- -0-
400 b .01 b 

-0- -0-

21,504 .54 
8,000 .20 
-0- -0-
-0- -0-

Not assessed 

-0- -0-
2,OOOb .05 b 

-0-
14,OOOb .35 b 

-0- -0-
6,OOQb .15 b 

-0- -0-
$70,629 $1.77/page 
(45,429) (L14/page) 

2. Stenotype devices: $1,900 per device times 15 devices, prorated over 36 months. 

e.\·pIIllWllolI " 

Footnotes Follow 

3. Reporter orientation and dictionary compilation: $500 per certified reporter times 8 reporters certified, prorated over as-year 
project life. Lexicographic support: 25 days of consulting ($125 each). 

4. System installation: Delivery costs ($1,875) plus 5,days of consulting ($125 each), prorated over a 5-year system life. 
5. Staff training: 5 days consulting ($125 each) plus a week of staff salaries ($625), prorated over a 5-year project life.· 
6. First-run translation: 

Royalties: Per-page agreement with Stenocomp (now $.12 less). 
Equipment: Court-provided computer services, estimated at $.07 per page. 
Personnel: First-run work performed by supervisor and included in Administration. 
Supplies: $3,000 in tapes and disks, prorated over five years plus a nominal charge of $.01 for inexpensive computer 

paper. 
7. Text-editing: 
Equipment: Since the lease purchase option was exercised, the project incurred the following costs: 

$ 7,700 (nonequity lease costs-25 percent of 14 months at $2,200 per month) 
4,704 (14 months at $336 per month), plus 
9, 100 ($39,000 purchase, prorated over 5-year system life) 

$21,504 

25 
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) 
Pet'sonnet: Estimated from available time sheets. 

8, 'J'mnscript production: 
Personnel: Negligible etTort required. 
SUppli()s Court-supplied. Continuous form, multi-part sheets plus binders cost-in aggregate-$.05 for each page of 

lrnnscripl (an original and five copies). 
9. Adminisll'lItion: Court provided II full·tlme person. She could easily handle three times the statT. 

lO. Miscellaneous: Court provided free space and utilities, estimated at $6,000. Twenty-five days consulting ($125 each) and 
$2,000 lmvel, spent on miscellaneous activities, are promled over II S·year system Hfe. , 

Figure 4.8 
Cost Checklist 

Project Name: Philadelphia CAT Project (Anticipated Ptoductioll Capabilities) 
Project Duration: 14 months (12 months of operation) 
No. of Pages: 100,00(1 (minimal) 

Start-Up Costs Operating Costs 

Cost Element 

I. Reporter selection 
2. Stenotype devices 

Purchase 
Rental 
Maintenance 

3. Reporter orientation, etc. 
4. System installation 
5. StatT training 
6. First-nih translation 

Royalties 
Equipment charges 
Personnel 
Supplies 
Mailing 

7. Text-editing 
Equipment charges 
Personnel 
Supplies 
Mailing 
Reporter time 

8. Transcript production 
Personnel 
Supplies 
Mailing 

9. Administration 
10. Miscellaneous 

Overhead 
Space and utilities 
Other 

Totals 

Cost 

-0-

$26,250 

7,500 
2,500 
1,300 

3,000 

60,000 

2,875 

$103,425 

"E.g., operating costs ~ monthly costs X number of months. 
• Coun·incurred expenses. 

Explanatory notes to cost checklist Items: 

Per·Page 
Cost 

-0-

.09 

.02 
Negligible 
Negligible 

.02 

.12 

.03 

.28 

I. Reporter selection: Included free of charge by vendor. 

Cost 

-0-
-0-
1,875 

17,000 
7,OOOb 
-0-
1,000b 
-0-

3,600 
12,800 
-0-
-0-

Not assessed 

-0-
5,OOOb 
-0-

12,OOOb 

-0-
6,0006 

-0-

$66,275 
(35,275) 

2. Stenotype devices: $1,750 per device times 15 devices, prorated over 36 months. 

Per·Page 
Cost 

-0-
-0-
.02 

.17 

.07b 
-0-
.Olb 

-0-

.04 

.13 
-0-
-0-

-0-
.05b 

-0-
.12b 

-0-
.06b 
-0-

$.67/page 
(.36/page) 

Explanation n 

Footnotes Follow 

3. Reporter orientation package: $500 per reporter times 15 reporters, prorated over a 5-year project life. Lexicographic support: 
15 days of consulting ($125 each). 

4. System installation: Delivery costs (1,825) plus 5 days of consulting ($125 each), prorated over a 5-year system life. 
5. Staff training; 5 days consulting ($125 each) plus a week of staff salaries ($625), prorated over a 5·year project life. 

26 
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6, First-run translation: 
Royalties: Current mte in Philudelphill. 
Equipment: Court-provided computer service, estimatod nt $.07 pCI' puge. 
Petsonnel: First-rull WOI~ is done by supervisor. Thus included in Adlllinis(mtiot). 
Supplies: $3,000 in tapes and disks, prol'llted Over 5 yel\l'S, plus II 1I0mil\al chlll'se of $.01 1'(11' inexpensive C01l1putcr 

paper. 
7. Text-editing: 

Equipment: The pUrChl\Se price of the subsystem, prorated ovcl'a .s'yc!U'systcm lifc, phl$ monthly mnlnte([(lnce. 
Personnel: $4 per-houl'text-editol's elln do 250 pages per day, roughly 35 pages pel' houl' when working wilhu\lt interruption 

(about 30 pages PCI' hour including brcaks), 
B. Tmnscript production: 

Personnel: Negligible effort required. 
Supplies: Court-supplied. Continuous foml, multi-purt sheets plus binders cost-in IIggregatc-$.OS for cllch page 0(' 

tmnscript (an original and five copies). 
9. Administration: Annual salary of One pel'son. 

10, Miscellaneous: COllrt provided free space and utili(les\ estimated at $6,000. FIfteen days consultin!l ($125 each) lind $1,000 
tmvel, prorated over a ,S-year system life. 

scription methods , CAT reporters very seldom need 
to be relieved from their courtroom duties in orde.' 
to work on a transcript backlog. 

The availability of court reporters for the court
room is an important consideration. A large number 
of court reporters in the Philadelphia courts, particu
larly those assigned to criminal proceedings, had 
many orders for transcripts, The cOllrt provides 
temporary replacements to allow some of these 
reporters to reduce their transcript backlogs. The 
lost coultroom time for each reporter averaged from 
15 to 25 percent of wOl'ktime. For reporters using 
CAT, no replacements were necessary to complete 
transcripts, including daily or expedited copy re
quests. The record of CAT reporters strongly sug
gests that, even in high-volume courts or for cases 
with long transcripts, no additional or supplemental 
court reporters are necessary to reduce or ultimately 
eliminate the transcript backlog. The potential sav
ings on court reporter personnel can thus be substan
tial. The Philadelphia couli employs ten pool report
ers to replace reporters unavailable for courtroom 
duty, and a manpower reduction of just foul' or five 
reporters can reduce reporting expenditures by more 
than $150,000 annually, 

Other CAT Projects 

Several jurisdictions have initiated CAT programs 
in the past two years: Baton Rouge, Cincinnati, 
Dallas, Tucson, Detroit, and the Federal District 
Courts under the sponsorship of the Federal Judicial 
Center, A review of each jurisdiction's CAT project 
is contained in Appendix B. 

The following sections summarize the mqjor find
ings and conclusions among these CAT projects, 

Project Dcvelolm~cnt 
Mqior findings concel't1ing pl'oject development 

Wete: (1) Illost pt'ojects were adequately funded; (2) 
several projects prematurely implemented CAT (i.e., 
CAT vendors or equipment manufacturers sold CAT 
services before their equipment 0,' computer soft
ware had been perfected); (3) several projects imple
mented CAT without an analysis of transcript and 
court reporting problems; (4) several projects prema
turely selected a service approach without sufficient 
analySis of their needs; and (5) many projects unsys
tematically and inadequately selected COUlt reporters 
to participate in CAT, 

Project Implementation 
Six conclusions can be made from our investiga

tion of project implementation: (1) All projects had 
difficulty in fully implementing and operating CAT; 
(2) Several projects experienced frequent equipment 
malfunctions and inadequate vendor maintenance; 
(3) All projects revealed inadequate administrative 
procedures and policies, and hOne had production 
norms 01' standards for court reporters or court 
personnel; (4) Most' projects were inSUfficiently man
aged by the court 01' court reportersi (5) Several 
projects did not develop or enforce time schedules to 
ensure prompt delivery of vendor services or equip
ment; (6) Several projects were not provided with 
adequate vendor training programs for their court 
reporters, 

Project Results 
With respect to results, our findings were as 

follows: (1) most projects found CAT to be techni
cally feasible; (2) most projects did not collect 
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sufficient data to comprehensively evaluate CAT 
capabilities; (3) no projects sufficiently compared 
CAT production and costs to traditional transcription 
methods; (4) few projects compared transcription 
time between CAT and nonCA T methods; (5) no 
projects provided adequate cost figures on CAT; (6) 
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most projects reported that CAT provided transcripts 
of good to excellent quality; (7) most projects re
ported that CAT transcript formats were flexible and 
adaptable to most court and court reporter format 
preferences; and (8) most projects were highly satis
fied with their modified stenotype (cassette) devices. 



5. MANAGEMENt OF COMPUTER-AIDED TRANSCRIPTION 

Introduction of computer technology into a court 
is a complex task. Implementation of a novel com
putel' application, such as computer-aided tl'ansel'ip
tion, may be particularly formidable. The degree of 
success in implementing a CAT system will carre" 
spond to the degree of careful prcparation and 
management by the user. Successful management 
involves the suitable design, selection, installation, 
and implementation of CAT,' 

As reviewed in Chaptel' 4 and Appendix B, several 
courts which attempted to implement CAT experi. 
enced difficulty in selecting an appropl'iate CAT 
service and managing it. This chapter should assist 
users in better planning and mMaging CAT. 

No ideal CAT system is available. As CAT 
becomes bettel' established, the variety of CAT 
services will expand and the numbel' of companies 
offering CAT systems will gl'OW, The three basic 
CAT service approaches-vendorl user, and hybrid-.. 
are already merging. For example, a court might 
simultaneously be a user, providing a CAT system 
for official reports, and a vendor, providing CAT 
services to other jurisdictions lIndel' a licensing 
agreement. 

Program Design 
Before acquiring CAT, a user should comprehen

sively determine his needs and properly design a 
system, This process includes five steps: 

t, Needs analysis: a systems analysiS of court 
reporting services, particulal'ly an assessment of 
transcdpt demand, transcript backlog, and the utili
zation of stenotype reporterI', 

2, Selection of production approach: the selection 
of the most feasible CAT production and service 
apPl'Oach, or at least the narrowing of the most 
feasible CAT options. 

I The management of transcripl production is more complex 
thart most court managers realize. To understand how manage
ment of CAT fits into Ihe management of reporting services, 
sec Michael Greenwood and Douglas Dodge. Mallagement of 
COllrt Reportillg Services (Denver: Nalional Center for Stale 
Courts, 1976), 

3, Rcquest for proposal: the preparation of a 
I'cquest 101' vendol' bids, 

4, Proposal evaluation: the evaluation of pl'Oposals 
submitted by vendors, 

5, Reporter selection: the survey ami selection of 
stenotype rcporters suitable for CA 1\ 

Needs Analysis 
Before sclecting a CAT vendor or choosing any 

pl'oduction approach, the court must analyze its 
present court reporting scrvices to determine 
whether CAT is nn appropl'iate solution, The follow
ing infol'llmtion about court reporting services should 
be known before CAT is assessed: 
-the statutory time limits for filing transcripts. 
-the percentage of transct'ipts submitted aftcr the 

statutory tiling time limit. 
-the avcl'age numbel' of days needed to complete a 

transcript (measured eithel' from tha trial date to 
the tl'Hllscdpt filing date or from the ol'der date to 
the transcl'ipt tiling dl\te), 

-the annual volume of appeals, in terms of both the 
numbel' of tmnsedpts and the total number of 
tl'unscl'ipt pages. 

-the distribution of transcripts among repOlters, 
-the perccntage of cl'iminal appenls and civil ap-

peals. 
-the amollnt of daily copy (transcl'ipts requested the 

followi'1B day) 01' expedited copy (tmnscl'ipt pre
parcd within forty-eight to seventy-two hours aftel' 
the proceeding). 

-the cost of court reporting services to the court 
(court reportel' salaries and ft'inge benefits, office 
space, supplies, tmnscript fees paid by the court 
01' government agency), 

-the cos~ of court reporting scrvices to litigants. 
-the tmnscl'ipt backlog and the transcript produc-

tion times for the court rcporters, 
CAT will require t\ mtUo1' investment in finMcial 

and personnel resources. This analysis should be 
completed in each jurisdiction to enSlll'e that CAT 
offers a pmctical solution, and to help limit the type 
of CAT services which might be seriously can sid
erecl. UnfortunatelY, few courts 01' court repOlters 
have collected such information, 
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S\!lcctioll of P.'oductlol1 Allprouchcs 
Sevel'tll critcrin can be liSCO to narrow 01' limit the 

CAT servIce nppI'oaches considered for t\ particular' 
jlll'isdiction. Six criteria are of pat'liculnr imparlance: 
(1) the number of stenotype reporters using n CAT 
system; (2) the availability of financial I'esources; (3) 
(he availability of adequate computer facilities in the 
jurisdiction; (4) the location of the court; (5) the 
estlnUlted pages of flnnunl transcript production and 
(6) the statutory and practical tl'(tnscript time stand
ards. 

Nuntbcr 0" StclI()tYI1C RCI)orlcrs. One CAT system 
can support many I'eporters. Howevel', the number 
of stenotype /'eporters using CAT significantly affects 
which type of CAT service is most appropJ'iate for a 
J)llrlicular locality or organization, Technical capabil
ities, costs, and tl'at1SCripl volume capacities aftcct 
lhe suitability of c;:quipmcnt conligul'ations and serv· 
ice approachcs for reporting groups of varied sizcs, 
Figtll'c 5,1 summnl'izes thc pl'cferred service choices 
according to thc llumber of rcporters to be servcd. 

For individuals 01' small rcportcl' groups (one to 
fivc reportcrs), the vcndor-operated scrvice, located 
ttt n national, regional, 0/' local servicc centel' by a 
vcndol' 01' a centralizcd COllrt facility, may be the 
most feasiblc, If trttl1scription volume is sutTicient 
(30,000 to 50,000 transcript pages annually), a stan
dalone USCI' opel'ntion system can be considered, 

FOI' modcrate sized groups (six to ten reporters), 
nearly all service options are feasible, Several other 
('~I'itcl'ia-in particular, annual transcript volume, fi
Ilancial !'csourccs, and the availability of local com
puteI' fadlities-will be more critical in determining 
the most suitable CAT approach, 

In reporter groups of more than ten reporters, the 
economies of scale in terms of both personnel and 
potential transcript volume indicate that a user-con
trolled (classical) 0/' hybrid system wil! be the most 
economical and technically feasible, At thc present 
time. a standalone CAT system would be ineffective 
and incfiicient The choice between n hybrid 01' user
controlled system in a particular jurisdiction will 
depend on whethc/' a large-!;tnle computer system is 
available within the court 01' county facility and 
whether a CAT vendor will pl'Ovidr,.: the tmnslation 
software package to the court. In either case, a 
minicomputer system would still have to be pur
chased or rented to preprocess the cassettes for 
tmnslation and to perform text-editing functions. 

A vail ability of Financial Resources. To stmt a CAT 
system, the initial funding requirement fot' twelve to 
eighteen months will range lip to $10,000 per court 
reporter, While federul or state grants may be 
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llvailuble to help defl'ay portions of the start-up costs, 
continuing costs P(!J' repo/ter will be several thousand 
dollars annually, A substantial portion of the CAT 
service costs will be deti'ayed by the tl'Unscript fees. 

Availability of COrtlImtcr Facility. Computers per
form two functions for CAT: first-run translation and 
electronic text-editing, Some courts may have com
puteI' time available on II large-scale computcl' sys
tem, most frequently 011 a county 01' slate time
shnl'ing facility OJ' the court's in-hollse computer. At 
least one CAT vendor will pl'ovide and inst~\11 the 
first-mn tmnslation software package on a comt's 
computer for a fee, The availability of such a 
tJ'unslation service may provide subsulIltial transcript 
cost and time savings, 

A few courts have cxperimented with text-editing 
systems (such as the IBM-A'TMS text-editil1g pack
age) on available medium or large-senle computers, 
but these general text-editing packages have been 
unsatisfactol'Y for CAT productioll, Therefore, at this 
time, users should purchase a text-editing subsystem 
developed or approved by a CA'T vendor, 

Locatiol1. Ruml or sparsely populated court jul'is
dictions will be limited to vendor-controlled 01' pos
sibly standalone service. This is dlle pl'imarily to low 
tl'anscript volume 0\' unavailability of appropriate 
maintenance sel'vices, 

Speed of Transcript Production. When delivery by 
mail is relied on between user and a computer 
facility, CAT production within forty-five days can
not be assured 01' controlled, The lIser may blame 
the vendor; the vendor may in turn blame the postal 
sel'vice, 

Only a user-controlled or hybrid system with 
telecommunication linkage wil! assure fast first-run 
translation and text-editing. Using either of these 
npprollches will permit transci'ipts to be fillished 
within thirty days; smaller transcripts (under 250 
pages) should be normally completed within fifteen 
days, 

Amount of Transcript Production. Figme 5,1 re
lates the anticipated amount of transcript volume to 
the various types of CAT approaches otTered, 

Request for Proposals 
Owing to the number of CAT vendors and the 

many service options, competitive bidding should be 
mandatory When a CAT system is being selected. 
The request for proposals (RFP) should be specific; 
otherwise, CAT vendors will hnve difficulty describ
ing their services and providing accurate cost esti
mates. As previously mentioned, the courts must 
complete a needs analysis to determine the need for 
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Figure 5.1 
Pal'llmetel's for D~tel'lIIjlljllg CAT Service ApPt'Oac/1 , _______________ • ____ .. _______ '-_____ ....-'~ _______ ~ __ ... _ •. l.."' ..... , 
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CAT and to limit the service options under consid
eration. 

Detailed below are RFP specifications which 
should be distributed to potential CAT vendors. A 
sample of the RFP used in selecting a CAT vendor 
for the Philadelphia Court of Common Pleas is 
attached as Appendix C. This sample should be used· 
only as a guide. Each jurisdiction should tailor the 
RFP to meet its own needs. 

Background Information. The following back
gl'Ound information should be provided tbr potential 
CAT vendors: 
-the number of reporters to be trained 
-the number of stenotype devices needed 
-the annual transcript volume anticipated (first~year 

CAT volume should be estimated at 30 to 40 
pcrcent of subsequent years' volumes, owing to 
the need for learning and pClfeeting the system) 

-the anticipated timetable of events 
-the preferred service options 
-the geographic location(s) of thc court(s) and COlllt 

reporters who will utilize the CAT system 
-the anticipated funding period 
-thl:: names and addresses of principal court man-

agers. 
This background information is eMily provided 

after the rleeds analysis is completed. 
Technical Information. Users should require the 

~(/Ilfl/Ol '/'mlls(:/'i(J1 J!(J/WIW 
(puNt'S) --.. __________ • ______ ,_,_ .. ¥~ ... "',""'__.-"'Mi;<"W't'*' 

UI/del' 
/0,000 

X 

X 
X 

lO,OOO· 
So.oOO 

X 

X 
X 
X 

X 

SO,OOO
Iso,aoo 

X 

X 
X 

X 

ISO,OOO 

X 
X 

following technical information from potential CAT 
vendors. 

I. Statement of the problem: Vendors should 
provide a statement of theil' background, manage
ment, and undel'standing of the user's pl'Oblems. The 
background and management sections hclp in assess
ing how I'esponsible the vemlOl' is; the pl'oblem 
statement summarizes the vendot"s proposed equip
ment and procedures and demonstrates his nbility to 
assess program needs. 

2. Description of proposed equipment: Pr'oposed 
equipment and facilities for the vendor's CAT system 
must be described. Two elements are required-a 
description of th~ stenotype devir;e and a description 
of the CAT system configuration. 

Stenotype devices utilizing quarter-inch cassettes 
are normally purchased or rented from the CAT 
vendor. The vendor should dcscribe the features of 
his stenotype devices and theil' maintenance needs. 
We recommend that users request information con
ceming portability (whethet' the unit is battery oper
atable), audible or visual waming signals for mal
functions, reasonable warranty or guamntee 
(approximately six months), and availability of quick 
repairs. 

Vendors should specify the configuration of the 
CAT system they propose, including equipmcnt 
make and model numbers, equipment capacities, 
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commercial operating systems, space and power 
needs, maintenance service arid maintenance re
spOnse time, and other characteristics. The exact 
nature of any communications hook-ups should also 
be described. 

If the user desires to utilize available equipment 
and facilities, these should be carefully described 
with respect to such considerations as room dimen
sions, air o:onditioning and power, equipment make/ 
model, operating systems, core capacity and parti
tioning, number of available data channels, and the 
like. 

3. Description of proposed procedures: The CAT I 
vendor should detail the basic operating procedures 
which will be encountered in normal operations. 

Training Program Description. Each vendor pro
posal should contain a proposed description of the 
vendor's reporter training program with respect to 
the following: 

1. Reporter selection: Reporter selection by ven
dors should be considered an integral componeri~ of 
reporter training. The vendor must describe his 
process of determining reporter compatibility with 
CAT. 

2. Reporter orientation: The vendor should de
scribe his program to orient reporters to the modified 
stenotype devices and the procGdures of the CAT 
service. He should describe the amount of time and 
the work schedule for these activities. 

3. Dictionary or profile compilation: The vendor 
should describe his program for dictionary or profile 
compilation. The amount of time (per repqrter) and 
an approximate schedule are usuaIly necessary. 

4. Lexicographic support: The vendor should de
scribe the extent and schedule of his lexicographic 
support program. 

5. Travel required: If travel by the court reporters 
or vendor staff is necessary, an approximate sched
ule should be provided. 

6. Reporter certification: Vendors should describe 
how long it will take before a reporter can be 
certified to a 95 percent first-run translation accuracy 
rate. We consider training periods over six months 
excessive. Users should. clearly explain that full 
payment for reporter training is contingent upon 
attaining the 95 percent rate in a reasonable time. 
Incentives should be directed to the goals of certifi
cation within a reasonable time. These standards 
should be applied to all vendors. 

Pricing Information. The CAT vendor should be 
required to provide detailed pricing for the following 
elements for each alternative plan: 

I. Modified stenotype devices, including purchase 

and rental prices, maintenance costs,. purchase op
tion credits, etc. 

2. Cassettes, giving the price pel' cassette including 
quantity discounts. 

3. Court ret·.)rter training, spi~cifying one-time and 
reclilTing costs for orientation; dictionary or profil~ 
compilation, lexicographic suppOrt, and reporter se
lection (when appropriate). 

4. System supervisor and text-editor training, in
cluding costs to be incurred for consultants and 
travel. 

5. System installation, stated as costs fc;>r equip
ment delivery, installation, and testing (both the 
translation and text-editing systems). 

6. First-run translation, stated as per-page cost 
(when appropriate) for translation; if communication 
costs and mailing costs will be incurred by the lIser, 
the vendor should include an approximation of them. 

7. Text-editing equipment, including system pur
chase or rental prices, maintenance costs, purchase 
option credits, etc. 

8. ConSUlting fees, specifying additional costs for 
vendor consultant time and travel. 

9. System supplies, giving separate pricing for 
necessary supplies such as transcript paper, printer 
ribbon, computer tapes and disks. 

Delivery Schedule. Each vendor proposal should 
provide a fuIl delivery schedule or work timetable to 
describe CAT implementation. The following dead
lines are the minimum wh!ch should be described: 

1. DeliveI1' of modified stenotype devices. 
2. Installation ~fld testing of text-editing subsys

tem. 
3. Installation and testing of translation software 

(if necessary). 
4. Completion date of communications link be

tween translation system and text-editing subsystem. 
5. Start and finish dates for reporter training, e.g., 

orientation, dictionary, or profile compilation. 
6. Dates for system operator and CRT text-editor 

training. 

Proposal Evaluation 

Although only one vendor may be able to provide 
desired CAT services, users should anticipate a 
number of CAT vendor responses to RFPs. The 
following criteria ~~ould be used to help select the 
best proposal: 

1. The compatibility of proposed equipment and 
procedures with court reporting practices. 

2. The total per-page CAT cost. 
3. The vendor's capability to provide sufficient 

services-adequate translation, timely text-editing, 
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and responsive maintenance for stenotype devices 
and other equipment. 

4. A suitable implementation schedule. 
5. An effective and suitably priced training pro

gram; the primalY effectiveness criterion is the ability 
of reporters to be certified to the 95 percent accuracy 
rate within six months. 

6. The vendor's previous experience and reliabil
ity. 

7. The location of vendor and maintenance staff. 
8. The financial and managerial stability of the 

company. 

Reporter Selection 

Court reporter capabilities and workload should be 
assessed prior to the selection of a CAT production 
system. Foul' factors should be carefully analyzed, 
tested, and assessed: (1) repolter compatibility with 
CAT, (2) court reporter transclipt request volume, 
(3) the type of court proceedings, and (4) reporter 
motivation. 

Reporter compatibility. Most CAT vendors can 
test and evaluate a reporter's probability of success
fully utilizing CAT. For a nominal fee, most vendors 
either provide standardized tests and style question
naires or review sample stenotype paper notes to 
determine whether the reporter's note-taking style is 
compatible with CAT. The reporter's suitability 
should be rated on a three-category scale: high 
probability (reporter has good to excellent note
taking style and can be trained in le_ss than two 
months to achieve high proficiency), moderate prob
ability (fair to good note-taking style and, with some 
style changes, should be sufficiently trained within 
two to four months), and low probability (reporter 
style is incompatible and training time will be exten
sive, exceeding six months). An early assessment of 
each reporter's stenotype style will give both the 
court and the court reporter a realistic estimate of 
whether to consider CAT. 

Transcript volllme. Each court reporter must have 
a sufficient transcript volume to justify the cost and 
time expenditures for CAT. Unless the court reporter 
produces at least 2,500 transcript pages per year, the 
expenditure is unwarranted. CurTently, we recom
mend a minimum production of 5,000 pages per year 
for each reporter to help ensure systems success and 
reasonable costs. 

Types of proceedings. The type of court proceed
ings and cases may also limit the adoption of CAT. 
Longer transcripts are more suitable for CAT. For 
cases lasting less than fifteen to twenty minutes, CAT 

may not be advantageous since the average transcript 
length will probably be under twenty pages.2 

Reporter motivation. Court reporters must be 
properly motivated. They should not only make a 
commitment to participate in a CAT project but also 
be willing to help defray start-up costs, and to 
eventually pay the entire cost for the CAT service, 
from their transcript fees. 

System Start-Up 
Implementation Schedule 

It is difficult to establish an accurate time sched
ule. However, the following schedule, based in part 
on the experiences of several courts which have 
implemented CAT systems, may provide guidelines. 
Listed beiow are the principal CAT services and the 
estimated lead time requirements associated with 
each: 

1. Delivery of stenotype devices: at least two 
months before the CAT system becomes operational. 

2. Reporter training: to begin two to three months 
before CAT becomes operational and to be com
pleted within three months after the system is 
implemented. 

3. Initial dictionary compilation: to be completed 
within one month after the system is implemented. 
Lexicographic support and further improvement con
tinue indefinitely. 

4. Delivery and debugging of text-editing subsys
tem and telecommunications equipment: two to foul' 
weeks before the system becomes operational. 

5. Testing of first-run translation: at least one week 
before system becomes operational for vendor-oper
ated or hybrid approaches, and two to three weeks 
before system becomes operational for user-operated 
systems. 

6. Training of computer operators and CRT text
editors: to begin at least one to two weeks before the 
system becomes operational and to take no more 
than two weeks to complete. 

Reporter Trpining 

The most crucial step in implementing CAT is 
court reporier training. No CAT system can function 

~ While this report primarily discusses transcripts for appel, 
late review, there is also the prevailing problem of transcripts 
produced from grand jury proceedings and preliminary hearings 
which cause trial court delhYs. While transcripts from such trial 
court proceedings tend to be of short duration, the ~'.wings in 
time by using CAT may outweigh the additional CAT costs and 
reduction in CAT efficiency-this may be of particular concern 
with speedy trial policies. 
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properly without proficient court reporters. The most 
effective and productive CAT systems wjJJ fail when 
reporterS produce inaccurate first-run translations. 

It is strongly recommended that an economic 
incentive be placed upon the vendor to provide 
sufficient reporter training services to ensure reporter 
proficiency. This must incillde a rigorous and 
planned training program with specified proficiency 
standards to be achieved. A first-run translation 
accuracy rate of at least 95 percent is necessary \ and 
the contract should specify that payment of a vendor 
for reporter training be contingent upon the achieve
ment of tMt rate. 

Production Procedures and Controls 

Proper administrative procedures and controls are 
needed to operate CAT efficiently and to achieve 
high productivity. The following recommendations. 
were developed in part from the experience in the 
Philadelphia demonstration project, a user-controlled 
system. However, most of these recommendations 
are appropriate regardless of the particular system or 
service approach adopted. 

Job Submission 

Job Sheet. With each transcript submitted for CAT 
processing, the reporter must submit a completed job 
sheet. The job sheet should contain at least the 
following infOlmation: 

l. Repolter's name. 
2. Case name and number. 
3. Type of case-e.g., criminal or civil. 
4. Trial date. 
5. Estimated number of pages. 
6. Number of cassette tapes. 
7. Names of judge and paJ1icipating attorneys. 
8, Transcript priority-e .g., normal, daily copy, or 

expedited copy. 
9 .. ndditional dictionary notes: the stenoform and 

its English transliteration. This is a list of words or 
phrases related to the particular case-e.g., names, 
geographic locations, addresses, special titles, unu
sual medical or technical terms, or a new stenoform 
for commonly used words. 

Information on the job sheet is needed to prepare 
the transcript cover sheet and index pages and to 
properly administer and evaluate CAT production. 

Stenotype Cassettes. Each cassette containing the 
original stenotype notes should be properly labeled 
and identified by case number, case name, and court 
reporter. If more than one cassette tape is submitted 
for a particular case, the reporter must clearly 
indicate the sequence of cassett~' tapes. 
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Whenever possible, portions of the stenotype 
notes on the cassettes should be tested before the 
first-run translation to verify that the modified sten
otype device1s recording mechanism is properly 
operating, and to ensure that the stenotype notes 
were properly received by the computer. 

Each court reporter' should be provided with a 
one-month supply of cassette tapes. Reporters on a 
user-operated hybrid system need fifteen to twenty
five tupes; reporters on a vendor-operated or mailing 
service hybrid system require thirty to forty cassette 
tapes. 

HIgh-quality data cassette tapes, if properly han
dled, can be used for several years. Audio recording 
cassette tapes should never be used because quality 
is inferior fol' CAT application. 

The reporter should retain his original papet· sten
otype notes of the proceeding so that, in the event of 
any failure in the CAT process, production of a 
transcript by a traditional method is possible. 

First-Run Translation Production 

A log book should be maintained to monitor the 
production of each CAT transcript. The monitoring 
process should begin when the reporter submits his 
cassettes and job sheet for CAT processing. The log 
book should contain the following information: 

1. Case number and name. 
2. Court reporter name or identification number. 
3. Trial date. 
4. Submission date of cassettes. 
5. Number of first-run translation pages. 
6. First-run transcript printout date. 
7. Court reporter resubmission date (date the 

reporter completed his written corrections on the 
first-run transcript and returned it to computer facil
ity). 

8. Final printing date. 
9. CRT editor name. 
10. Number of final transcript pages. 
CA T transcripts normally should be processed 

under a first-in, first-out approach so that transcripts 
submitted earliest are processed first. The time 
necessary for first-run translation will depend on the 
service approach. If user-controlled or hybrid sys
tems with telecommunications are used, first-run 
translation can normally be completed within 24 
hours and priority transcriptions within one to two 
hours. In vendor-operated or hybrid approaches 
using the postal service, the normal first-run transla
tion turnaround time will be approximately one 
week. 

If a first-run transcript is required, only a single 



paper copy (containing approximately twenty-five 
lines per page and conforming when possible to the 
final transcript format) should be printed. No CRT 
text,editing should be performed before the first-run 
transcript is given to the court reporter, unless the 
reporter perfOlms it himself. 

Reporter Proofreading-Editing 

The court reporte'r should be responsible fOl' 
completely reviewing the firsHun transcript, for 
making all corrections. or modifications on the fit'st
run transcript using standard proofreading notations 
and symbols, and for resubmitting the corrected 
transcript within a prescribed time. 

Every CAT reporter should be required to follow 
production norms or standards and help clearly 
identify delinquent transcripts and reports. The fol
lowing norms are recommended: 

Any court reporter should be able to review at 
least fifty to seventy-five pages of a first-run tran
script each day (equivalent to approximately one to 
two hours of work). A first-run transcript under 300 
pages should be corrected and resubmitted within 
one week. Finally, a first-run transcript exceeding 
300 pages should be reviewed and resubmitted within 
two weeks. 

CRT Text-Editing 

CRT text-editing will be most efficiently operated 
if an entire case is assigned to only one CRT text
editor operator and CAT transcripts are randomly 
assigned to CRT text-operators if more than one 
operator is employed. An operator should not be 
permanently assigned to specific court reporters. 
CRT text-operators must receive comprehensive 
training by the CAT vendor. Other elements for 
maximum efficiency are editing of transcripts on a 
first-in first-out basis so that priority of the text
editing and final transcript production is based on the 
date of first-run transcript resubmission by the re
porter, and paying CRT text-editors an hourly rate 
instead of a piece rate. 

Depending upon the corrections to the first-run 
translation, the time required to CRT text-edit a 
standard page (twenty-five lines per page, containing 
200 to 225 words) will range from one to three 
minutes. Precise standards should not be developed. 
A properly trained text-operator on a good text
editing system should consistently achieve or surpass 
the following production standards: (1) a correction 
rate of four to five corrections per minute, (2) a 
minimal editing rate of twenty-five pages per hour, 
(3) a normal editing speed of thirty to fifty pages per 

hour (this assumes the rep0l1el's have at least a 95 
percent accuracy on their first-l'un transcript)) and 
(4) six to six and one~ha1r hours of productive text· 
editing time per day. , 

Finall>roduction Standards 

Once text-editing is completed, sevcl'a\ additional 
steps must be completed before the final transcript 
can be printed. Standards which should be estab
lished to ensure the timely production of the final 
CAT transcript include those for transcript format, 
pagination, title page, index page, number of copies 
normally produced, and retention time. 

The standard for transcript format should include 
specifications for paper size, type size, lines per 
page, margins (top, left, and right), use of upper and, 
lower case letters, and colloquium format (indenta
tion for Q. and A.), etc. Standards for pagination 
would specify the number location on the page (top, 
bottom, right or left side) and sequence (choice of 
continuous numbering or repeat numbering-on a 
multiple-day proceeding, each day's proceedings be
gins with page 1). 

The title page would follow a standard format so 
that only case information need be inserted on the 
front page. The job sheet submitted at the beginning 
of the CAT process should provide the necessary 
information for the text editor to complete the title 
page. Page references for the index page can be 
given when the court reporter resubmits the first-run 
transc.-ipt for the final processing. 

A standard number of copies to be produced 
should be decided upon, and the procedures for 
ordering additional copies should be established. 
Finally, the final transcript should be retained in the 
computer system for a specified time. Normally a 
final transcript should be kept in the computer no 
longer than two weeks. If additional copies are 
needed thereafter, they can be produced by photo
copying. 

Many printers are available to provide a final 
transcript of acceptable quality at a reasonable pro
duction cost. Printers with a minimum capacity of 
180 characters per second (six to eight pages per 
minute) should sufficiently meet final CAT printing 
needs, In addition, a burster and decollator are 
practical labor saving devices in jurisdictions with 
high transcript volume. 

Fees 

The per-page cost for CAT will depend on the 
vendor, the service approach, the text-editing ap
proach, and the number of final transcripts required. 
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Therefore, the precise cost and. charge for a CAT
produced page must be determined locally. How
ever, Several fcc policies should be established 
regardless of the exact amount. [n a court-operated 
system, the reporter should pay on the basis of the 
length of the final transcript and receive a standard 
humber of copies. An additional charge should be 
assessed for each additional copy requested. The 
reporter might also be assessed additional charges 
for the preparation of the title page and index page, 
and for tmnscript binding. 3 

Evaluation 
A comprehensive evaluation of CAT should in

clude a comparison of CAT with traditional tran
scription methods. Any CAT evaluation should de
termine how effective ,md efficient the system is, 
how it (;ompares to the traditional transcription 
methods used locally, how CAT has affected tran
script production and delays, and how the particular 
system meets general CAT standards. 

The Eva/uation Guidebook to Computer-Aided 
Transcription" provides guidelines and evaluative 
measures to determine the value of any transcription 
technique. Performance measures which provide an 
accurate indication of CAT's productivity, delays, 
and reporter efficiency include time, cost, transcript 
quality, and court reporter utilization. 

Time is measured as "macro" or "micro" produc
tion time. Macro production time is the median and 
mean elapsed time to produce a transcript, and the 
percentage of transcripts completed within specified 
time limits (e.g., 30 days, 45 days, 60 days, and 90 
days). Micro production time is the elapsed time in 
minutes per page to produce a final transcript, 
attributable to various procedures or functions (e.g., 
translation, reporter proofreading, CRT text-editing, 
and printing). 

Cost is given as the per-page cost (or total cost) to 
produce final transcripts. 5 Transcript quality is deter-

3 For extensive discussion of transcript fee policies see 
Michael Greenwood and Douglas Dodge. Management of 
Court Reporting Services (Denver: National Center for State 
Courts, 1976). 

~ J. Michael Greenwood and Jerry R. Tollar. Evaluation 
Guidebook to Complller-Aided Transcription (Denver: Na
tional Center for State Courts. 1975). 

S See Chapter 2. "Financial Feasibility of Computer-Aided 
Transcription." which analyzes the various cost elements. 
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mined by the accuracy of the transcript and the 
satisfaction of transcript users. Court reporter 
utilization is measurable by computing the percentage 
of the reporters who reguire a replacement because 
they are unavailable for courtroom duty owing to 
transcript backlog or daily copy requests. This can 
also be reflected as an "unavailability" cost. 

Traditional transcription procedures fall into three 
classifications: direct typing, in which the reporter 
translates his own stenotype notes and types the 
transcript; dictation, in which the reporter translates 
his stenotype notes and dictates them for subsequent 
transcribing by a typist; and note reading, in which 
the reporter employs another individual to read the 
reporter's stenotype notes and type the transcript. 

Each of these traditional transcription methods 
should be evaluated by the same criteria as CAT
namely, time, costs, transcript quality, and court 
reporter utilization. Despite the many years of sten
otyping's use in courts, no available standards or 
guidelines for transcript production have yet been 
published.6 

Figure 5.2 assesses the traditional transcription 
methods. Figure 5.3 presents the production stand
ards which different components of CAT should 
attain. These figures provide some general measures 
reflecting production capabilities and standards. 

A major limitation in CAT production schedules 
will be the time taken by the court reporter to 
proofread the first-run transcript. Allowing the court 
reporter independently to establish his own proof
reading efficiency will, in many circumstances, re
duce CAT's efficiency. The speed with which court 
reporters proofread and make notations on a first-run 
translatit'n will vary between thirty and sixty pages 
per hour. However, field observations indicate that, 
unless resubmission standards are established, some 
reporters may be delinquent in reviewing and resub
mitting their first-run transcript. 

For each eight hour workshift, a CRT text-editing 
operator with an adequate text-editing system can 
produce between 200 and 300 pages of final text. By 
adding more cathode ray tubes or extra shifts, the 
daily production on a CAT system can ('asily be 
expanded. 

6 However. a few jurisdictions, such as the Superior Court of 
the District of Columbia. have established production rates 
based upon transcript size. 



Figure 5.2 
Assessment of Tl'adittona/ Transcription Methods 

Trallscriptioll hi elllOcl 

Item Assessed Direct T>'pillg Dlctatioll No/ercatic/' 

Reporter involvement Hellvy Heavy Light 
Transcription rates 

Dictation 25-35 pp/hr 
Typing 8-10 pp/hr 10-15 pplhr 10-15 pp/hl' 
Proofreading 40-50 pp/hr 40·50 pp/h,· 

Reporter time efficiency ratio (CAT: 
Traditional) n 1:(4·6) 1:3 1:1 

Out-of·pocket labor costs -{}-b $.40-$,60/p $,60.$.85/p 
Court reporters utilizing technique 40·45% 45-50% 1-2%" 

'The amount of time used by the r.:porter In trtlnscriblns nnd preparing the officllli rccord; e.g" the CA'r reporter usunlly requires only one·third liS Illuch tllll. to prcp"re hl~ 
transcripts as the reporter employ Ina the dictation transcription method, 

'Thl, Is the cost to Ih. cOlll1 reporter for persollnel seNlce. to type andlor note rend the reporter's notes \111 dlctatloll, For (llreel typing, thcte is II(j cost listed since tho 
reporter personally provides these serviccs, 

'Located In a rew metropolitan courts. 

Step 

First-run translation 

Court reporter proofreading 
CRT text·editing 
Transcript printing 
Overall transcript production 

Figure 5.3 
Production Standards for C omputer..4. ided Transcription 

Per PClge 
Rate Tra/lscript Processing Time 

5 sec. to 1 min. Within 24 hours of submission (user.controlled or hybrid systems 

L.S-3 min. 
1-2.5 min. 
5-25 sec. 

using communications) 
1-10 days (vendor-controlled or hydrid systems using mails) 
1·21 days 
'1-7 days 
Within 1 day 
1-21 days (user-controlled) 
1-40 days (vendor-controlled) 
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6. SPECIAL TOPICS CONCERNING CAT 

Control 
Court reporters tradtionally have been permitted 

to control the transcription process, because usually 
only the reporter could translate his stenotype notes. 
With CAT, whoever controls and operates the CAT 
system can control the transcription process. 

When the court funds the CAT process, it should 
consider assuming responsibility and control of the 
process. three principal benefits attach to the exer
cise of control by the court. (1) Court administration 
can provide coordination and administration of the 
technical system. (2) Availability of funds for the 
high financial investment enables the cOllli to more 
quickly and comprehensively establish a CAT facil
ity. COlllt control also ensures a proper return on 
the court's investment of both financial and person
nel resources. (3) Court control permits efficient 
transcript production and allows the court to fulfill 
its duty to best determine the utilization of COlllt 
reporters and to expedite production of transcripts. 
Uniform standards can be established to ensnre the 
greatest efficiency. 

Court control of CAT will also alleviate other 
transcription problems which occur often in the 
COutts, such as storage of untranscribed notes or 
unavailability of transcripts owing to a repolter's 
protracted illness, death, or departure from the 
jurisdiction. 

Reporter income from transcripts is the m~or 
underlying concem of court reporters regarding court 
control of CAT.I Many reporters associate court 
control with the potential loss of transcript fees. In 
reality, implementation of a CAT system has little 
relationship to any transcript fee policies, and prob
ably modifications of the traditional transcript fee 
system will yield a system in the best interests of the 
court, the litigants, and the public. 

The traditional methods used to prepare transcripts 
are labor-ili,tensive. CAT is equipment-intensive. In 
the past few years, computer technology costs have 
decreased while productivity has increased. Future 

\ See Michael Greenwood and Douglas Dodge, Mallagemell( 
ofCollr( Reporting Services (Denver: National Center for State 
Courts, 1976). 
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CAT costs, which are heavily tied to equipment 
costs will' decrease even further, whereas the cost 
of tr~ditional transcription methods will increase. 
CA T permits stenotype repOIters to remain competi
tive with other record-producing technologies by 
stabilizing transcript costs. It should be noted that 
after a reporter's dictionary has been compiled, his 
duties and workload in transcribing notes are re
duced, enabling him to produce a transcript at less 
cost to himself. 

Reporter Compatibility 

No two coult reporters will record precisely the 
same stenotype notes for the same court proceeding. 
Dozens of stenotype styles exist. Each court reporter 
also creates his personal notations and shortcuts. 
For some court reporters, memory of the courtroom 
testimony is used to supplement the stenotype notes 
and ensure an accurate transcript. 

Most court reporters have two concerns about 
reporter compatibility with CAT. First, reporters 
wonder whether their notes can be translated by a 
computer software package. After a short training 
course, any stenotype reporter can immediately 
produce computer-aided transcripts. HOWever, .a 
high degree of reporter consistency is necessary to 
penn it CAT to be produced quickly and economi
cally. 

Second, many reporters believe that they must 
dramatically alter their note-taking style in order to 
use CAT. This is not true. An individual dictionary 
or profile is created for each reporter. Thus, the 
translation dictionary is modified to accommodate 
the individual reporter's note-taking style. However, 
any reporter who is inconsistent in writing style and 
who commonly uses ambiguous stenoforms cannot 
expect his dictionary or profile to offset his inconsist
encies. The style of such a reporter will not be 
compatible with CAT. . 

Three important criteria can be used to detennme 
the extent of a reporter's compatibiHty with CAT: 
clean notes with few misstrokes, unambiguous notes 
with differentiation between common homophones, 
and reporter motivation. 
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Misstro~!es-also known as fingering errors or 
shadowing errors-reduce the efficiency of the tirst
run translation. The cleaner the notes, the fewer the 
incorrect or missing translations by the computer 
software package. 

Regardless of· his stenotype theory, as long as a 
reporter uses unambiguous stenoforms to represent 
the same word or phrase, computer software can 
accurately translate his notes into English. A valid 
shorthand note may represent several words (such a 
stenoform is called a homograph). This occurs partic
ularly for English homophones, such as "there" and 
"their" or "know" and "no." CAT reporters must 
modify their writing styles to avoid using ambiguous 
homographs. As long as the homophones are keyed 
differently, improper translations will be minimized. 

Finally, court I'eporters must be properly moti
vated to utilize CAT. Since the computer wilt 
translate the rep0l1er's notes, some reporters fear 
the computer is "watching over their shollider." 
Reporters must understand that the computer is a 
tool workingfor them, not against them. 

Precise data are not available regarding the per
centage of present court reporters Who are compati
ble with CAT. To detelmine such a statistic, mini
mum CAT proficiency standards must be established. 
Economic considerations, particularly text-editing 
costs, dictate that a reporter must achieve a 95 
percent accuracy on first-run translation to be con
sidered compatible with CAT. We estimate that 
between 40 percent and 60 pcrcent of reporters have 
sufficientiy consistent styles to meet this stal1dard. 
In the future, courts may want to establish selection 
procedures and standards which require stenotype 
applicants to demonstrate compatibility with CAT, at 
least at the 95 percent first-run proficiency level. 
Various schools teaching stenotype are incorporating 
stenotype theories compatible with CAT. It can be 
anticipated that graduates from such training pro
grams will easily be adaptable to any CAT system. 

Text-Editing Approaches 
In every CAT system someone must proofread the 

first-run translation and someone must edit the text 
using a cathode ray tube (CRT). To what extent and 
when should the court reporter be involved in the 
text-editing process? Presently three different ap
proaches are being used. 

When only the reporter is involved, the repol1er 
takes total responsibility for the text-editing process, 
including the review and CRT text-editing operator. 
When the reporter and text-editor work together, the 

comt reporter receives n tkst-rt1l1 h:anscript copy nnd 
makes appropriate editing notations on this papol' 
copy. The CRT text-editing is then done by a trnined 
CRT text-editing operator . .In the third approach. 
only the vendor is involved. and the vendor performs 
the text-editing without court reportcl' involvcment. 
This approach is similar to that of utilizing a pl'oCes
sional notereadel' except thnt the vendor not only 
interprets the stenotypist's notes but 1I1so operates 
the CRT .. 

Two fundamental considerations alTcct the choice 
of an appl'oach to text-editing .. First, (he cOllrt 
reporter is ultimately responsible for certifying the 
accuracy of the transcript, and must have some 
control over the final product. This includes an 
opportunity to review ancl make changes in the 
transcl'ipt. FeW if any court reporters would be 
willing to relinquish this right, and often, only the 
reporter can recognize improper stenographic en
tries. 2 

Second, the reportel"s principal responsibility is to 
record proceedings in the courtroom, not manually 
or electl'onically prepare transcripts, and the amount 
of court reporter time needed for transcription should 
be kept to a minimum. Few court reporters are-or 
want to be-highly efficient typists or CR'r text
editing operators. CRT text-editing operators arc 
highly efficient typists or operators, and often work 
at salaries substantially lower than court reporters. A 
couli reporter knows best what should be in the 
official record; the text-editing operator knows best 
how to use the CRT text-editing system to produce 
the record. 

Most reporters who have used the vendor as the 
only means of text-editing were dissatisfied with the 
number of elTors which appeared in the final tran
script On the other hand, reporters who undertook 
their own CRT text-editing devoted too much time 
to transcription. 

The reporter with a text-editor operator option 
apparently provides the optimal efficiency, Actual 
experience showed that this approach promises bet
ter utilization of the .cOlllt reporter, higher CRT text~ 
editing efficiency, and a more reliable and accurate 
final transcript. 

Optical Scan Input of Notes 

The stenotype machine remains the key device to 
record the court reporters' notes. At present, all 

2 Many court reporters who have experimented with a 
vendor note-reader approach were dissatisfied with the final 
transcript. 
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CA'f systems require that stenotype notes be elec
tronically reconled 0\1 magnetic. tape cassettes or 
cartridges.3 

Development of an oplical character recognition 
(OCR) device to I'ead the stenotype paper notes was 
attempted in the late 1960s and early 1970s without 
success, Stich a device would eliminate the need for 
nn electronic recorder' on the stenotype machine. It 
is doubtful, however, that such a device will be 
practical for reading stenotype noles. It would cost 
from $50,()OO to $75,000 per machine, and would 
have a market limited to major metropolitan court 
systems. Modified stenotype devices, in contl'Ust, 
presently cost ii'om $1,200 to $2,500 per machine. 

In addition, reliability of prototype OCR devices 
for reading stenotype notes was greatly affected by 
the quality of jnk. the quality of stenopaper, and the 
manner in which stenopaper IS folded. On the other 
hand, modified stenotype devices-especially those 
using cassettes-are highly reliable, are pOIiabfe, and 
have been engineered to satisfy neady all court 
reporters. 

Transcript Size 

CAT should be used principally to produce tran
scripts over twenty pages in length. For each tran
script submitted to a CAT system, various technical 
and administrative tasks must be performed. These 
include processing of cassettes, completion of admin
istration forms, and typing special entry data. For 
efficiency and economy, transcripts under twenty 
pages in length should normally be prepared by [i, 

conventional transcription method which does not 
reqllire these additional tasks. 

Use of First-Run Transcript 

CAT systems should produce transcripts which 
are at least 95 percent accllrate after the first-run 
translation. Some individuals and vendors have sug
gested that text-editing can be eliminated by marking 
corrections on the first-run transcript or by manual 
retyping of necessary portions. 

Neither of these suggestions has been accepted 
because of reporter pride and litigant or court 
expectations of an accurate and clean final transcript. 
The cost of manually retyping even portions of 
transcripts WQuid be high. Few individuals will 
accept a transcript with five to fifteen marked 

3 These stenotype devices still produce a paper record for 
readbacks in court and as back-up to the cassette. 
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corrections on each page except in an emergency 
situation:' 

Upper Case Transcripts 

Although special computer equipment can handle 
both upper and lower case letters, the additional 
software and personnel costs to enter capitals during 
CRT text-editing might be prohibitive. Thus, CAT 
transcripts are usually in upper case letters. 

Some individuals feel that upper case transcripts 
are unacceptable because they are difficult to read. 
This is not borne out by experience. Most recipients 
of CAT transcripts have scarcely noticed the change, 
and some users have found upper case transcripts 
easier to read, 

Transcript Security 

Some users are concemed about transcript dissem
ination and security, particularly in grand jury or 
juvenile court proceedings. The CAT translation and 
text-editing systems can be controlled and operated 
entirely by the court, as is the case in the Philadelphia 
CAT system. Courts instituting other CAT service 
approaches can choose from the various security 
procedur~s available. 

Projections 

Users can anticipate further refinements in CAT 
equipment and service options, but no mqjor inno
vations are foreseen for the next several years. 
Further refinements are envisioned in the areas of: 
(I) adoption of standalone systems, (2) regional 
service centers, (3) utiliz.:'1tion of local government 
computer facilities, (4) adoption of text-editing sys
tems, and (5) reduced costs. 

Standalone Systems 

The standalone CAT system has only recently 
evolved. It features a minicomputer capable of 
translating, editing, and printing transcripts. Cur
rently, standalones have limited capability and less 
processing power than the larger computers used in 
the classical CAT systems. Therefore, they have 
smaller dictionaries and achieve slightly lower trans
lation accuracy. However, significant changes in 
central memory ("core"), auxiliary storage (usually 
disks), and software development are rapidly and 

~ For example, in a Philadelphia case an assistant district 
al\orney on twelve-hour notice replaced another district uttor
ney during a trial. 
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greatly expanding minicomputer capabilities. 1n a 
few years, the standalone systems may have the 
same production capacity as today's classical CAT 
system. 

Regional Service Centers 

Another major development will be the establish
ment of regional service centers. This will be attrac
tive to state court systems with few m~or metropol
itan centers, widely dispersed courts, or counties 
with low populations. The regional service center 
may be established in m~or metropolitan cities either 
by a vendor or by the court for a state-wide or 
regional (multi-county) use. 

Court Computer Facilities 

Courts which have available a medium or large
scale computer facility should consider installing and 
controlling the entire CAT system, leasing the first
run translation software as was done for the Phila
delphia CAT system.s However, those courts which 
have experimented with their own text-editing sub
system (such as an IBM 370 system using a general 
purpose IBM software package-A TMS-or a Data
point text-editing system) have not achieved mini
mum text-editing production standards.6 Successful 

S However, the court must determine whether the vendor's 
translation software program can be installed and operated on 
the court's computer. 

6 See Appendix B, discussion of Baton Rouge and Tucson 
CAT projects. 

CAT text.editing systems invariably have been mini· 
computer text-editing subsystems developed by the 
CAT vendOl' arid not by a hardware manufacturer. 

Word 11rocessing 

Several word processing manufacturers have be
gun to investigate CAT. Since CAT is a sophisticated 
method for word processing, these text-editing sys
tems might be adaptable to CAT. However, these 
systems must be refined and improved to sullicicntly 
provide CAT, text-editing. Several word processing 
systems already on the market can serve as H 

provisional CAT text-editing system, although they 
have limited production capabilities and are not l at 
this time, cost justifiable. 

Costs 

A crucial concern to both courts and court report
ers is the cost of CAT transcripts. Such costs arc 
based on a per-page estimate. Over the past. few 
years, the cost of CAT has sharply declined. In 1974, 
the estimated transcription cost varied from $1.50 to 
$2.25 per page. In 1976, the actual transcription cost 
in various courts ranged from $.70 to $1.75 per page. 
Continuing competition among vendors, greater effi
ciency, and reduced computer systems costs should 
lead to further reduction in costs for computer-aided 
transcription. 
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Appendix A 
Vendor Services 

Appendix A describes foul' manufacturers offering 
computer-aided transcription services. To date, these 
rOlli' companil's are the ollly organizations that can 
provide. CAT services which meel the minimal capa
bilities Hnd prodUction standards prescribed in this 
rcport. There arc nH\iOI' differences in service and 
pl'oduction capabilities among these vendOl's. 

This assessment is based on information and 
evnluation rcscarch available as of January 15. 1977. 
In any new area of technology stich us compute]'
aided transcription, manufacturer services and equip
ment may change rapidly. Users should, thet'efore, 
carefully assess any proposed vendor service and 
hardware system and try to keep abreast of new 
dcvelopments. 

Vendor: Baron Data Systems 
P.O. Box 1317 
Oakland, California 94604 
(415) 533-2900 

Type(s) of CAT Services: Type(s) of CAT Systems: 
User-controlled Stand-alone 

Modified Stenotype Devices 
The Baron Data Recorder('!]) is a patented data 

recorder and uses a standard cassette. A built-in 
micro processor compacts the data, so that six hours 
of notes fill one cassette. The unit incorporates 
audible and visible warning signals for operating 
assurance. The unit operates from either standard 
outlets or long-life, rechargeable nickel cadmium 
batteries. Unit price: about $2,500 (purchase)j $130/ 
mo. (2 yr. lease), $%1010, (3 yr, lease); longer lease 
plans cost less. 

Rcpol'ter Dictionary and Lexicographic Support 
Reporter Selection: No testing 01' evaluation pro

gram yet developed. 
Dictional)' or Profile Compilation: Repolter forms 

the only dictionary of the system. A list of over 
10,000 common words is provided at the start. The 

reporter enters his own steno outlines. Each reporter 
has his own dictionut'y, adding to it with the editing 
of each transcl'ipt. It requires a few duys to build the 
initial reporter dictionary and appt'oxil1Hltely l,O()O 
pages of edited tmnscript to attain ~uJeqllate tl'llnslu
tion prot1ciency. 

Le;dcograpllic Support: As a part of the texlw 

editing procedul'e, a software program is available to 
retain all steno outline cantliet!! 01' erl'Ors which the 
l'epOt'ter needs to resolve. After completing hl:s 
transcript the reporter reviews this list and adds to 
reportet"s main dictionary when necessary. 

PriC'e pel' Reporter: Included as part of the tran
scriber cost und system fees. 

Reporter Orientation 
Eight weeks priOl' to installation, dictionaries nre 

built and con11ict lists provided. Two weeks prior to 
instu\1ation, orientation is pl'Ovided either in Oakland 
01' at one of the district otlices, Aftet· installation. 
training is provided on-site by vendor personnel. 

First·Run Translation 

Translation is performed on the user's stand-ulone 
CAT system. Translation is usually unattended and 
may be performed at night. This is so bel-muse no 
othel' activities (but printing) can bc performed 
during translation, First-run transcript should be 95 
percent accurate after a sutIicient dictionary has 
been compiled, Price: $2,145/mo. ()I' $.65 per page 
with 3,300 page minimum. 

Tcxt-Editiug 
Current text-editing speeds are marginally adc

quate; however, further retinements me needed. II is 
questionable whether cault reporters should person
ally pel'form CRT text-editing. Price: Equipment 
rental and service nre included in the $2, 14.5/mo. 
Supplies and pCl'sonnel costs arc not included. 

Final Tl'anscript Production 
Final transcripts are printed on the stand-alone 
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systems ptinter. Different page formaU. are available. 
Title pages and indices must be created, and the f1nal 
transctipt must be bound. 

Translation Centers 
Location Type and Status 
Oakland, California Vendor's demonstration and 

development models 
Modesto, California 

Dallas, Texas 

U ser-controlled-sUlI'ling 
operations 
User-controlled-starting 
operations 

Comments: In the National Center's opinion, 
translation speed and accuracy are adequate, but 
CRT text-editing capabilities were minimally accept
able for full-scale operations. 

Text-Editing Service Centers 
Not applicable for stand-alone CAT systems. 

Vendor: Stenocomp, Inc. 
7700 Leesburg Pike 
Falls Church, Virginia 22043 
(703) 893-4878 

Type(s) of CAT Services: 
Vendor-controlled 
User-controlled 
Hybtid, with vendor 

text-editing sys
tem 

Modified Stenotype Devices 

Type(s) of CAT Systems: 
Classical, with ven

dor facilities 
Classical, with user 

facilities 

The Stenocomp transctiber records on standard 
cassettes. The basic unit is portable and can be 
operated from standard outlets or from rechargeable 
batteries. A visual indicator warns of equipment 
malfunction. Formerly, carttidge media were used 
and found to be expensive, bulky, and unreliable. 
Stenocomp has dropped the cartridge line. Unit 
ptice: about $1,750 (purchase), $50 to $70 per month 
(lease). 

Reporter Dictionary and Lexicographic Support 
Reporter Selection: Computer-compatible report

ers are selected by Stenocomp. Their compatibility 
is diagnosed from samples of the reporter's notes. 

Dictionary or Profile Compilation: Stenocomp 
compiles an individualized dictionary from each 
reporter's notes (initially) and transcripts (ongoing 
basis). The moderate-sized individual dictionary is 
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pel'iodically upt!ntcd us wtll'l'nnted. Stcnocomp is 
presently developing t\ protllc questionnaire and n 
standard dictation section, 

Lexicograplu'c Support: Lexicographic support is 
providcd to each I'cportcl' on a group and individual 
basis, 

Price per Reporter: Negotiable, 

Reporter O.'ientntion 
Reporter orientation is conducted at the text-edit

ing facilities, whether vendor's 01' user's, It is COll w 

ducted as a component of \exicogmphic SUppOI'! and 
system installation. 

First·Rull Translntion 
Cassettes and job sheets must. be submitted t() a 

Stenocomp text-editing subsystem for translation. 
The entire job is transmitted to an authorized tmns
lation center by telephone communication lines 01' on 
magnetic tape. Stenocomp will authorize (license) its 
translation software to I'eliablc, large users 01' metro
politan reporting groups. After translation, the til'St
nm transcript is transmitted elecll'Onically back to 
the text-editing subsystem for printing. Price~ $.20 to 
$.35 per page, Negotiable (by licensees). 

Text-Editing 
After the reporter proofreads/edits his tirst-run 

transcript, he returns it to the text-editing center for 
CRT text-editing by its staff, Price: $50,000 to 
$100,000 (system purchase depending upon size of 
configuration). Metropolitan CAT licensees will de
termine local per-page prices. 

Final Transcript Production 
Final transcripts are printed on the subsystems 

printer, Numei'ous page formats can be used. Title 
pages and indices must be created and the final 
transcripts must be bound. 

Translntion Centers 
Location 
Falls Church, Virginia 

Philadelphia, Pennsyl
vania 

Type alld Sfatlls 
Vendor's central facility. Its 
users, including vendor, ac
cess this time-sharing cen
ter by communications lin
kages, Used largely as 
back-Up to other systems, 
User-controlled. Steno
comp has installed its tl'ans
lation software on the 
coult'S IBM 370/145. Court 



has renewed the project for' 
another ycar. 

Arlington, Virginia Metropolitan licensees 
starting operations. 

New York City 

'rcxt-Edlting Scrvice Ccnters 
Localiol/ Type (lild S latlts 
Falls Church, Virginia Vendor's central facility. 
Philadelphia, Pennsyl- User-controlled. Has suc
vania cessfully opemted for over 

n ycar. 

V cndol': Stenographic Computer Systems 
Division of Stenogmph Machines, [ne. 
7300 Niles Center Road 
Skokie, Illinois 60676 
(312) 782-2031 

Typc(s) of CAT SCI'viccs: 
Vendor-controlled 

Hybrid, with vendor 
lext~ed iting sys
tem 

Hybrid, without 
vendor text-edit
ing system 

Modified Stenotypc Dcvices 

Typc(s) of CAT Systems: 
Classical, with ven

dor text-editing 
facilities 

Classical, with user 
text-editing facili
ties 

A basic Stenograph® device which also records 
the notes upon a standard cassette. The machine is 
pOltable and operates from either a standard or foul' 
"D" batteries. Unit price: $1,000 (purchase), $50/ 
mo. (lease). 

Reporter Dictionul'Y und Lexicogruphic Support 
Reporter Selection: Reporters are counseled if 

they are noncompatible, but they are not necessarily 
discouraged from trying the system. 

Dictiol/wy or Profile Compilation: Performed from 
an initial reporter "profile" questionnaire completed 
by the reporter and from vendor's analysis of a 
minimum of six cassettes. This twenty-page ques
tionnaire includes a checklist to indicate a reporter's 
stenotype writing principles for vowels, diphthongs, 
prefixes, suffixes, and punctuation. In addition, a 
reporter writes his stenoform outlines for commonly 
used words or possible stenoform conflicts. 

Lexicographic Support: A reporter who travels to 

Skokie will receive personal attention. Occasionally, 
the vendor travels to the reporter's site. 

Price per Reporter: Profile questionnaire, $25. 
Dictionary compilation and lexicogl'uphic support, 
$100 one-time charge. 

Reporter Oricntution 
When the text-editing subsystem is installed, Sten

ograph Machines provides thl'ee days of training. 

First-Run Trnnslution 
To protect the translation software, all fil'st-run 

trMslations are performed at Stenographic Machine's 
computel' facility in Chicago. Three options are 
available: (I) a lIser with a Stenographic Machines 
text-editing subsystem can transmit his notes and job 
sheet to the central computer in Chicago via a 
telephone connection. The first-lUn translation is also 
transmitted back to the subsystem for printing. The 
user can either pay for his own long-distance calls or 
pay an additional $.05 pel' pag~ to use an incoming 
W A TS line; (2) a user with the vendor's subsystem 
may mail flexible disks to and from Chicago; and (3) 
a user without the subsystem mails his cassettes to 
t~le computer center and later receives his printed 
first-lUn transcript by mail. (This is not prefelTed by 
the vendor.) Price: $.40 pel' page (add phone 
charges), $.45 for incoming WATS caJ1s; $.45 per 
page for mailing (add mail costs). 

Text-Editing 
After the reporter proofreads-edits his first-run 

transcript, it is conveyed to a text-editing subsystem. 
For users of a Stenograph Machines system, the 
National Center strongly discourages text-editing 
subsystems other than those developed by Steno
graphic Machines. Users with Stenographic Ma
chines text-editing subsystems should use theirs. 
Price: $30,000 (one CRT tube) or $50,000 (foul' tubes) 
purchase price, plus supplies and personnel costs. 
Pricing for the Chicago text-editing service has not 
yet been specified. 

Final Transcript Production 
Final transcripts are printed on the printer of the 

text-editing subsystem. Transcripts can be printed 
singly or in multiples up to six, depending on the 
paper thickness. Many different page formats are 
possible. Title pages and indices must be created, 
and the final transcript must be bound. 
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'I'l'nnslntion Centers 

Location 
Chicago, Illinois 

Type alld Staflls 
Vendor's computet' facility. 
All USCI'S, including vendor, 
access the time-sharing 
computer center by tele
phone. 

Text-Editing Service Centel'S 

Location Type and Status 
Dearborn, Michigan UscI'-controlled, Onc re-

Chicago, llIinois 

Tucson, Arizona 
(Pima County Supe
rior Court) 

Baton Rouge, Louisi
ana 
(19th Judicial DMdct 
Court) 

porler operates and owns 
this vendor-pl'Ovided sub
system in his home and em
ployees telephone commu
nications to the translation 
center. The project is only 
a few months old. The re
porter is an official court 
reporter of the Detroit Re
corder's Court: Criminal 
Division. 
Vendor's central facility. 
Local users without subsys-
tems use this facility for 
input. The unit is mainly for 
development work and is 
not yet ready fOl' full-scale 
operations. 
User-controlled. No ven
dor-provided subsystem was 
available, Three users em· 
ploy an IBM 2740 terminal 
with the A TMS software 
package for CRT text-edit
ing. Its capabilities and 
speed are very poor. 
Usel'-controlled. No vendor 
subsystem was available, 
Instead the court employs a 
minicomputer for CRT text
editing, The project is at a 
standstill because of slow 
text-editing capabilities. 

Vend on Stentran Systems I 
380 Mapl«! Avenue West 
Vienna, Virginia 22180 
(703) 281-1760 

I Stcntran Systems is in the bWiiness of contractual reporting, 
Services, stenotype devices, dictiOlmry and !exicogl'llphic sup
port, orientation. first-run translation, text-editing, nnw final 
transcript production arc (lvuilable only to Stentran's stnff. 
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'l'yp~(s) of CAT ScrvIccs: 
Vendol'-contl'OlIeu 

ModUled Stenotype Devices 

'l'ypc(s) of CAT Systems: 
Classical, with ven

dor text~cditJng 
facilities 

Stenh'un's trnnscl'iber recol'cls on standard ens
settes, The basic unit is portable and can opc1'Ute 
from a rechargenble battery pack or from n stnndul'd 
outlet. Unit price: $2,500 (purchase, one-yet\\' wa!'
mnty 10" parts and JabOl'); $ J 00 pel' month (rentnl 
and maintenancc). 

Reportcl' Dictionnry nnd Lexicogl'nphic Support 

R epo/'tel' Selection: Betol'c selection, a I'CPOl'tCI' (1) 
nus Ollt a standard torty to tiny page qucstionnnil'c 
about his style and (2) stenotypes a standard "ceo I'd
ing (thl'ee to foul' houl's) which has beer! prepm'cd by 
Stentran, These steps clearly diagnose the reporter's 
compatibility with Stentran's CAT system at\eI com
prise the bulk of Stentran's nlcd'~ for dictionary and 
profile compilation, 

Dietiollary 01' Profile Compilation: Largely COnt
pleted du1'ing the previous steps, Subsequent addi
tions are made as needed. 

Lexicographic S UppOl't: Pl'Ovided as necesslIry. 
The vendor has established a three-phase process. In 
Phase I, the reporter reviews and marks all first-run 
transcripts, In the second phase, the vendor pl'Oof· 
reads and edits first-nm tl'anslations, but the ('epOtie!' 
reviews and submits additional changes to the ven
dOl', Phase In continues until only minol' word 
changes and punctuation changes are noted by the 
reporter. Phase III consists of total vendor-controlled 
editing by notereaders: the reporter merely certifies 
the final trtlnscript. 

Price per Reporter: $250 per reporter for initial 
training and dictionary. 

Reporter Orientation 

Reporter o1'ientation is nOl"mally provided at the 
vendor's site, 

First-Run Translation 
Cassettes and job sheets are submitted to Sten

tran's central site. Outside of the lor-pI metropolitan 
amn (Wc\silington, D,C,), cassettes may be mailed or 
telecommllnicated to the central site. Aftel' transla
tion, Stentran peliol'ms texH~diting in Virginia facil
ity. Price: $2.15 to $3.50 per page-contractual 
rcporlirlg services which include both reporting and 
transcript production. 
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Text-Editing 
The first-run transcript is text-I~dited by CRT text

.editing staff trained in notereading. Price: Included 
in basic fee. 

Final Transcript Production 
Final transcripts are printed at Stentran's central 

site" Numerous formats are available. Title pages 
and indices must be created, and the final transcript 
must be bound. 

Translation Center 

Locatioll 
Vienna, Virginia 

Type alld Status 
Vendor's central facility. 
All users must send or tele
communicate their cassettes 
to this facility. 

Comments: Two major projects with ccmrts (Fed
eral District Courts and Cincinnati) did not achieve 
expected production capabilities. Both projects have 
been discontinued. Stentran now restricts its services 
only to contractual repOlting. It has received a major 
reporting contract for computer-readable transcripts" 
with the Federal Trade Commission. Stentran has 
published a series of textbooks for definitive (com
puter compatible) stenotype writing. 

Text-Editing Service Centers 

Location Type and Status 
Vienna, Virginia All text-editing is done at 

vendor's central facility. 
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Appendix B 
Proiect Overviews 

Pl'oject Location 

Baton Rouge District Court 

Pl'oject Managel' Contact: 

Elwood Sartain 
19th Judicial District 
East Baton Rouge Parish 
Baton Rouge, La. 70802 

Basic Information-Project Data 

Project Objectives: Objectives included timely filing 
of transcripts and elimination of transcripts exten
sion requests (approximately two-thirds of tran
scripts required extensions beyond sixty-day time 
limit for transcript preparation). 

Number of reporters: 1-4. 
Grant starting date: May 1975. 
Project duration: 3 years. 
System approach: Hybrid (without a CAT vendor

provided text-editing subsystem). 
Current status: Redesigning system in late 1976 and 

early 1977. First-run translation was satisfactory. 
Text-editing system was unsatisfactory; it does not 
meet transcript requirements of this court. 

Funding: Approximately $40,000 (LEAA state block 
grant) for 1975; approximately $40,000 (LEAA 
discretionary grant) for 1976. 

Program Design 

Needs analysis: Transcript preparation was very 
slow. Most reporters are manual shorthand report
ers with POOl' repOlting and inadequate transcript 
production skills. 

Selection of CAT approach: The project statted with 
one qualified reporter. Transcript editing is to be 
completed on court premises. 

Vendor selection process: Competitive bidding. 
Vendor Selected: Stenographics Machines, Inc. (pro

vides only first-run translation). Datapoint Corp. 
. (text-editing computer). 

Reporter Selection Process: One reporter was ini-

tially trained by Stenographic Machines, Inc. 
When new stenotype reporters are consideted for 
employment by the court, the vendor evaluates 
reporter's compatibility with CAT on a scale of 1 
to 10. Reporters receiving a 7 to 10 rating are. 
hired. 

Fees: Official court reporters do not receive any 
transcript fees. All transcript income belongs to 
the COUtt. 

System Start-tIp 

Delivery date of stenotype devices: May 1975. 
Reporter orientation description: One reporter was 

fully trained by vendor. New reporters are evalu
ated by vendor before employment. The first 
reporter provides in-house training to all new 
reporters. 

Dictionary compilation and lexicographic support 
description: Vendor updates reporter's dictionaries 
approximately once a week. 

Equipment installation date: October 1975: Datapoint 
2200 (rejected October 1976). . 

Equipment acceptance date: Equipment never met 
minimal production standards. The court was 
required to use the system because of contractual 
agreement. There were inadequate maintenance 
and software programs, and the court is presently 
developing a new software program for text-edit
ing. This program is to be installed on the county's 
NCR computer. 

Production Controls and Procedures 

Jnb submission policies: Two techniques are used in 
the courtroom: (I) multi-track audio recorder ma
chines are used in some courtrooms to record 
courtroom testimony; or (2) in other courtrooms, 
manual shorthand reporter takes stenonotes and 
then dictates notes onto an audio recording 
machine. The CAT reporter listens to courtroom 
recording or reporter's dictations and prepares 
stenotype notes on cassette. T/le cassette is mailed 
to vendor in Chicago. 
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First-nm tnlOslatioo: Stenographic Machines Inc. 
performs first-run translati.on at its Chicago facility. 
The vendor mails to the court a computer tape 
containing the first-run translalion. The first-run 
transcript is printed on the county computer Md 
also stored in text-editing computer. First-run 
translation charge is $.45 per page, 

Reporter proofread-editing: Court reporter proof· 
ret\ds first-run transcript. 

CRT text-editing: The initial 500 to 750 pages are 
text-edited by the court reportel'. Otherwise, a 
text-editor operator completes text-editing and fi
nal printing. Datapoint System can produce only 
tcn pages per hour (the COUlt anticipates at least 
fifteen to twenty pages per hour with new software 
p .. ogram). 

Final production (printing): Datapoint produces a 
maximum of fmty-five pages per hour. Printing 
speed is slower if other text-editing operations are 
used concurrently. 

Project Evaluation 

Production time: The average transcript takes thirty 
days. No statistics have been formally tabulated. 
First-run translation service using the mails aver
ages fifteen days. 

Production costs: Not fully estimated; pl'esently. 
costs are at least $3.00 per page. 

Production volume: 15,000 pages (thirty-one lines per 
page) over the initial twenty-four months of the 
project. 

Transcript quality: Final transcripts are high quality 
and use upper and lower case. 

Comments: While the first-run translation accuracy 
is good, the text-editing capability provided by 
Datapoint does not meet minimal production 
standards. 

Project Location: 

Cincinnati Court of Common Pleas 

Project Manager Contact: 

Nonnal Zoller 
Court Administrator 
Court of Common Pleas 
County of Hamilton 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45202 

Basic Information-Project Data 

Project objectives: Objectives were to test the feasi· 
bility and applicability of CAT and to evaluate the 
use of CAT as to its effectiveness and potential. 
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Number of reporters: 4. 
Grant starting date: August, 1975. 
Project duration: 14 months. 
System approach: Vendor-controlled approach. 
Funding: $19,200-Funding through LEAA state 

block grant 
Current status: The project waS discontinued (dissat

isfaction with vendor-operated services-not per
forming to court's expectations-and difficulties 
with noncompatibility of reporter's writing style). 

Program Design 

Needs analysis: The court discovered a sizable 
transcript backlog, with transcripts unavailable for 
a period of from 10 to 12 weeks. The annual 
transcript volume was estimated at 70,000 original 
pages per year. I 

Selection of CAT approach: project was to be 
expel;mental over a six to twelve month period. 
Four reporters. each transcribing 1,000 pages per 
month, were envisioned for the experiment. The 
court preferred to use a vendor-operated approach. 

Vendor selection process: Competitive bidding. 
Vendor selected: Stentran, Inc. 
Date of contract award: June 1975. 
Reporter selection process: Four reporters volun

teered to participate. The vendor rated all report
ers as acceptable for CAT. 

Fees: The reporters did not pay for CAT services. 
The vendor charged the court $.90 per page for 
translation, text, editing l and printing services. 
Additional expenditures which were not included 
in this fee include mailing costs, CRT-installation 
in June 1976, reporter training, and modified 
stenotype machines. 

System Start.up 

. Delivery date of stenotype devices: August 1975. 
Reporter dictionary compilation and lexicographic 

support description: Reporters traveled to the 
vendor1s training program in Vienna, Virginia. 
Three of the foul' reporters had difficulty adjusting 
their writing styles. 

Equipment installation date: June 1976 
Equipment acceptance: Owing to delay in mailing 

and vendor production of the transcripts during 
the initial ten months, a CRT was installed in 
Cincinnati for text-editing. However, the CRT 
required a long-distance telecommunications hook
up with the vendor computer in Virginia to under
take any text-editing. 



Production Controls and Procedures 

Job submission policies: The reporter mailed his 
cassettes and job sheet to the vendor. 

First-run translation: The first-run transcript was 
translated and stored at vendor's computer facility 
in Virginia. 

Reporter proofread-editing: For the first ten months 
of the project, the reporter did not proofread 
transcript. Instead, the vendor employed note
readers for review. Duting that tinal CRT text
editing: See above. 

Final production (printing): An original plus one 
carbon are produced at the vendor's facility in 
Virginia and mailed to Cincinnati. 

Project Evaluation 

Evaluator: Court 
Final report date: November 15, 1976 
Production time: The vendor was unable to produce 

final transcripts in a timely manner (50 percent 
unscheduled down time occurred on vendor com
puter). Transcript production time (submission of 
tapes until final transctipt delivery) was twenty
five to thirty days. 

Production costs: No data were collected. 
Production volume: Approximately 150 cases totall

ing 7,000 to 8,000 transcript pages. 
Transcript quality: Usually excellent. 

Project Location: 

Dallas District Court 

Project Manager Contact: 

Judge James B. Zimmerman 
Criminal District Court 3 
County Courthouse 
Dallas, Texas 75202 

Basic Information-Project Data 

Project objectives: Objectives were to reduce tran
script backlog on appellate cases, test a stand
alone CAT system, and improve transcript produc
tion capability in order to produce all transcript 
within sixty days (twenty days for transcripts 
under 300 pages; forty days for tran~cripts 300 to 
750 pages in length). 

Number of reporters: 2. 
Grant starting date: March I, 1976. 
Project duration: 1 year. 
System approach: User-controlled standalone sys

tem. 
Current status: Operational, with serious and contin-

uous computer malfunctions and pOOl' mainte
nance. 

Funding: $73,672-Funcling tht'ough LEAA slate 
block grunt. 

Program Design 

Needs analysis: The average appellnte court has 
transcript backlog of fifty-one transcripts. While 
the statutory time limit for transcripts is ninety 
days, transcript production time (request for tran
script to transcript subtnission) avernges 197 days. 

Selection of CAT approach: The demonstration proj
ect was initially for two reporters only. Addition
ally, there was a strong interest in testing stand
alone approach. 

Vendor selection process: Sole source. 
Vendor selected: Baron Data Systems. 
Date of contract award: Fall, 1976. 
Reporter selection process: Acceptance of volun

teers. 
Fees: The reporters pay court a $.50 per page fee to 

partially offset first-run translation costs. 

System Start-up 

Delivery date of stenotype devices: December 1976. 
Reporter dictionary compilation and lexicographic 

support description: Both reporters traveled to the 
vendor'S facility in California for initial training 
and dictionary compilation. The vendor does flot 

provide a dictionary, Instead, the vendor provides 
10,000 words for the reporter to review and record 
in his personal stenoform transliterations. Report
ers need to add many additional entries in order to 
achieve a reasonable first-run translation accuracy. 

Equipment installation date: September 1976. 

Production Controls and Procedures 

Job submission policies: The reporters operate the 
standalone system. Both reporters cannot work 
on the computer simultaneously. 

First-run translation: Owing to computer failures, 
tirst-run translation is only pelformed during work
ing hours (instead of during the night as 'recom
mended by the vendor). 

Reporter proofread-editing: See below. 
CRT text-editing: Each court repolier does his own 

CRT text-editing without a prior proofread-edit. 
One reporter is pleased with her CRT text-editing 
speed; the other is not, due in part to a less 
accurate first-run translation. 

Final production (printing): Original and carbons 
produced by minicomputer's printer (fifty to sev
enty-five lines per minute). 
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I'roject ~valuation 

Evaluator: Court 
Production time: During the initial 100 days of 

operations, there have been serious machine mal
functions detelTing proper system use. Therefore, 
no data are yet available. 

Production costs: No data nre available or collected. 
Production volume: To date, only one 200-page 

transcript has been produced. 
Transcript quality: when the system is operational, 

the transcripts are very good. 
Comments: Constant machine failures and malfunc

tions have not permitted evaluation. Maintenance 
service has been inadequate. 

Project Location: 

Detroit, Michigan 

Project Manager Contact: 

Joseph Gondol 
Recorder's Court 
Detroit, Michigan 
(owned and operated by an official court reporter 

working in Detroit Recorder's Court, Criminal 
Division) 

Basic Information-I'roject Data 

Project objectives: Objectives included relief of man
ual transcription burden; reduction in court report
ers aftet-hours work on transcript preparation; and 
increase in transcript productivity. , 

Number of reporters: 1 (user does additional contract 
work for a freelance repolter). 

Grant starting date: December 1975. 
Project duration: Continuing. 
System approach: From December 1975 to March 

1976, hybrid (mail service for first-run translation); 
from March 1976 to the present, hybrid (telecom
munication for first-run translation). 

Current status: Operational. 
Funding: Private investment (purchase): approxi

mately $25,000 for minicomputer text-editing sys
tem. 

Program Design 

Needs analysis: This system was selected by the 
reporter because of his personal interest. Before 
implementing CAT, the court reporter's annual 
transcript production was approximately 7,000 
pages. 

Selection of CAT approach: N/ A. 
Vendor selection process: Sole source. 
Vendor selected: Stenographic Machines, Inc. 
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Date of contract award: December 1975. 
Reporter selection process: None (reporter's choice). 
Fees: Court reporter pays for total CAT system. 

System Start.Up 

Delivery date of stenotype devices: May 1974. 
Reporter dictionary compilation and lexicographic 

support description: The reporter filled out the 
vendor's standardized questionnaire, submitted 
data cassettes, and had discussions with the ven
dor. The vendor was extremely cooperative and 
supportive. Stenographic Machines, Inc. has been 
updating his profile and subdictionary at no addi
tional charge. The reporter has slightly modified 
his writing style. 

Equipment installation date: December 1975. 
Equipment acceptance date: December 1975. 

Production Controls and Procedures 

Job submission policies: Gompletes "job sheet" for 
each case. 

First-run translation: The COUlt reporter establishes 
his own priorities. After minicomputer preprocess
ing, he uses long-distance telephone communica
tions to submit his job and to recall the first-run 
transcript from the vendor site in Chicago, Illinois. 
Normally first-run translation is completed be
tween 8:00 p.m. and 8:00 a.m. CST. Estimated 
first-run accuracy is 97 to 98 percent. 

Reporter proofread-editing: None. The reporter per
forms his text-editing at the CRT. 

CRT text-editing: Performed by the court reporter 
himself. 

Final production (printing): Final transcripts are 
produced on the minicomputer printer at 300 lines 
per minute. The reporter prints four originals (no 
carbons) by rerunning the printer four times. 

Project Evaluation 

Final report date: N/ A. 
Production time: No statistics are collected; how

ever, the reporter is able to easily meet all 
statutory or transcript request deadlines. Statutory 
transcript submission requirements are ninety 
days. 

Production costs: No statistics are collected; how
ever, the reporter estimates that his present oper
ating costs (excluding minicomputer purchase) art~ 
equivalent to those of his traditional method. 

Production volume: In 1976, Mr. Gondol produced 
15,000 transcript pages for himself plus an addi
tional 3,000 pages for freelance reporter. 

Transcript quality: Very good. 
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Project Locution: 

Pima County Superior Court 
Tucson, Arizona 

Project Manager or Contact: 

Bruce Johnson 
Room 462 
Division 9 
Pima County Courthouse 
Tucson, Arizona 85701 

Basic Informution-Project Data 

Project objectives: EXperimental project to test the 
technical feasibility of CA 1 , 

Number of reporters: 3. 
Grant starting date: 1973. 
Project duration: 3 years and continuing. 
System approach: Hybrid (without a vendor-pro

vided text-editing subsystem). 
Current status: Operational (However, low transcdpt 

volume and inadequate text-editing capability). 
Funding! Funding thru LEAA state block grant, 

1973-1974, $10,000; 1974-1975, $12,000 to $15,000. 

Program Design 

Needs analysis: None. 
Selection of CAT approach: No particular criteria 

were applied at the time. 
Vendor selection process: Sole source. 
Vendor selected: Stenographic Machines, Inc. 
Date of contract award: 1974. 
Reporter selection process: Four reporters submitted 

sample stenotyped paper notes for review. The 
vendor rated three reporters as having acceptable 
writing styles compatible with CAT. 

Fees: The reporters have not paid for CAT services. 
In July 1976, the court reporters hired a CRT text
editing operator on a piece-rate basis. 

System Start-Up 

Delivery date of stenotype devices: 1973. 
Reporter dictionary compilation and lexicographic 

support description: The vendor sent a staff mem
ber to Tucson for initial dictionary developnl\;i1t 
and tri\i.ning. Additional work has also been per
fOlmeirin Chicago. 

Equipment installation date: The vendor could not 
provide a text-editing system in 1973. Instead, in 
1975 the County Data Processing Office leased 
and modified an IBM text-editing software pack
age (ATMS) for use on the county's IBM 370 
computer with IBM 2740 terminals. 

Production Controls nnd Procedures 

Job submission policies! Rcportcl's mail thcil' cas
. seUes and job sheets to Chicago, Illinois. 

FlI::>t-run translation: Stenogmph Machines performs 
hrst·run translation at its Chicago H\cility. The 
vendor then sends a standal'd computel' tape 
containing the tirst~run (mnslation to Tucson. 'rhe 
County Data Processing Centet' prints the tirsHll11 
tmnscript from the tape and stores the tirst-run 
translation in its computet' for eventuul text~edit
ing. 

Rep~rter I?roofread-editing: The reporters proofread
edIt theil' own first-run transct'ipts. 

CRT text-editing: Before l11id-1976, CRT text-editing 
was per~ormed by the reporters. As of July 1976, 
a. part-ttme CRT text-editing operator has been 
hired. The text-editing package (lBM 2740 terminal 
and ATMS software) rents 1'01' over $500 pel' 
month. 

Final production (printing): Final transcripts are 011 

the county's equipment. Continuous form paper is 
used to produce 81/2 by II inch transcripts. 

Project Evaluation 

Final report date: N/A. 
Production time: No data were formally collected. 
Production costs: No data were formally collected. 

The total per-page costs arc over $2.50, thus far. 
Production volume: No data were formally available. 

Volume is estimated to be under 4,000 pages pet' 
year. Recently, production has increased to ap
proximately 500 pages per month. 

Transcript quality: Good to very good. 
Comments: This project was one of the earliest 

attempts by a COlllt to implement CAT. While the 
first-run translation accuracy is good, the text
editing capability provided by the IBM 2740 ter
minal with A TMS software clearly does not meet 
minimal production standards. 

Project Location: 

U.S. Federal District Courts: approximately 20 
locations 

Project Manager: 

Tony Engel 
Federal Judicial Center 
1520 H Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 

Basic Information-Project Data 

Project objectives: Objectives were (0 to detemline 
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the pcl'ccnlugc of' today's stenotype reporters who 
are compatiblc with CAT: (2) to assess the impact 
of CAT upon ll'lltlscl'ipt delay; (3) to ascertain the 
pCI'Cel)tage of reporters Ul1d the types of lI'anscripts 
for which CAT is economically advantageous; (4) 
to detcrmine what steps, if any, can bc taken to 
I'cduce CAT costs 01' to adjust the transcript fee 
stl1ictul'C when CAT's present costs al'e an impe
dil))cnt to eAT's usc; and (5) to determine What 
service approaches produce acceptable transcripts, 

Numbel' of repOI'lel's: 43 
Ol'anl starting dale: January 1975 
Project du\'ntion! 2 years 
Funding: Approximately $1 $O,O()O 
Needs unalysis: None 
Selection of CAT tlpproach: (I) FJC decided that it 

would not purchase additional computel' equip-
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ment; (2) FJC wished to establish a full operating 
system; (3) FJC insisted upon rental of stenotype 
devices (only Stentran Systems Inc. could meet 
these cl'iteda), 

Vendol' selection process: Sole source, 
Vendol' selected: Stentran Systems, Inc. 
Date of contract award: January 1975 (initial), addi

tional contracts. 

Commell/s: The Federal Judicial Centel' will pub
lish a report on the evaluation of computel'-aided 
transcription in the Federal District Courts. Those 
interested in a comprehensive review of their tindings 
and conclusions should contact Systems and Tech
nology Division, Federal Judicial Center, 1525 H 
Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 
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COUNCIL OF STATE COURT REPRESENTATIVES 

Alabama Illinois Nebra.~ka South Dakota 
Howell T. Heflin Joseph H. Goldcnhersh Paul W. White Roger L. Wollman 
Chief Justice, Supreme Court Justice t Supreme Cou~ Chief Justice, Supreme Court Justice. Supreme Court 

Alaska Indiana Nevada Tennes.'i4!e 
Roger G. Connor Richard M. Givan Howard W. Babcock Paul R. Summers 
Justice, Supreme COUlt Chief Justice. Supreme Court Judge. District COllrt Chancellor, Supreme Court 

Arizona Iowa New Hampshire TeKa.~ 

Frank X. Gordon, Jr. W. W. Reynoldson John W. King Thomas M. Reavley 
Justice, Supreme Court Justice, Supreme Court Justice, Superior Court Justice. Supreme COUlt 

Arkansas Kansas New Jersey Utllh 
C. R. Huie, Executive David Prager Richard J. Hughes Thornley K, Swan 

Secretary Justice, Supreme Court Chief Justice, Supreme Court Judge, Second Judicial 
Judicial Department, Kentucky New Mexico 

Circuit 
Supreme Court James S. Chenault John B. McManus, Jr. Vermont 

California Judge, 25th Judicial District Justice. Supreme Court Albcrt W, Bamey 
Donald R, Wright louisiana New York 

Chief Justice. Supreme Court 
Chief Justice, Supreme Court Pascal F. Calogero, Jr. Richard J. Bartlett Virginia 
Colorado Justice, Supreme Court State Administrative Judge Albertis S. H!lITison, Jr. 
Harry O. Lawson Maine North Carolina 

Justice, Supreme Court 
Court Administrator. Judicial Elizabeth D. Belshaw Bert M. Montague, Director WIL~hlllgton Department State Court Administrator Administrative Office of the Ortis L. Hamilton 
Connecticut Maryland 

Courts Justice, SUpreme Court 
John p, Cotter 
Justice, Supreme Court William H. Adkins II, North Dakota. Wl'St Virginia 

Director William L. Paulson Thomton G. Berry. Jr. 
Delaware Administrative Office of the Justice, Supreme Court justice, Supreme Court 
Daniel L. Herrmann Courts 

Ohio Wisconsin Chief Justice, Supreme Court Massachusetts C. William O'Neill Nathan S. Heffernan 
District of Columbia Walter H. McLaughlin Chief Justice, Supreme Court Justice, Supreme Court 
Theodore R. Newman, Jr. Chief Justice. Superior Court 

Oklahoma Wyoming Chief Judge, Court of Michigan B. Don Bames Rodney M. Guthrie Appeals John P. Mayer Justice. Supreme Court Chief Justice. Supreme Court 
Florida Associate Administrator 

Oregon American Samoll Arthur J. England, Jr. Minnesota Loren D. Hicks K. William O'Connor Justice, Supreme Court Laurence Harmon State Court Administrator Associate Justice. High Court 
Georgia State Court Administrator 

P~nnsylvania Guam Julian Webb 
Judge, Court of Appeals 

Mississippi Samuel J. Roberts Joaquin C. Perez 
R. P. Sugg Justice, Supreme Court Chief Judge, Island Court 

Hawaii Justice, Supreme Court 
Rhode Island Puerto Rico 

Tom T. Okuda, Director Missouri Walter J. Kane Jose Trias Monge Administrative Services of 
the District Courts J. P. Morgan Court Administrator Chief Justice. Supreme Court 

Judge, Supreme Court 
South Carlllina Virgin Islands 

Idaho 
Charles R. Donaldson Montana J. Woodrow Lewis Cyril Michael 

Justice, Supreme Court Daniel J. Shea Chief Justke. Supreme Court Presiding Judge, Municipal 
Justice, Supreme Court Court 
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National Center for State Courts 
Suite 200, Lincoln Center Building 

1660 Lincoln Street 
Denver, Colorado 80203 

(303) 892·1261 

SUBJECT: Request for Proposal enti tl ed "Phil adel phia Court-Operated 
Computer-Aided Transcription Service Center" 

Closing Date: Receipt of Proposals not later than 5:00 P.M., MST, 
December 20, 1974, at the National Center for state 
Courts, 1660 Lincoln Street, Suite 200, Denver, Colorado 
80203 

Gentlemen: 

The National Center for state Courts and the Municipal and Common Pleas 
Courts of Philadelphia solicit your proposal on the subject requirement. 

The'Request for Proposal (RFP) consists of this transmittal letter and 
Attachments A through H. Offerors are to follow the guide1ines presented 
in Attachment A, "Background", and Attachment Bt "Solicitation Instructions 
and Conditions il

, in preparing and delivering their proposals. Proposals 
are to include accurate and concise information as required by this RFP. 

This project is estimate~ to be an effort over a period of 18 months. 

Offerors are reminded that proposals submitted in elaborate format and 
expensive binders are considered excessive and are neither necessary 
nor desired. Proposals must not exceed fifty typed, double-spaced 
pages and must conform to the format present as Attachment B. 

Telegraphic proposals or telegraphic notices of intent to propose are 
not authorized and will not be accepted. 

All inquiries concerning this RFP are to be directed to: 
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J. Michael Greenwood 
National Center for State Courts 
1660 Lincoln Street, Suite 200 
Denver, Colorado 80203 

(303) 892-1261 

Sincerely yours, 

J. Michael Greenwood 
Chief, Systems and Technology 

, I 
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PHILADELPHIA COURT-OPERATED 
COMPUTER·AIDED TRANSCRIPTION 

SERVICE CENTER 
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ATTACHMENT A 
BACKGROUND 

A. Introduction 

In order to evaluate the impact of a court-operated 
computer-aided transcription (CAT) center in the 
Common Pleas and Municipal Courts of Philadelphia. 
the Common Pleas and Municipal CoU/ts of Philadel
phia and Systems & Technology Division, National 
Center for State Coults (hereinafter referred to as 
the Philadelphia Court and NCSC), are jointly solic
iting requests fOl' proposals. 

This demonstration project is a segment of a 
National Institute for Law Enforcement and Criminal 
Justice grant awarded to the National Centel' for 
State Courts to complete a comprehensive evaluation 
of the impact of computer-aided transcription upon 
the court's transcription process. 

A Court-Operated CAT system is defined as CAT 
services performed on court-owned ,or coUrt-con
trolled equipment and administered by the court. 
The vendor (offeror) installs his computer programs 
(software) on the court-controlled system and the 
court reporters provide stenotype notes (recorded on 
magnetic tape medium or inputted using optical scan 
reader) to the court for processing on CAT systeln. 
A central processor such as an IBM 360 or 370 is 
normally t'equired fOl' first-run translation of steno
type notes into English language, and a minicompu· 
tel' sub-system with CRTs is generally used for 
editing. Under such a system, the entire system is 
under court contl'Ol and operation. 

B. TQsk Objectives 

This particular solicitation is fOl' the purpose of 
establishing a court-operated CAT center in a m~or 
metropolitan court system-namely, one which will 
be under the direct operating contl'Ol of the Court 
Administrative Oftice of the Philadelphia Court. 

The Philadelphia Court ideally prefers that the 
system software be implanted on its currently held 
equipment (see section C, Work Statement). While 
the Philadelphia Court may accept installation of 
some additional hardware, the hardware must all be 
within the physical facilities of the court. Further~ 
more, nQrmal equipment operations shall be con
ducted by personnel employed by the court. 
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It is envisioned that the followitlg responsibilities 
will be delegated to the selected ofleron 

L Installation of computer-aided transcription to 
include: 
a) translation software programs nnd on-going 

software releases onto the Philadelphia 
Court's IBM 370/145 DOS computel' (see 
section C, Work Statement); 

b) editing software progt'ums and develop
ments; 

c) editing sub-system hardware, if required 
(court prefers use of existing equipment); 

d) delivery and maintenance of modified sten
otype machines, if \'equired; 

e) compilation of court reporter' individual 
dictionaries or sub-dictionudes. 

2. Maintenance of the ~\oftware pack(lges und any 
hardware supplied by the offeror. 

3. Training of COUlt pel'sennel including: 
a) Court reporter training on modified steno

type machines, assist COUrt repol'teJ'S in 
developing their dictionaries to be machine
compatible, and train court I'epol'ters to 
additional procedures in CAT transcript 
pl'eparation. 

b) CRT editor training; Le, training of individ· 
uals to make corrections of the first-run 
tl'anscripts by means of electronic editing 
system or sub-system. 

c) Editing system (or sub-system) operator 
training to include job changeovel' proce
dures and production operations. 

The Philadelphia Court and/or NCSC will be 
responsible for: 

(a) Selection of offeror and contract negotia
tions, 

(b) Approval of offerol"s installation of CAT 
system. 

(c) Daily operation of entire CAT system after 
installation. 

(d) Employment (including hiring) of CAT op
erations personnel; i.e., CRT editors, com
puter operators. 

(e) Data collection. 

'I 
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(0 P"cpamtlon of evaluation report. 
(g) Pllyments for offeror's services. 

C. Work Statoment 

Thc Philadelphia Court will pl'Ovide the following 
capabilities over' the 12·month operational period of 
the CAT dcmonstration: 

1. Computer' lime and support pcrsonnel for trans
lation on court's IBM 370/145 DOS-YS com
putCl' system with a core capacity of 384K and 
a five partition envil'Onment. The following 
peripheral equipment is utilized: 

2-1403 printer's, a 2501 card reader, a 2540 card 
rcader punch, 6-3420 tape drives, and 16-3330 
disc stomgc units, 

2. Editing. personnel (2 to 4 individui~ls) and sys
teI1:'·· personnel to opemte daily eight-hour shift 
(ir necessary, daily twelve-hour shift) of tran
script editing, 

3. Court reporters to use CAT service center 
(initially training and tuning 15 to 20 reporters 
to CAT system; and ultimately a potential 30 
I'eporters). 

4, Space, facilities, and supplies (such as paper 
and ribbons), 

The ofJeror will be required to pelform the follow
ing tasks: 
Task 1 Provide 15 modified stenotype devices 

compatible with olTel'Or's computer-aided 
transcription system and which also pro
duce the usual stenotype paper output. 

Task 2 Compile court reporters' subdictionaries 
and train court reporters for compatibility 
with t.he offerOl"s computer-aided tran
scription system. (Initially work with 15-20 
reporters, and potentially 10 additional re
porters during latter pmt of project.) 

Task 3 Install olTeror's translation software pack
age on the court's IBM 370/145 DOS 
system. 

Task 4 Install editing software and any required 
additional hardware to produce an annual 
volume of at least 150,000 pages of tran
script. 

Task 5 Orient and train court-provided personnel 
to operate the offeror's editing system 
package. 

Task 6 Provide needed additional support and 
maintenance service 

D. Work Timetable 

Due to the Philadelphia Court's desire to start the 
project as soon as possible, the olTeror should gear 

his proposal to the following telltative CAT time-
table: 

November IS, 1974 
December 9, 1974 

December 20, 1974 

January 6-10, 1975 
January 17, 1975 
April 18, 1975 
April 30, 1975 

RFP Release 
Bidder's Conference, at op
tion of NCSC and Philadel
phia Court 
5:00 p.m. (MST) Closing 
date for proposal sUbmis-
sions 
Contract negotiations 
Contract award 
System installation 
System operational; Com
pletion of training of 15-20 
court reporters and CAT 
system personnel 

The NCSC and Philadelphia Court realize that the 
above tentative timetable is stringent; however, 
NCSC and the Philadelphia COUlt hope to meet or 
surpass the timetable and will relax the timetable 
only under duress. 

The most critical segment is the training timetable. 
Training for the first 15-20 court reporters should 
conclude when the system has become opemtional 
and ·satisfactory performance in the Philadelphia 
Court is demonstrated to the Philadelphia Court and 
NCSC. The tentative I'equirement that training be 
concluded when the system becomes opemtional 
could mean that the successful offeror must be 
capable of training personnel before the system is 
operationally installed in the Philadelphia Court. 
Tnlining of the court reporters should nevertheless 
take place in Philadelphia. (See Attachment B, 
Section AI, Technical Proposal) 

E. Evaluative Goals 

The principal objectives of this demonstration 
project will be to evaluate computer-aided tmnscrip
tion for: 

1. Transcript production cost-to assess the eco
nomic feasibility; in pmticular to compare CAT 
process to traditional stenotype transcription 
procedures, 

2. Transcript production time-to assess the re
duction in delay in transcription production of 
official record of court proceedings. 

3. Quality and accuracy of CAT transcripts-to 
assess accuracy of 1st-run transcripts (without 
human editing) and to assess accuracy and 
quality of final CAT transcript; in particular, 
meeting user standards such as those of judges, 
lawyers, court reporters. 
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4. Acceptunce of CAT among stC)\otype cOllrt 
reporters. 
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5. Court reportcr capability with CAT-to nssess 
perccntnge of stenotype comt reporters who 
will be tlble to lise CAT. 



ATIACHMENT B 
SOLICITA'f!lON INSTRUtTIONS AND CONDITIONS 

A. Proposals 

Proposals are to be prepared and submitted in two 
separate sections-I<Technical Proposal" and "Pric
ing ProposaP' with necessru-y certifications, respec
tively. The Technical section shall contain resumes 
of professional/technical personnel who will work on 
the project. 

1. Technical proposal. The technical proposal 
should describe the offeror'S technical approach and 
production procedures to provide a computer-aided 
transcription service for court reporters in the Phila
delphia Court. The technical proposal should be 
described in detail, but not be limited to: configura
tional requirements (computer and peripherai equip
ment); software capabilities; standards and require
ments for training court reporters, editors, and 
systems operator(s) for entire system p"ckage; out
line of court reporter training, to include program to 
meet timetable outlined in Attachment A, Section D, 
Work Timetable,' and outlines of the tasks prerequi
site to successful system installation and operations 
in the Philadelphia Court. Attachment A, Section C, 
Work Statement contains a description of the serv
ices envisioned. 

The Technical Proposal should detail the offeror's 
staff, providing resumes for staff and any proposed 
consultants. Background information on the com
pany should also be provided. It is understood that 
the offeror's project leader will manage the work and 
represent the Contractor in all meetings with the 
Philadelphia Court and NCSC. 

2. Pricing proposal. The pricing proposal submitted 
should be structured within the following guidelines, 
which also have an impact on the Technical Pro
posal: 

a) Equipment, materials, etc.; 
b) Software costs; 
c) [nsUlllation, testing, etc.; 
d) Training costs; 
e) Personnel and consultants; 
f) Travel; and 
g) Other cost factors considered necessary to 

successfully complete the program in an effi
cient and t;mely manner. 

The offeror should outline a pricing structure using 
approximately 150,000 pages produced on 15 steno
type machines by approximately 30 court reporten 
over a 12-month period as parameters for cost 
estimating. The Philadelphia Court transcIipts will be 
approximately 200 words to the page and an original 
and five copies (probably two runs of three-ply 
paper) is \'equired. 

The Philadelphia Court and NCSC additionally 
solicit pricing structures for unlimited usage within 
the 3D-reporter framework. Offerors should recognize 
that proposed fixed monthly rates for unlimited usage 
may necessitate configurational changes; such equip
ment changes must be annotated and outlined in the 
Technical Proposal as well as the Pricing Proposal. 

Attachment C, Cost Sheet, is to be used in the 
PIicing Proposal. Offerors are to attach schedules 
they feel are necessary to support and/or explain the 
proposed costs. If the Statement of Work contains a 
breakdown of the work by phases or tasks, the 
Pricing Proposal is to include an attachment showing 
a cost bmakdown, by cost element, for each phase 
or task. 

To prevent opening by unauthorized individuals, 
your proposal is to be addressed and identified on 
the outer wrapper as follows: 

National Center f~r State Courts 
1660 Lincoln Street 
Suite 200 
Denver, Colorado 80203 
PROPOSAL ATIN: J. Michael Green

wood 
DO NOT OPEN 

Ten copies of each proposal are to be submitted. 
In submitting a proposal, the offerors agree that the 
proposal remains valid for a period of 90 calendar 
days after the closing date for submission of propos
als and may be extended beyond that time by mutual 
agreement. 

Whenever repetition occurs anywhere in the Re
quest for Proposal with regard to similar request for 
information, offerors need not repeat the informa
tion. However, reference should be made to the 
~xact locatbn in the proposal where the informatior; 
is already recorded. 
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B. Acceptance, Negotiation ahd Award 

A contract may be negotiated with the offeror 
whose proposal is most advantageous, price ancl 
other factors considered. Philadelphia Court and 
NCSC reserve the right, with the approval of the 
National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal 
Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Administra
tion, to accept other than the lowest cost proposal 
and to reject any or all proposals. 

C. Evaluation Criteria 

Proposals will be evaluated and the prospective 
contractor selected principally on the following cri
teria: 

a) Systems compatibility with court reporting 
practices: 

b) First-run transcript capability; 
c) Total system capability (Le. first-run transcrip-

tion plus editing); 
d) Cost factors; 
e) Fiscal and managerial stability; 
f) Completeness of evaluative data provided by 

contractor; 
g) Compatibility with Philadelphia ADP System. 
Vendor must show or have showl! peliormance 

capability satisfactDlY to the Systems & Technology 
Division of NCSC. 

To aid in the selection of reporters, vendor should 
enumerate the qualifications necessary for a reporter' 
to use the offeror's system. 

The NCSC and Philadelphia Court project staff 
will select those bids most suitable for field demon
stration and submit a recommendation to a project 
advisory committee composed of representatives of 
the National Institute of Law Enforcement and 
Criminal Justice, the National Center for State 
Courts, the Federal Judicial Center, the National 
Shorthand Reporters' Association, and Philadelphia 
Court of Common Pleas. All major subcontracts 
(over $2500) let under the project grant will be 
submitted to the National Institute of LEAA for 
review prior to execution. 

D. Term of Contract 

The term of any resultant contract shall not exceed 
a period of 12 months of CAT operation and shall 
not exceed sixteen (16) months from the date of 
execution by the Philadelphia Court and NCSC. Any 
contract let as a result of this solicitation will contain 
terms allowing early termination by Philadelphia 
Court or NCSC. Hardware and software rental 
payments to the successful offeror shall not accrue 
until satisfactory performance in the Philadelphia 
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COUlt is dcmonstroted to the Philadelphia Court and 
NCSC. 

E. Contract type 

A "fixed-price" type of contract based on a fixed 
monthly cost is envisioned. Offerors may propose 
additional type of contracts if they so desit'e. H()w· 
ever, "cost-plus-percentage-of·costs" contrncts lin
del' which the fee increases when costs increase nrc 
prohibited. 

F.· Certifications and Supplemental Data 

1. Since this RFP is a sub-contract of an NI~ 
LEAA grant, offerOJ's arc to complete the following 
LEAA certification and supplemental data !'m'ms 
contained in this RFP: 

(i) FOl'm LEAA-ADMIN-33, Supplement to 
Contract Proposal (Requited Certifications) 
(Attachment D); 

(ii) FOI'm LEAA-ADMIN-28, Basic Datu Sheet 
(Attachment E); 

(iii) Form LEA,,,\-ADMIN·20, Patent Information 
Checklist (Attachment F); 

(iv) Stabilization of Prices, Wages and Salaries 
(Attachment G); 

(v) Disclosure Statement (Attachment H). 
The completed forms are to be submitted as part 

of the Pricillg Proposal. 
2. Subsequent to negotiations and prior to contract 

award, the successful offeror is required to execute 
a Certificate of Current Cost or Pricing Data, in 
accordance with FPR 1-3.807.4. 

Affirmative Action Compliance Program is fur
nished for your information (Attachment 1). 

G. Revi$ed and/or Additional Provisions 

NCSC or at the NCSC's discretion the Philadel
phia Court reserves the right to revise any article or 
clause of any provision, or to add or delete any 
nrticle or clause, pdor to the award of a contract. In 
addition, any resultant contract is to include such 
other provisions as are required by the Federal 
Procurement Regulations in effect as of the date of 
such contract and such other provisions as may be 
mutually agreed upon. 

H. Modification of Contract 

NCSC, or at the NCSC's discretion the Philadel
phia Court, reserves the right to amend, extend, 
curtail, or otherwise change the terms described in 
this RFP upon determination that such action is to 
the advantage of the program effort. 
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I. Pre-Award Equal Opportunity Actions 

Pdol' to award of this contract, the apparent 
successful offeror which is considered responsive 
and rcsponsiblc, price and other nlctors considered, 
shall-if requested by the Contracting Officer or an 
authorized representative-furnish the Contracting 
Officer with an acceptable written program for com
plying with the clause titled "Equal Opportunity." 
This program is to include a pJan fol" taking affirma
tive action in accol"dance with the clause. Prior to 
contract award, the Contracting Officer may have a 
compliance review made of that offeror's ability to 
comply with the "Equal Opportunity" clause. 

J. Propriotary Programs 

The Philadelphia Court and NCSC have no inter
est in nor claim any right to specific software 
programs required to prepare computer-aided tran
sCripts. Such material remains the property of the 
offeror. The disposition of individualized dictionaries 
(or SUb-dictionaries) which are prepared for the court 
reporters shall remain in the exclusive domain of the 
Philadelphia Court. 

K. Authority to Bind Offerors 

'fhe offeror's proposal is to identify the individ
ual(s) having authority to contractuallY bind the 
offeror, It is also to name the person to be contacted 
both during the period of evaluation of proposals and 
for prompt contract administration upon award of 
contract. This information is to include: Name, Title; 
Address, Telephone Number, and Area Code. 

L. Late Proposals and Modifications 

Late proposals and modifications thereof received 
at the office designated in this Request for Proposal 
after the time and date set for the receipt of 
proposals are not to be considered unless (i) they are 
received before award is made, and (ii) either they 
are sent by registered mail or by certified mail-for 
which an official, dated post office stamp (postmark) 
on the original receipt for certified mail has been 
obtained, and it is determined by NCSC that the late 

receipt was due solely to mishandling by the Center 
after receipt at the Center's offices; PROVIDED 
that timely receipt at such installation is established 
upon examination of the appropriate date or time 
stamp (if any) of such installation, or of other 
documentary evidence of such installation or of the 
post office serving it. 

However, a modification which makes the terms 
of the otherwise successful offer more favorable to 
the NCSC will be considered at any time it is 
received plior to the award of a contract. 

M. Conditions (LEAA) 

The standard grant conditions and special grant 
conditions imposed on this grant by the National 
Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice 
are attached at Attachment 1. These grant conditions 
will be a part of any contract resulting from this 
RFP. 

N. Length of Proposals 

Proposals are not to exceed fifty (50) typed, 
double-spaced pages. 

O. Project Director 

The Project Coordinators responsible for the tech
nical administration of the project are: 

J, MICHAEL GREEN- LARRY POLANSKY 
WOOD 

Systems and Technology 

National Center for State 
Courts 

1660 Lincoln Street
Suite 200 

Chief Deputy Court Ad
ministrator 

Office of Courts Admin
istration 

Common Pleas· and Mu
nicipal Courts of Phil
adelphia 

Denver, Colorado 80203 Room 370, City Hall 
Philadelphia, Pennsylva-

nia 19107 
All questions regarding this RFP shall be directed 
to Mike Greenwood of the National Center for 
State Courts, 
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Line Item 

la Modified stenotype de-
vice j unit purchase price 
including 12 months main-
tenance 

Ib Modified stenotype de-
vice, unit monthly lease 
price including monthly 
maintenance 

Ic Price per cartridge/cas-
sette 
(assuming 25 per lot) 
A cartridge/cassette will 
normally contain __ 
pages (fiJI blank) of tran-
script. 

2a Monthly lease cost for 
translation software on 
court's IBM 370/145 DOS 
computer 

2b Monthly least cost for ed-
iting (input-edit) software 
(if separable from hard-
ware) 

2c Monthly lease cost for ed-
iting (input-edit) hardware 
(if any) 

3 Monthly maintenance cost 
for editing (input-edit) 
hardware (if any) 

4 Purchase price for editing 
(input-edit) hardware (if 
any) after 12 months of 
lease 

5 Installation, test and de-
bug costs (explain) 

6 Reporter training cost (per 
reporter-30 planned) 

7 Additional training cost 
(e.g., SUb-system editors, 
computer operators) 

8 Additional personnel costs 
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AnACHMENT C 
COST SHEET 

(See following explanation) 

(list person, tasks to be 
__ each performed, man-days, and 

cost) 
9 Other costs to vendor (ex-

plain) 
__ each 

Line Item Explanation 

Line Item 

__ each la The purchase 01' lease of 15 modified 
stenotype devices is contemplated. If you 
will sell us the devices, quote us a unit 
purchase price, including 12 months of 
maintenance. 

Ib If you will lease the devices\ quote a unit 
monthly lease price, including monthly 

__ /mo. 
maintenance. 

Ic Please quote the price per car1ridge/cas-
sette for quantities of at least 25 per lot, 

__ I mo. and estimate for us the number of pages 
(assume 200 words per page) which a 
cartridge/cassette normally will contain. 

~a Lease of the translation software is con-__ I mo. 
templated for a 12-month period. State 
the monthly lease cost of the translation 
software for 150,000 pages (a page is 200 

__ /mo. 
words). If your package is casted in 
another manner, explain the costs. 

NOTE: The Philadelphia Court and NCSC addi-
tionally solicit pricing structures for 
250,000 pages annually and for unlimited 
usage within the 30-reporter structure. If 
you will offer either or both, please 
submit additional, carefully marked Cost 

__ each Sheets for these offers. 

2b If the lease costs of your editing software 
are separate from the translation software 
or from the editing hardware (if any), 
please state the monthly costs. If non-
separable, so state. 
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2c If 1.ldditional equipment is required to 5 If not included elsewhere, state your 
implement your editing system on the installation, test, and debug costs. E~plain 
Philadelphia computer (described in At- these costs, including shipping, systems 
tachment A! Section C, Work S tate- documentation, and any other syst~ms 
mant), state the monthly lease price for suppqrt C()sts you will incur prior to 
such editing hardware. actual opemtions. Mtach extra sheets as 

3 State the monthly cost for maintaining 
necessary. 

~', the editing (input-edit) stlbsystem hard- 6 It is contemplated that 30 reporters will 
! ware (if required). If YO~I do not offer be trained to use the computer-aided 

maintenance or maintenarlce is included transcription services during this project. 

II 
in your monthly lease cost, so st.ate. State training costs on a peNepQrter 

4 Philadelphia Court and NCSC intend to 
basis, if applicable. If you offer reporter 

lease the editing (input-edit) hardware (if 
training and reporter dictionary formula-

1:1 

any) for 12 months. In the interest of the 
tion on another costing basis, please 

Philadelphia Court, it is desirable that 
explain it. Keep in mind the training 

.,~{ some of that money be applied toward 
timetable considerations of Attachment 

the purchase price of the system. If you A, Section 0, Work Timetable. Attach 

will (at the option of the court) sell the 
extra sheets as necessary. 

subsystem to the court after 12 months of 7 List the training costs for the editing sub-
lease, state that subsystem purchase price system opemtor, editors and any other 
in line item 4. Philadelphia Court personnel. Attach ~x-
SAMPLE: If the base purchase price is tra sheets as necessary. 
$50,000 and you are willing to apply 75% 

8 Outline any personnel costs you incur 
of tile 12 months lease at $2,000 per 
month toward the purchase price, the 

but have not included elsewhere. List the 

line item 4 purchase price is $50,000 
person, tasks to be performed, man-days, 

minus 75% of 12 times $2,000 
and costs of such personnel. Attach extra 

= $50,000 - .75 x 12 x $2,000 
sheets as necessary. 

= $50,000 - $18,000 9 List and explain al~ costs you incur but 
= $2,000 have not included elsewhere. Attach ex-

If you will not consider such a purchase tra sheets as necessary. 
option, so state. 

':'U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1978 0-252~7 
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